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In physics formulae the Einstein summation convention is used on indices denoted
by greek symbols α, β, γ etc. The mostly minuses metric is used, unless stated
otherwise.
Physics results (e.g. particle masses) are presented in natural units, in which
c ≡ ℏ ≡ kB ≡ 1.
Data and datasets
As this thesis deals withmachine learning, andmachine learning deals with learning
information from datasets, it is useful to fix the notation convention for quantities
associated with datasets. A dataset will be denoted in calligraphic font (like A, X
and Z). Individual data points from these sets are denoted by the corresponding
lowercase character. The data point x, for example, is a data point in theX dataset.
Any subscript index indicates a specific data point, so that xi is the i
th data point
from this dataset. Superscript indices denote features or variables of that data
point, so that xj is the j-th component of all data points x.
When a matrix occurs outside of the context of data points, the matrix is de-





Particle physics is currently in an equally uncomfortable as exciting position. Let
me explain.
1.1 The uncomfortable position of particle phys-
ics
As any other field of natural science, particle physics tries to model nature in order
to understand it and make predictions. In particle physics this model building ef-
fort is specifically aimed at uncovering the physics of the smallest building blocks
of matter, and it does so very succesfully. The efforts in this subfield of physics
have yielded the Standard Model [1, 2], a theory that describes which particles
(the fundamental building blocks of the universe) exist and how they interact with
one another at the most fundamental level. The discovery of the Higgs particle
in 2012 [3, 4] was a cornerstone in the understanding of this model, and since
then no deviations from the model have been found by experiments that have the
statistical significance to be considered a discovery.
This success of the Standard Model comes, however, with a fine print: although
the model is able to explain all performed experiments, we know the model is not
a complete description of nature. It does not explain the observed, strong imbal-
ance between matter and antimatter, for example Also dark matter [5, 6] is not
properly explained, nor are the masses of neutrinos. Apart from that, some crucial
information (e.g. the masses of matter particles for example) has to be provided by
hand, instead of it being naturally arising from initial model assumptions. There is
therefore no reason to stop searching for phenomena that the Standard Model is
unable to explain, nor is there any reason to stop investigating, and searching for
new models that might replace or extend the Standard Model.
This is an entirely different situation than particle physics has faced before.
Earlier efforts were guided by theoretical insights (like was the case for the dis-
covery of the charm, bottom and top quark) or by experimentally unexplained
phenomena (like was the case for hadron physics before the quark model was
proposed) [1]. Even in the later stages of the search for the Higgs particle, there
was a well understood signature that could be searched for in experimental data.
This is in stark contrast to the current situation, in which we do not have statistic-
ally significant experimental results that beg for an explanation, nor do we have a
(consensus on a) theorical model that provides a clear direction in which to search
for unexplained physics. Contemporary search efforts are therefore mostly of an
exploratory nature. The hope is that by exploring as many different experimental
signatures as possible a deviation from the Standard Model’s predictions will be
2
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found somewhere. The individual searches are guided by the predictions made by
alternative models, which – unfortunately – typically have many free parameters
(and thereby large dimensionalities). For example: the most explored supersym-
metric model (the pMSSM [7]) has 19 free parameters, while effective field theories
can have more than 100 free parameters. This dimensionality-issue is a whole can
of worms on its own, as many algorithms (currently employed by particle physics)
suffer from the “curse of dimensionality”, effectively saying that they become expo-
nentially more inefficient as the dimensionality of the explored model increases. A
common solution to this problem is by only exploring a subset of the available para-
meters, but this comes at the cost of the expressiveness of the explored model.
Particle physics is, in a sense, looking for the unknown. Theorists are exploring
(the consequences of) countless models for new physics, and experimentalists are
exploring their data by casting a net that is as wide as possible, in the hopes of
finding something. So far unfortunately without positive result.
The main question looming over particle physics is therefore: how do you find
something if you do not know where to look or what it looks like? Given this ques-
tion, it is conceivable that one gets pessimistic: how do you find something so
undefined?
1.2 The exciting position of particle physics
The good news is that the aforementioned efforts are not without any result. True,
they might not have yielded the discovery of new physics, but they are results nev-
ertheless. Theoreticians have developed a wide collection of possible extensions
to the Standard Model, and experimentalists have – quite literally – petabytes of
data that can be used to test hypotheses with [8]. And these endeavours are still
going strong. This creates a whole newplaying field, unique in the history of particle
physics. It is a playing field in which large amounts of models need exploration, but
also a playing field in which large datasets could give us answers to our questions,
if we only would know where to look or how to search efficiently.
That is not to say that this new situation the field finds itself in does not come
with its own problems. As already mentioned: models for new physics generally
have free parameters, a lot of them actually. A full exploration of even just one
single model can already be infeasible, even without taking into account that the
currently used analysis tools are very time intensive to run on just one singlemodel
configuration. They are simply not developed to tackle models (and problems) of
this size.
If we thus want to start playing in our new playing field, we need new tools that
3
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tackle the problems inherent to this new situation we find ourselves in.
The most promising tools that we have available for this come from the field
of machine learning. These algorithms are able to ‘learn by example’: by giving
them example data they can learn to perform the task for which you provided ex-
amples (e.g. classification, regression and data generation). They can make use of
the full dimensionality of the data, are generally fast and have many applications.
Machine learning algorithms thrive in problems where large amounts of data are
available and they are generally able to perform well even if the problem is very
high-dimensional (i.e. has many free parameters). Both these cases are satisfied
within high energy physics, but can also outside particle physics be applied to a
wide range of problems, ranging from cancer detection to recommendation sys-
tems for social media and from virtual assistants to stock market trading.
My tone here might suggest that particle physics has, so far, not been using
machine learning at all, but the opposite is true. In the past decade a large body
of particle physics research has been published that uses machine learning al-
gorithms in one way or another, most prominently in aiding the seperation of sig-
nal from background information in measured data. It was also thanks to those
algorithms that the aforementioned Higgs particle was found in the first place.
The handling of high-dimensional parameter spaces is, nevertheless, still an
open problem in the field that need addressing. The field of machine learning
is, however, quickly developing and new methods and algorithms have been de-
veloped that are yet to be explored in the context of particle physics. With these
new methods and algorithms one can for example generate new data based on
example data, identify anomalous data points and sample high-dimensional para-
meter spaces efficiently. Especially this ability of working with and working in high-
dimensional parameter spaces could allow us to use machine learning techniques
to explore more complex models of new physics, with more free parameters than
we could previously. So with these tools, the challenges of modern particle physics
might just become handleable and they could thereby form the key to the next big
particle physics discovery.
1.3 This thesis
This thesis presents work that explores modern machine learning algorithms and
optimisation techniques to tackle high-dimensional problems in particle physics.
Figure 1.1 shows a flow diagram of steps typically taken in a particle physics ana-
lysis, which forms the context for this thesis. The work in this thesis can be directly
applied to several steps in this workflow. To make this context explicit, some steps
4
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have chapter numbers indicated next to them. These chapters cover work relevant
for their respective step.
This thesis starts with two introductory chapters. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
contain introductions into particle physics andmachine learning respectively. They
are written with the explicit intent of providing a didactical introduction into these
subjects, without getting bogged down in details or mathematics. A knowledgable
reader could thus skip these chapters. For convenience, an index is included on
the final pages of this thesis, just in case specific terms used in the later chapters
turn out to be unfamiliar to the reader (or if a quick reminder would be helpful).
Terms occurring in this index are coloured differently in the main text at locations
where relevant information on them can be found.
The remainder of this thesis – or rather: its bulk – presents research on deal-
ing with high-dimensional parameter spaces in particle physics. Each of the sub-
sequent chapters (except for the conclusion at the end) is based on a published
paper. A complete list of published work can be found in Appendix E, were also my
personal contribution to these works can be found.
Chapter 4 attempts to answer the question “how to find the optimum of a
high-dimensional function as efficiently as possible”. It presents the results of a
comparison study in which the performance of a wide selection of optimisation
algorithms on toy functions was investigated. As such optimisation algorithms are
widely used to find, for example, maximum likelihood configurations of a model
for new physics, this systematic comparison provides interesting information for
future analyses in particle physics.
Such analyses are unfortunately computationally costly. It is because of this
that Chapter 5 investigates the creation an encoding of the data patterns of such
an analysis using a machine learning model. Such an encoding of what is essen-
tially a very complicated function with a model configuration as input and some
metric as output, could serve as a fast stand-in for the lengthy full analysis. This is
demonstrated in this chapter for a 19-dimensional model for new physics, showing
that machine learning models have the potential to communicate and generalise
high-dimensional results. Although almost no algorithm or model is ever truly per-
fect, even an imperfect modelling can quickly provide useful model configuration-
specific information. This fact is used as a starting point for the research presented
in Chapter 6, in which a technique called “active learning” is explored. Active learn-
ing uses fast machine learning algorithms to inform the choice where and when to
apply computationally expensive algorithms (e.g. the full analysis in Figure 1.1) in
a high-dimensional parameter space. This increases the overall efficiency of the
entire search, as is shown in that chapter.
Such an efficiency increase is of course nice, but does it does not make the ana-
5
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Figure 1.1 A diagram showing, in rough lines, what the steps are to analyse a model for new
physics using available experimental data. Dashed boxes indicate a group of steps that need
to be repeated many times in order for the steps outside of the box to be performed. With
the exception for the “choosemodel configuration” step, all of the blocks in this diagram take
a significant amount of time to perform, ranging fromO(minutes) (for “compare and analyse”
and “simulate events” ) toO(years) (for “get experimental data”). To make the context of this
thesis explicit, some steps have chapter numbers indicated next to them. These chapters
cover work relevant for their respective step.
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lysis itself faster. To perform the analysis of a theoretical model in the context of
experimental measurements, one needs to simulate the measurements that such
a model would, theoretically, yield. This is unfortunately difficult and costly due
to the stochastic nature of particle physics, combined with the highly complicated
dynamics that particles exhibit. To make matters even worse: traditional simula-
tion techniques quickly become less and less efficient as the dimensionality of the
measurements increases (e.g. as a result of an increase in measured particles). A
promissing step in the direction of a solution is presented in Chapter 7, in which a
technique called “normalising flows” is explored for the simulation of particle inter-
ations. The ability of normalising flows tomodel non-trivial, high-dimensional prob-
ability distributions based on example data, from which subsequently samples can
be drawn, could mean a significant speed-up in event generation.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with insights from the performed research and






CHAPTER 2. PARTICLE PHYSICS
Physics tries to understand the rules of nature by studying its behaviour. Each
subfield of physics focusses on its own niche within nature’s ruleset. Particle phys-
ics, one of these subfields, focusses on the rules that govern particles, the smallest
building blocks of nature. The current best theory about these particles and the
rules that apply to them is the Standard Model. This chapter is meant as an intro-
duction to particle physics for the uninitiated and it is geared towards understand-
ing as so far is needed for this thesis. There are thus myriad resources that give a
more complete introduction into particle physics and the Standard Model than is
offered here. Interested readers are refered to [1, 2]), for example.
This chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 2.1 a qualitative introduction
to the Standard Model is given, covering the strengths and the limitations of the
model. Section 2.2 gives an overview of one of the most investigated theories that
extend the Standard Model: supersymmetry. The last section of this chapter, Sec-
tion 2.3, covers how searches for new physics and analyses of experimental data
are performed at experiments like ATLAS and CMS.
As this thesis presents no research on experimental setups or research using
experimentally collected data, a description of the physical experiments is omitted
from this chapter. Interested readers can find introductions into these subjects
in [9, 10]. As the research for this thesis was performed in a department affiliated
with the ATLAS experiment, most concrete examples and diagrams will refer to, or
originate from, ATLAS. The reader should however be aware that most concepts
discussed here are more general and apply to many other experiments as well.
2.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
The Standard Model describes fundamental particles as waves in fields. Every
type of particle has its own field associated with it. The description of the dynamics
of these waves is given by quantum field theory (QFT) in terms of a Lagrangian.
In this framework the Standard Model defines the 17 particles shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. These particles can have interactions with one another, in which en-
ergy and momentum can be exchanged, and in which particles can even change
type. These interactions can be described in quantum field theory (more on that
in Section 2.3.2), yielding mathematical expressions for e.g. the cross section of
processes1. The mathematics of these interactions can also be illustrated in so-
called Feynman diagrams [11], like shown in Figure 2.2. Lines in such a diagram
(whether straight, dashed or wavy) indicate particles, while vertexes indicate the
1The cross section of a process is a quantity that is related to the probability that said process takes
place.
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neutrino
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charm strange muon muon
neutrino
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Figure 2.1 Overview of the particles in the Standard Model. Matter is formed by the quarks
and the leptons, whereas forces are mediated by the gause bosons. As only the leptons
and quarks in the first generation (upper row) are stable, these are the most common. Not
depicted in this figure are antipartners and colour variants of particles.
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Figure 2.2 Example of a Feynman diagram. In this diagram time is moving from left to
right, so that this diagram shows the annihilation of an electron-positron pair into a muon-
antimuon pair.
interaction between these particles. Figure 2.2 shows for example the process of
an electron and a positron annihilating into two muons.
Not all interactions, and therefore not all Feynmandiagrams, are allowed. There
is for example no interaction vertex in the Standard Model that connects three
electrons, as this would violate conservation of charge. The vertexes that arepresent
in the Standard Model are the result of symmetries imposed on the model2.
The mathematical formulation of these symmetries is that the Standard Model
has a local SU(3)C× SU(2)L× U(1)Y symmetry. Each of these symmetries gives rise
to fields, the so called gauge fields. These fields are the eight gluon fields for the
SU(3)C symmetry, three W -fields for the SU(2)L symmetry and the B-field for the
U(1)Y symmetry. The number of fields for each of these symmetry groups corres-
ponds to their number of generators. While the gluon field gives rise to massless
gluons, the states in the B and W field cannot be found directly in list of particles
in Figure 2.1. The reason for this is that they combine (or mix) to form the Z bo-
son, W± boson and photon, of which the Z and W± bosons gain mass through
interaction with the Higgs field. All of these particles can be found in Figure 2.1.
The Higgs field is a complex scalar doublet field and has four degrees of free-
dom. After three of these have been absorbed in the Z-boson and W -bosons,
only one of these degrees of freedom is left. The excitations of this field are Higgs
particles, as included in Figure 2.1.
The Standard Model has parameters that need configuration before predic-
tions can be made with it. Even though the model might define how interactions
2Note that this line of reasoning is entirely from a theoretical perspective. A more experimental
view on this would be that you should not describe a process if it does not occur in nature.
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work and which of these are allowed, it needs the properties of particles as in-
put. These properties include for example their masses and the strength of their
interactions. All in all, the Standard Model has 19 free parameters3 [12].
For many parameters the value is measured very precisely (for example the
mass of electrons), but there are also parameters that are only bounded or still
need to be experimentally measured (like the mass of the neutrinos [13] and the
strength of the Higgs self-coupling [14]). Nevertheless, even with these uncertain-
ties at play, the Standard Model has proven immensely successful: it is able to
predict the results of particle physics experiments with great accuracy and during
its theoretical construction it was even used to predict the existence of particles
that were not yet discovered [3, 4, 15–17].
2.1.1 Why the Standard Model is incomplete
Despite the success of the model, the general consensus is that the Standard
Model is not a complete description of nature. On the one hand there are experi-
mental reasons to believe this. The Standard Model can not explain the apparent
imbalance betweenmatter and antimatter. Also darkmatter, a phenomenon that
contributes to about 85%of themass present in the universe [5, 6], is not described
by the Standard Model. Although most hints about dark matter point in the dir-
ection of it being a particle, none of the particles in the Standard Model have the
right properties to form it4.
On the other hand there are also theoretical reasons to consider the Standard
Model to be incomplete. One of these reasons is that, although the model should
– in theory – be able to describe everything, fundamentally it cannot be unified
with general relativity: the leading theory on gravity. There are also problems with
matching the model to experimental results. There are for example multiple ways
in which neutrino masses could be added to the model (as Dirac masses or as
Marjorana masses, or both), but there is – at least for now – no guidance on which
of these implementations is correct. Any chosen implementation is therefore ne-
cessarily an artificial choice. Even more shortcomings of the model can be found
in the breakdown of the model at very high energy scales, where infinite coupling
strengths with the gauge fields for the U(1) group can be encountered.
Because of these shortcomings, a contemporary goal of particle physics is to
findways to fix these problems of the StandardModel. This goal can be approached
from both an experimental and a theoretical perspective, but in the end both are
3Or 26, if you also include neutrino masses in the parameters.
4This is only true if you follow a definition of the Standard Model in which there are no right-handed
neutrinos, as we do here.
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necessary to find a description of nature.
2.2 Supersymmetry
Arguably the most investigated extension to the Standard Model is supersym-
metry (SUSY) [7]. Supersymmetry postulates a spacetime symmetry between fer-
mions and bosons through the existence of a symmetry operator Q̂. These operate
on the spin representation of the particles through
Q̂|fermion⟩ = |boson⟩ and Q̂|boson⟩ = |fermion⟩. (2.1)
This transformation only alters the spin of the particles; all other properties (e.g.mass
and coupling strengths) are unaffected. However, in the StandardModel no particles
exist that exhibit such a relation. The existence of supersymmetry, and hence the
existence of an operator Q̂, would therefore imply the existence of new fields and,
thereby, the existence of new particles.
It is important to note that supersymmetry on its own is not a model for new
physics, but rather a relationship between bosons and fermions that can be incor-
porated in models. The following subsections will introduce three theories that do
exactly that.
2.2.1 MSSM
To limit the scope of possible supersymmetric theories it is common to look at the
implementation of supersymmetry that adds the smallest number of new particles
to the Standard Model. This results in a theory called the Minimal Supersym-
metric Standard Model (MSSM). In this model a new field is introduced for each
fermionic and bosonic field in the Standard Model. These supersymmetric fields
only differ in spin from their Standard Model partners by half a unit. For example:
as the Standard Model electron is a spin-1/2 particle, the supersymmetric electron
is a spin-0 particle. Supersymmetric particles like these are denoted by a wiggle
above their symbol and their names are either prepended with an s- (if the original
particle was a fermion) or appended with -ino (if the original particle was a boson).
The supersymmetric partner of the electron is therefore called a selectron and it
is denoted by ẽ.
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Extension of the Higgs sector
While the Standard Model contains a single complex Higgs doublet, the MSSM re-











. The vacuum expectation values (VEV) for the fields in these doublets
are not necessarily the same. By exploiting gauge freedom, the VEV of the posit-
ively charged Higgs can be rotated to zero, which automatically yields a zero VEV
for the negatively charged Higgs as well (see [7]). In this gauge the two neutral





respectively. The ratio between these two VEVs is known as tanβ:
tanβ ≡ vu/vd. (2.2)
As the model contains two Higgs doublets instead of one, there are now in total
eight degrees of freedom resulting from the Higgs fields. Three of these still get
mixed with the gauge fields of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y symmetries of the Standard
Model, resulting in massive W±- and Z-bosons. This leaves five degrees of free-
dom from the original two doublets, so the MSSM also contains five different Higgs
particles:
h0 H0 A0 H+ H−. (2.3)
Of these five, h0 is by definition the lightest and assumed to be the Higgs boson
found by ATLAS [3] and CMS [4].
Neutralinos and charginos
All of these higgs particles get a superpartner as well, originating for the supersym-
metric partners or the two complex Higgs doublets: the higgsino fields H̃u and H̃d.
The states of these fields mix with the supersymmetric variants of the B and W
gauge fields: the fermionic bino and wino fields. Similar to the B and W fields in
the Standard Model, the bino and wino fields mix with the higgsino fields. They
















mixing−−−−→ χ̃+1 , χ̃
+
2 (2.5)
5This requirement is needed in order to cancel out anomalies.
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H̃−d , W̃
1, W̃ 2
mixing−−−−→ χ̃−1 , χ̃
−
2 (2.6)
The neutralinos and charginos, collectively called gauginos, are by definition
ordered by mass, making χ̃01 the lightest neutralino and χ̃
0
4 the heaviest. The exact
mixing of the wino, bino and higgsino fields determines the behaviour of the neut-
ralinos and charginos. This is reflected by the lingo used to describe the nature of
these particles: they are can be called wino-like, bino-like or higgsino-like if their
main component is the wino, bino or higgsino field respectively. The exact mixing
is determined in so calledmixingmatrices. The mixing matrix for the neutralinos,





M1 0 −cβsWmZ sβsWmZ
0 M2 cβcWmZ −sβcWmZ
−cβsWmZ cβcWmZ 0 −µ
sβsWmZ −sβcWmZ −µ 0
 , (2.7)
while the mixing matrix for the charginos, working on (W̃ 1, H̃+u , W̃













2cβmW µ 0 0
 . (2.8)
In these matricesM1,M2 and µ are the mass parameters associated with the bino,
wino and higgsino fields respectively. Abbreviations were used to avoid clutter:
sβ = sinβ, cβ = cosβ, sW = sin θW and cW = cos θW , where β is defined in
Equation (2.2) and θW is the Weinberg angle. The mass of the Z
0 andW± bosons
are denoted asmZ andmW respectively. Although thesemixingmatrices are fixed,
their values are not: the parameters M1, M2, µ and tanβ all influence the exact
numerical composition of thematrix, yielding different natures for supersymmetric
gauge bosons.
Broken symmetry and free parameters
All in all the MSSM more than doubles the particle content of the Standard Model.
This implies that were theMSSM to be realised in nature, more than half of the total
number of particles have escaped experimental detection so far. However, any
charged supersymmetric particle – like a selectron – would interact similarly to its
16
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Standard Model counterpart6. As charged particles are relatively easy to detect in
experiments [9], the existence of supersymmetric particles with an identical mass
as their Standard Model partners has long been experimentally excluded [18].
If theMSSMwere therefore to exist, it would not implement a perfect supersym-
metry, but would instead yield particles with a different mass than their Standard
Model equivalents. It is therefore necessarily a broken symmetry. The MSSM
does – by construction – not elaborate on the mechanism responsible for this
breaking. In order to maintain the desired supersymmetric properties of the the-
ory, symmetry breaking is implemented by adding additional breaking terms, Lsoft,
to the model’s Lagrangian:
L = LSM + LSUSY + Lsoft. (2.9)
The Lsoft term for the MSSM is written out in Equation (2.10). A listing of all
free variables (and a count of their internal degrees of freedom) can be found in
Table 2.1. For an introduction to the interpretation of Lagrangians like this one, the























































In this LagrangianH... and all symbols with a tilde are the theory’s Higgs and super-
symmetric fields respectively. Subscripts to these fields indicate their chirality. The
antisymmetric ϵαβ tensor (ϵ
12 = −ϵ21 = −ϵ12 = ϵ21 = 1) is used to raise and lower
indices of Weyl spinors. + h.c. indicates the addition of the hermitian conjugate of
all terms within the relevant parentheses. The bold factors in represent matrices in
generation space, grouping particles with the same properties but different mass
together7. For example: M2ẽ can be written as the diagonal matrix containing the
6Remember that these particles only differ in their spin, not in their coupling strengths.
7See Figure 2.1 for the generations in the Standard Model.
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0 0 m2τ̃ .
 (2.11)
The masses of the right-handed selectron-type particles are given by M2ẽ , in the









The au, ad and ae factors are 3 × 3 matrices in generation space representing
the strength of (generation changing) trilinear interactions. The factors M1, M2
and M3 are the bino mass, wino mass and gluino mass respectively, as already
seen in Section 2.2.1. The last line in Equation (2.10) represents the Higgs sector
and contains two scalar mass factors (m2Hu and m
2
Hd
). The b parameter is a mass
tensor that mixes the fields in Hu and Hd.
Introducing this symmetry breaking also introduces a large amount of free para-
meters in the theory. In total, the soft breaking Lagrangian introduces 105 inde-
pendent free parameters [22] on top of the 19 free parameters already present in
the Standard Model. These parameters are listed in Table 2.1. As there is some
freedom in how the 105 degrees of freedom are distributed over the parameters
in this table, I refer the reader to [21] for a complete analysis of the symmetries in
(and therefore the parameter count of) the MSSM.
2.2.2 pMSSM
Exploring a model with 105 free parameters is extremely challenging, if not im-
possible. Even if you would sample a grid with only 2 points per dimension, you
would need to evaluate 2105 ≈ 4 · 1031 data points. It is therefore conventional to
reduce the dimensionality of largemodels before starting an exploration. The phe-
nomenological Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM) [7] does
this by imposing phenomenological constraints on the MSSM such that only the
phenomenology remains to which collider experiments like ATLAS and CMS are
sensitive. In total six of such constraints and assumptions are made.
1. No assumptions are made on the nature of symmetry breaking.
Introducing a theory to explain the origin of Lsoft in Equation (2.9) could reduce
the number of free parameters, but might also make the theory less general8. The
8Note that this is only true as long as we have no guidance on how supersymmetry is broken in
nature, if it exists at all.
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Table 2.1 Free parameters in the broken MSSM, defined at the electroweak scale (O(100
GeV)).
Parameter Description
M1 Bino mass parameter
M2 Wino mass parameter
M3 Gluino mass parameter
µ Higgsino mass parameter
M2
L̃
3 × 3 mass matrix for left handed sleptons
M2ẽ 3 × 3 mass matrix for right handed electron-like sparticles
M2
Q̃
3 × 3 mass matrix for left handed squarks
M2ũ 3 × 3 mass matrix for right handed ũ-like squarks
M2
d̃
3 × 3 mass matrix for right handed d̃-like squarks
au Complex 3 × 3 trilinear coupling matrix for ũ-like squarks
ad Complex 3 × 3 trilinear coupling matrix for d̃-like squarks
aτ Complex 3 × 3 trilinear coupling matrix for sleptons
m2Hu Mass parameter for first Higgs doublet
m2Hd Mass parameter for second Higgs doublet
pMSSM is kept more general on purpose by not making any assumption on the
origin of the symmetry breaking. Note that this assumption on its own does not
alter the theory in any way, as the MSSM itself also did not make any assumptions
on the nature of symmetry breaking.
2. All interactions conserve R-parity.
When calculating the consequences of the MSSM (as discussed in Section 2.2.1)
one would find that the model allows for too fast proton decay [7]. As such a
decay has not been experimentally detected [23], it is a good handle to restrict the
model on (and thereby to restrict the number of free parameters of the model).
This is done by imposing a symmetry called R-parity on the model. This symmetry
only allows for interactions that (multiplicatively) conserve the quantity
PR = (−1)
R ≡ (−1)3(B−L)+2S where B = Baryon number
L = Lepton number
S = Spin.
(2.12)
The quantity PR is +1 for Standard Model particles and -1 for supersymmetric
particles. The conservation of this quantity only allows processes in which exclus-
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ively Standard Model particles interact, or in which two supersymmetric particles
interact with a single Standard Model particle.
This choise has two main phenomenological consequences: supersymmetric
particles are always produced in pairs, and the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) is stable. This particle can therefore not decay into lighter Standard Model
particles, even if those exist. This makes this lightest particle a prime candidate to
form darkmatter, as it is stable and couples weakly to StandardModel particles9. It
is a common (additional) assumption to have the lightest neutralino be the lightest
supersymmetric particle.
3. Apart from theweak force there are no interactions involving neutral currents
that can make particles change type.
This assumption makes the coupling matrices ab, at and aτ and all mass matrices
listed in Table 2.1 diagonal, removing 2/3rd of the parameters originating from
these matrices.
4. The first two generations of supersymmetric fermions share the samemasses.
By making this assumption, all soft mass parameters of the first two generations of
sfermions are identical, halving the number of mass parameters needed for these
generations.
5. The first two generations of supersymmetric fermions have negligible trilinear
couplings.
This assumption removes parameters for the couplings between the Higgs particle
and first and second generation sparticles. Togetherwith constraint (4) listed above,
this one results in coupingmatricesab, at and aτ that with only one non-zero entry,
out of nine.
6. There are no new sources of CP-violation.
By assuming there are no additional sources of CP-violation, the model assumes
that all differences betweenmatter and antimatter particles are the result of mech-
anisms already present in the Standard Model. Although this severely reduces the
number of parameters of the model, it also makes the model less able to explain
thematter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe (one of the StandardModel prob-
lems we identified at the start of this chapter).
9The lightest supersymmetric particle has to couple weakly, as it would otherwise have been detec-
ted already in experiments.
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Table 2.2 Free parameters in the pMSSM at the electroweak scale (O(100 GeV)).
Parameter Description
M1 Bino mass parameter
M2 Wino mass parameter
M3 Gluino mass parameter
µ Higgsino mass parameter
mL̃1 1
st/2nd generation right-handed SU(2) doublet soft breaking slepton mass
mẽ1 1
st/2nd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking slepton mass
mL̃3 3
rd generation right-handed SU(2) doublet soft breaking slepton mass
mẽ3 3
rd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking slepton mass
mQ̃1 1
st/2nd generation right-handed SU(2) doublet soft breaking squark mass
mũ1 1
st/2nd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking squark mass
md̃1
1st/2nd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking squark mass
mQ̃3 3
rd generation right-handed SU(2) doublet soft breaking squark mass
mũ3 3
rd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking squark mass
md̃3
3rd generation left-handed SU(2) singlet soft breaking squark mass
At Stop trilinear coupling
Ab Sbottom trilinear coupling
Aτ Stau trilinear coupling
mA Pseudoscalar Higgs mass
tanβ Ratio of vacuum expectation values
Table 2.3 Free parameters in mSUGRA, defined at the unification scale.
Parameter Description
m0 Gaugino masses
m1/2 Sfermionic particle masses
A0 Coupling proportionality constant
tanβ Ratio of vacuum expectation values of H0u and H
0
d
sign(µ) Sign of the higgsino mass parameter
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Implementing these constraints in the MSSM yields a model with 19 free para-
meters [7], all of which are listed in Table 2.2. The choice for tanβ and µ overm2Hu
andm2Hd as parameters for the Higgs sector of the theory is amatter of convention.
2.2.3 mSUGRA
The MSSM and pMSSM make no assumption on the origin of the breaking of su-
persymmetry, which makes them relatively generally applicable models. This ag-
nosticism comes however at the cost of having many free parameters. If one were
to make assumptions on the breaking mechanism, the number of free parameters
could be reduced.
An example of a theory that does make assumptions on the breaking mech-
anism is minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) [7]. It assumes that the breaking of
supersymmetry is the result of gravity. Since gravity is flavour blind, the matrices
containing the breaking masses of the sfermions are now assumed to be propor-
tional to the unit matrix, yielding the same breaking mass m0 for all of them. The
breaking masses for the gauginos are chosen [24] to also be equal to each other,
yielding a single mass parameterm1/2 for all gauginos.
Masses in this theory can thus be parametrised using just two scalar values.
Adding the minimal flavour violation assumption (assumption no. 3) of the pMSSM
to mSUGRA as well, yields one single trilinear coupling strength for the entire the-
ory. Table 2.3 summarises the free parameters of mSUGRA.
All these mSUGRA parameters are defined at the unification scale and not at
the lower SUSY energy scale (≈ 1 TeV) at which the pMSSM is defined. Although in
mSUGRA the leptons all have the same mass at the unification scale, this does not
mean that the same is true at (experimentally accessible) lower scales. There the
particles’ masses are typically different from one another and only related to the
model parameters (Table 2.3) through their renormalisation group equations.
2.3 Searching for new particles
In order to identify which extension of the StandardModel actually exists in nature,
experiments and accurate theoretical predictions (for both the Standard Model
and possible existensions) are needed. Together they make it possible to search
for incorrect predictions made by the Standard Model. This search for signals bey-
ond the Standard Model (BSM) is however complicated, not the least because of
the following difficulties:
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- It is unknown how new physics might manifest itself;
- The physics of particles is stochastic in nature: although it is possible to pre-
dict the probabilities of specific outcomes, it is fundamentally impossible to
predict the exact outcome of an individual particle interaction;
- Due to the complexity of the experiments, it is not possible to directly calcu-
late the probability for a specific model configuration to be realised in nature:
P (model|measurements).
This section gives a quick and dirty overview of the typical steps in particle phys-
ics experiments to, nevertheless, extract useful information on the StandardModel
(and possible extensions) frommeasured particle phenomena. A diagram showing
these steps can be found in Figure 2.3.
2.3.1 Designing an analysis
As particle physics processes are stochastic in nature, their results need to be ana-
lysed using statistics. Through an procedure called hypothesis testing it is pos-
sible to use measured data to make statements about the Standard Model and
possible extensions.
There are however many different models for new physics to look at, and many
possible signatures a signal for physics beyond the Standard Model could have.
Although model agnostic searches for signals for new physics are possible (see for
example [25]), these searches are therefore typically less optimised to find specific
signatures.
The more commonly used approach is to optimise the search against specific
possible signals of specific models for new physics. By doing this, a lot of the meas-
urements can be removed from the analysis, which increases the statistical sens-
itivity to the signal we are looking for. For example: if you are looking for a signal
with twomuons, you can remove all interaction results, also known as events, with
less than or more than two muons from your analysis. By modelling the possible
signal and making the analysis cuts such that this signal is mostly unaffected by
the cuts, the amount of background data that one needs to deal with can be de-
creased. The obvious downside of this approach – compared to the more general
approach mentioned in the previous paragraph – is that these searches are blind
to all other signals in the data that were not specifically targeted by the analysis.
In the aimed-search approach both the variables on which these cuts are made
and the exact location of these cuts require a lot of tuning. Although a well-placed
cut can increase statistical sensitivity of the analysis, an ill-placed cut can just as
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Figure 2.3 A graphical representation of the steps taken to go from an experimental meas-
urement (enclosing box in the right of the figure) to a physics conclusion. Section 2.3 covers
all steps, excluding the steps in the experiment box. A systematic search for new physics
requires the process depicted here to be repeated for many models and model configura-
tions, which is prohibitively expensive.
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well diminish the power of the analysis. To not introduce a bias towards statistical
noise in the actual measurements, the cuts are optimised on simulated data.
2.3.2 Simulating particle interactions
Simulating particle physics in experiments is a computationally costly endeavour.
As these simulations are used to perform hypothesis tests on the actual measured
data, the simulations need not only include the hard physics processes we are in-
terested in, but also the physics of the interaction products and the response of
the detector to these products. It is therefore not just the stochasticity of the phys-
ics that makes the simulations expensive, but also the complexity of this physics
and the complexity of the detector. To show the complexity of the physics, and
hence of the simulation, this section makes a quick tour through the simulation of
an event – the core of the interaction that is calculated with a Feynman diagram –
of a single event in a modern-day collider experiment. A more complete overview
of this event generation can be found in [26].
Hard processes
To simulate events in a particle collision, one needs to know the probabilities to
go from the experimental initial state, as defined as well as possible by the exper-
imental setup, to each of the possible final states, as measured by the detector.
This calculation is split up in multiple steps, the first of which is the calculation of
the hard process: the core interaction that “starts” the whole chain of physical
phenomena that lead to an eventual detection by the detector. This hard process
itself also has a final state, which is generally one of many possible final states for
the provided initial state10. The probability associated with each of the final states
can be calculated using Feyman diagrams (see Figure 2.2).
To calculate this probability, one needs to find the matrix element Mi→f . A
matrix element tells whether or not the process i → f can take place and its square
quantifies the transition strength of this process. To calculate the matrix element,




F ji→f . (2.13)
To find, from the matrix element, the probability associated with the final state,
one needs to integrate over the phase spaceΦ of the square of thematrix element.
10For example: a positron-electron interaction might yield two photons as final state, but could just
as well yield a final state with again a positron and an electron.
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The quantity that this yields is, apart from an overall normalisation factor, the cross




∣∣Mi→f ∣∣2 . (2.14)
Calculating the cross section exactly is unfortunately not possible, as there are
infinitely many Feynman diagrams that have an initial state i and a final state f .
In order to calculate the matrix element (Equation (2.13)), one would thus like to
limit the number of Feynman diagrams to consider. Luckily, this can be done in
most cases, as the contribution of a Feynman diagram F ji→f generally decreases
with the number of interaction vertices11. This makes it possible to view diagrams
as a perturbative expansion of the true matrix element. The diagram(s) with the
least number of vertices form the leading-order diagrams (LO diagrams), fol-
lowed by the next-to-leading-order diagrams (NLO diagrams), the next-to-next-
to-leading-order diagrams (NNLO diagrams), etc. As with any other perturbative
expansion we can stop our expansion at a specific order (i.e. a specific number of
vertices) to achieve the required precision of the calculation.
Parton density functions
Modern-day collider experiments like ATLAS and CMS do not collide elementary
particles, but protons. Protons consist out of quarks are gluons, which makes the
initial state of the processes more difficult to describe. The generally made as-
sumption to mitigate this problem is that the hard process is not between two
protons as a whole, but between two of its partons: parton a from proton 1 and
parton b of proton 2. Which parton a and b are actually involved in the collision
can then stochastically be modelled by the parton density functions f(x,Q2) [27],
where x is the momentum fraction carried by a parton at the energy Q2 of the
parent proton. The calculation of the cross section for a given final state is then



















where ŝ is the total center of mass energy of the event.
11Note the careful language here: this assumption only holds if the interaction vertices contribute a
factor < 1 to the Feynman diagram. Although this is generally true, there are situations in which this is
not the case, most notably in low-energy QCD.
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Sampling frommatrix elements
Simulating events for the given initial state i thus boils down to calculating the
cross sections for all relevant final states using Equation (2.15), calculating their
relative probabilities and using those to sample proportionally from thematrix ele-
ments |Mab→f (xa, xb)|
2. A sample from such a matrix element is in principle just a
sample from the probability density function. The difficulty here lies in how to take
this sample. Matrix elements are typically high-dimensional functions and strongly
peaked, which makes effectively sampling them notoriously difficult.
The most used approach to tackle this problem is to make a guess about the
probability density and to sample from this guess. Using rejection sampling the
difference between the guess and the true probability density function can then be
used to determine whether or not to store the sampled event or to throw it away12.
The efficiency of this approach depends, of course, on the initial guess: due to the
use of rejection sampling a guess that closely matches the true probability density
will take less time to produce samples than a guess that is entirely off.
There are algorithms that aid this guessing process. VEGAS [28, 29], for ex-
ample, does this by constructing a histogram for each of the dimensions of the
probability density and then sampling from these histograms with probabilities
proportional to the relative bin size. This does assume however that the probab-
ility density is a seperable function, and indeed VEGAS becomes inefficient when
its dimensions are highly correlated. In Chapter 7 an algorithm is explored that
uses machine learning to construct a guess for the probability density that better
respects the internal correlations of the true density.
Parton shower
Having sampled this data, we just have the hard process. The final state particles of
this process are typically not the onesmeasured by the detector, as these particles
can radiate off new particles and – depending on their type – hadronise into com-
posite particles, forming parton showers in the process. These additional pro-
cesses can be simulated in programs likePythia [30],Herwig [31] and SHERPA [32],
but this can also mess with the precision of the calculation.
To see this, consider the process gg → uū. The final state uū could radiate
some of its energy off in the form of a gluon, which could then be measured as a
jet (a directed spray of particles) by the detector. Say that your goal is tomeasure
the cross section of the of the gg → uū process. Given the possibility of radiation,
you would also need to consider all events that contribute to gg → uū at next-to-
12Rejection sampling will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7
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leading order, which includes gg → uūg events. Counting all events with a uūg final
statewill however result in overestimating the frequency of the gg → uūprocess, as
there are also other processes that can result in that final state. On the other hand,
excluding all processes with a third final state jet would result in underestimating
this frequency [33].
To solve this problem, the leading-order process needs to bematched to the
next-to-leading-order process, in such a way that when we simulate these pro-
cesses, their distributions are correct after the simulation of radiation. One of the
most popular programs that implements a matching scheme is MC@NLO [34, 35],
which addsweights to the generated events. A weight associates a density meas-
ure to its data point. As this weight can differ between data points, the interpreta-
tion of the distribution of the dataset only possible if only the weights are properly
taken into account. To compensate for the simulation of radiation, MC@NLO can
create negative weights. This messes with the concept of information on the level
of individual events, but does restore the correct physical distribution of simulated
events.
Detector simulation, event reconstruction and triggering
With a fully simulated hard process that has radiated and has been hadronised, the
next step is to simulate the response of the detector to the generated particles. As
there are often many particles in the event and detectors, like the ATLAS detector,
consist out of many subdetectors with different functionalities, also this simulation
step is computationally taxing. Given enough time it is nevertheless possible to run
this simulation with software like GEANT [36]. Unfortunately it is not possible to use
this software to fully reproduce the simulation chain used in all large collaborations,
as some of them have not released the digital model of their detector.
Although all information about the event is stored in the detector response, the
information we are after (like themomenta and type of detected particles) is only in
abstract form present in this data. The detector level information needs therefore
to be interpreted to get information on the particle level. On this level individual
particles, like electrons, muons and photons, and more complex objects, like jets
andmissing transverse energy, are identified and their properties, like momentum
and energy, are directly accessible. This step, going from measurements to an
interpretation on particle level, is called event reconstruction.
Not all measured events are available for analysis, however. In the ATLAS ex-
periment, for example, 40 milion events take place every second. Storing all these
events would amount to storing 100 PB every second [37]. Not only is this not pos-
sible, it would also be hugely inefficient if it were. Most of these events are namely
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low energetic and typically not of interest for the analyses that will be performed
later on. As such, one could choose not to store those events. Before storing
measured data and before using simulated data in analyses a trigger is therefore
applied to the data. This trigger selects which data will be stored and used, and
which data ultimately will be thrown away. In this process the 40 MHz, 100 PB/s
data stream is reduced to a 1.5 kHz, 1.5 GB/s data stream. As long as the trigger (a)
does not accidentally throw away events that could be of interest and (b) the trig-
ger is applied in an identical manner to both the measured data and the simulated
data, it will not affect the results of experiments.
After all these steps, the simulation has finally given us simulated events in the
form of measured objects. These can then be used to finetune searches for new
phenomena.
Comparing simulation and experiment
Simulated events are used in two stages of the experiment: at design of the analysis
and at the actual analysis of the measured data. Depending on the goal, the just
outlined simulation chain could, for example, be used to simulate Standard Model
events and events for a model for new physics (like the pMSSM, outlined in Sec-
tion 2.2.2). At the design stage these datasets can then be compared and thereby
used to design the analysis cuts such that these differences could be detected in
a measured dataset (if these differences were to exist in nature), as explained in
Section 2.3.1.
As both the experimental and simulated datasets have a high dimensionality,
and the information we are looking for is carried by the collective of measurements
instead of individual events, measurements are mostly explored in histograms of
abstracted features. An example of such a histogram can be found in Figure 2.4,
which is made on the invariant mass of four leptons. Other feature choices are for
example the number of muons in an event, the missing transverse momentum or
even the output of a multivariate algorithm13.
In Figure 2.4 it can be seen that the signal histogram (blue) is needed to explain
the measured data (black dots). To quantify this, the likelihood of the measure-
ments under the used physics model (+ configuration) θ is calculated: P (events|θ).
In case of a histogram this is easily done by modelling each of the bins as Poisson
distributions with the expected height ei(θ) (as function of the model parameters)
as mean. The likelihood of the data is then simply the product of the individual
likelihood of each of the data points di in their respective Poisson distribution:
13To this end Boosted Decision Trees are often used, see Section 3.3.2 for an introduction
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 4l→ ZZ* →H 
-1 = 13 TeV, 139 fbs
Figure 2.4 Example of a histogram made in a measurement of the Higgs particle [38]. The
search was aimed to find signals resulting from the decay of the Higgs boson into two Z-
bosons, that subsequently decay into four leptons (neutrinos or electron-like particles). The
invariant mass of the four leptons is used to make the histogram. The coloured stacked
histograms represent the expected background (red, yellow and purple) and the expected
signal (blue). Uncertainty on the sum of these histograms is for each bin indicated with
hatching. Actual measured data is indicated with black dots. It can be seen that the meas-
urements cannot be explained if the signal histogram (blue) was not included.
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This calculates can, of course, be performed multiple times for varying model con-
figurations θ. Using Bayes’ rule,
P (θ|events) = P (θ)P (events|θ)
P (events)
, (2.18)
the posterior probability for each of the tested model configuration(s) can then
be found. As it is, however, in general not possible to calculate the evidence
P (events) (which represents the probability to get the events, integrated overall
possible configurations θ), this factor is typically omitted in calculations, resulting
in an unnormalised measure that is proportional to the requested posterior prob-
ability. In literature the initial information P (θ), i.e. your guess for how likely each
of the configuration is, is commonly called the prior probability.
Using optimisation techniques it is – in theory – possible to find the model con-
figuration θ that has the largest (unnormalised) posterior probability. The found
configuration is, given the model and the prior, most likely to be a description of
nature. That does of course not mean that it describes in fact how nature works;
in the calculation the alternative model (including all its dynamics) was considered
a given.
That is not to say that it is straightforward to find the global optimum of the pos-
terior (or any high-dimensional function, for that matter). It is because of this that
Chapter 4 presents an investigation into optimisation algorithms and investigates
their performance in a range of toy scenarios.
Not all searches result in the discovery of new particles, however. This happens
when the Standard Model can explain the measured data and no additional phys-
ics is needed for the modelling of that data. In that case the measurements can
be used to put limits on the alternative model under investigation. Analyses are
namely configured such that a possible signal from the model could – in principle
– have been detected. If no signal was detected, it is possible to exclude all model
configurations θ that would have yielded, with enough significance, a measurable
signal. Repeating this exclusion calculation for a range of model configurations
allows the visualisation of the reach of the analysis: which part of the model space
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Figure 2.5 Example of an exclusion boundary resulting from a search for gauginos [39].
The black, dashed line and yellow shading indicate the expected sensitivity of the analysis,
whereas the red line was the actual measured exclusion boundary. All model configuration
within the area bounded by the red line are excluded by this analysis, i.e. they would have
resulted in a measured signal if they were realised in nature, but no signal was measured.
The title of the figure indicates the requirements put on the model configuration in order to





Figure 2.6 A visualisation of slicing. Here a 3-dimensional parameter space is sliced such
that a 2-dimensional parameter space remains, in which an exclusion analysis is performed
(indicated by the red line and yellow band, similar to those in Figure 2.5). In this case θ1 is
set to a fixed value θ1,slice. Note that the information gained in the slice cannot automatically
be extrapolated outside the θ1 = θ1,slice plane.
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has been excluded and which part is still allowed given the measurements14. An
example of such an exclusion boundary (taken from [39]) can be found in Fig-
ure 2.5.
2.3.3 Model dimensionality in analyses
One of the main problems in this entire analysis chain this is that models for new
physics can have many free parameters θ (as we saw for example in Section 2.2.1).
As exploration is mostly done by grid sampling or random sampling this model
space, and the full simulation chain outlined in this section can easily takeO(hours)
to give the exclusion of a single model configuration, a full systematic analysis of
all of model space is computationally infeasible.
To deal with this problem, the dimensionality of the models under investiga-
tion is often decreased by only investigating subspaces of its model configuration
space. This can for example be done by slicing the parameter space, either by
fixing some of its free parameters or by forcing particle masses or branching ra-
tios to take a specific value. A visualisation of slicing is shown in Figure 2.6. Slicing
was also used to create Figure 2.5, in which the title indicates that two very specific
branching ratios were set to 1.0.
This reduction of dimensionality allows a full search in the selected subvolume
of the model space, but one could argue that it is detrimental for the generality
of the analysis: instead of being applicable to the entire model space, it is now
only valid on the investigated slice. As analysis cuts are meant to increase the
sensitivity of the analysis in the chosen subspace, searches in which such model
restrictions are placed will typically overestimate the model exclusion outside the









= 250 GeV are excluded, simply
because not all model configurations with these particle masses were investigated.
This can also be seen in Figure 2.6: information on the slice at θ1,slice provides
essentially no information on exclusion boundary at other values for θ1.
A significant part of the work in this thesis tackles the problems resulting from
large dimensionalities. Chapter 5 presents for example a technique to create fast
estimations of model exclusions, based on previously calculated ones. An applica-
tion of such an estimation procedure is presented in Chapter 6, in which it is used
to determine which model configurations to query to the lengthy exclusion ana-
lysis.
14Note that this is effectively a binarised version of the posterior in Equation (2.18)
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CHAPTER 3. MACHINE LEARNING
This chapter is an introduction to machine learning and focusses on the con-
cepts and techniques applied later on in this thesis. As the language of machine
learning differs from the language of particle physics, specific emphasis is given to
introducing the necessarymachine learning terminology. Section 3.1 starts with an
overview of the field, answering the question what machine learning is and what it
can be used for. Section 3.2 on the other hand looks at how one can applymachine
learning andwhich steps are typically takenwhenusing one of its algorithms. This is
done without a specific algorithm in mind. A selection of algorithms is discussed in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, where the former focusses on algorithms for function
approximation and the latter on algorithms for data generation. The last section
of this chapter (Section 3.5) details about the ethics of machine learning. Although
not directly applicable to the research presented in this thesis, I believe the reader
should be aware of (ethical) pitfalls when applying the techniques discussed in this
chapter.
Having said that, a complete picture of the field falls beyond the scope of this
chapter. More complete introductions can be found in the following resources,
used in writing this chapter: [40–43].
3.1 What is machine learning?
Physics studies nature and tries to find patterns in its behaviour. This behaviour
is examined in experiments, yielding data that can then be used to test theoret-
ical models that attempt to describe the examined part of nature. Although this
sounds straightforward, finding relations between parameters in data, also known
as correlations, can be highly complicated. This is especially the case when the
measured (or even simulated) data hasmany variables. For example: weather data
consists not only out of temperature, but it also includes air pressure, humidity,
time of measurement, longitude, latitude, height with respect to sea level, height
from the earth’s surface, et cetera. Humans might be well-trained in recognising
patterns in 2-dimensional or even 3-dimensional data1, doing the same in higher
dimensional data is notoriously difficult.
Computers on the other hand have less of a problem with this. With the in-
crease of available data over the recent decades, the study of how to analyse high-
dimensional data – known as data science – has become a major field in com-
puter science. Machine learning is a subfield within the field of data science. Its
methods have the same goal as the field of data science as a whole: extracting as
1From an evolutionary standpoint this is a vital skill; it is important to recognise a potential threat
as soon as possible.
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much information as possible from datasets. Methods in machine learning differ
from other methods, however, in how they accomplish this goal. Where normal
algorithms have to be fully programmed by a human-agent, machine learning
algorithms are only programmed up to the part that they can efficiently extract
information from example data and store this information in some kind of repres-
entation.
Representationsmadebymachine learning algorithms are calledmachine learn-
ing models. A machine learning model can make use of the stored information to
make, for example, predictions about properties of data that it has not seen be-
fore. In a sense this is also the case for physical models, like the Standard Model
discussed in Chapter 2: they are constructed based on experimental data and
make predictions for new data. The lingo used to describe both differs however2.
To make the text in this thesis not too convoluted, the explicit distinction between
amachine learningmodel and a physicalmodel will only be made when the context
does not solve this ambiguity.
The fact that machine learning algorithms are able to extract information from
example data makes them exceptionally versatile. Take, for example, facial recog-
nition: where with traditional algorithms the features to look for (e.g. eyes, nose,
cheeks etc.) have to be defined and implemented by hand, with machine learning
algorithms these features can be automatically determined. Arguably even more
important is that the algorithm used for this could, without any significant altera-
tion, also be used in entirely different problem cases (e.g. differentiation between
pictures of dogs and cats).
This process of information extraction is often framed as learning behaviour,
mostly because there are similarities between human learning and machine learn-
ing. Although the algorithm knows nothing about any of the patterns before it has
seen a dataset, it is able to identify these patterns3 once it has seen example data
that follows them. Generally: the more example data it gets, the better it is able to
learn about these patterns and the better its performance becomes. This process
of feeding the algorithm data and having it extract information from it is referred
to as training.
A more precise and technical definition of machine learning is given in [44]:
[...] we say that a machine learns with respect to a particular task T,
performance metric P and type of experience E, if the system reliably
improves its performance P at task T, following experience E.
2One not often talks about ‘training’ a physical model, a term we will introduce for machine learning
models in a couple of paragraphs.
3In reality the ability to identify patterns is dependent on the specific algorithm and even on the
configuration of that algorithm. We are assuming here to work with a perfect algorithm that is indeed
able to find the requested pattern in the data.
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The experience E in this quote can be interpreted as the training procedure men-
tioned above. The task T can be one of many things, as we will see in the next
section.
3.1.1 Goals
Machine learning applications can be categorised on the general goal, or task, they
try to achieve. Common goals are listed below and Figure 3.1 shows graphical
representations of these goals.
Classification In classification the goal is to identify the class to which a certain
data point belongs, where a class is a discrete property. Examples include spam
detection (i.e. “is this email a spammessage or not?”) and face detection in pictures
(i.e. “does this piece of the image contain a face?”).
Chapter 5 presents the results of a particle physics classification problem, in
which “excluded” model configurations (see Section 2.3) had to be identified.
Regression Regression is similar to classification in that it tries to determine a
property of a data point, but in regression this property is a continuous quantity.
Examples of this are the prediction of prices on the stock market [45] and the
prediction of the fractional amount of dark matter in the center of our galaxy [46].
Clustering Clustering tries to predict to which cluster a data point belongs,
without explicitly having access to this information during training. In contrast to
classification, where this information is explicitly given, in clustering this informa-
tion is inferred from the distribution of the provided data. This can come in handy
when groups of data points need to be identified, without knowing a priori what
the groups exactly are or to which group each of the data points belongs. This can,
for example, be the case in the analysis of documents, allowing you to group doc-
uments with similar contents or subjects, without having to know which subjects
are present in advance.
Density estimation A further extension of clustering is density estimation.
Where clustering determines the general group to which a data point belongs,
density estimation uses the example data to estimate the local density of the data,
effectively constructing the distribution fromwhich the example data was (or could
have been) sampled.
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(a) Classification (b) Regression
(c) Clustering (d) Density estimation (e) Data generation
(f) Data augmentation (g) Dimensionality reduction
Figure 3.1 Common goals in the application of machine learning. (a) Classification is the
prediction of a discrete property (e.g. particle type), here represented by red and blue dots.
Classes do not have to follow the distribution of the data. (b) Regression is the prediction of
a continuous property (e.g. momentum), here represented with a colour gradient. (c) Clus-
tering tries to group data into a set number of groups. In contrast to classification, clustering
always follows the distribution of the data. (d) Density estimation predicts the density func-
tion from which the data was (or could have been) sampled. (e) In data generation new data
(depicted here as crosses) is created based on example data (depicted as grey dots). (f) In
data augmentation the features of the data are altered in some way, based on a reference.
(g) Dimensionality reduction attempts to reduce the dimensionality of the space in which
the data lives, while retaining as much information as possible.
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A trained density estimation model can – in theory – be used to find anomalous
data points in new datasets, as these would have a low likelihood associated with
them. When applied in such a way, the goal is called anomaly detection.
Data generation Machine learning algorithms that perform data generation
have as goal to create data points that look like the data provided in training. The
output of these algorithms is based on a set of random numbers that the user
provides as input. When the goal is not to create new data points, but also to
have these new data points follow the same distribution as the training data, the
task becomes very related to density estimation. The models resulting from these
algorithms are collectively known as generative models.
In Chapter 7 data generation is explored as a method for efficient posterior
sampling in particle physics phase spaces. The method used there can incidently
also be used as a method for density estimation.
Data augmentation Instead of generating data, it is also possible to augment
data. In a data augmentation task, the goal is to apply transformations to data
points in such a way that they look more like a certain reference. The alteration of
existing footage to create deep fakes4 [47, 48] is an example of a data augment-
ation task. Another noteworthy application of data augmentation is style trans-
fer [49], which allows the style of a reference image to be applied to any other
picture.
Dimensionality reduction Although machine learning algorithms are able to
detect patterns in high-dimensional data, it is not per se the case that all dimen-
sions are equally important to this pattern. A smart projection of the data on a
lower dimensional space increases the density of available data points, while at
the same time keeping the information loss (as a result of this projection) low. This
process is called dimensionality reduction and can be performed with dedicated
machine learning algorithms.
This versitility of possible machine learning tasks allows machine learning to be
applied in many scenarios, ranging from predicting stock prices [45] to detect-
ing breast cancer [50], and from making weather forecasts [51] to recommending
products or videos on websites like YouTube [52].
4Deep fakes are images or videos in which speech, objects or persons are changed. This allows the
creation of material in which a person seems to do or say something that this person has never actually
done or said.
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3.1.2 Training approaches
All machine learning applications need data for a model to be trained. What kind
of information needs to be supplied to the algorithm can however differ between
applications. This makes is possible to use the training approach, that follows from
the available and supplied information during training, as an alternative way to
categorise machine learning approaches.
Arguably the most well-known way to use machine learning is through a su-
pervised learning approach. In this approach the algorithm is provided with data
points, together with the quantity of interest for each of these. This quantity is
called the labeling. The fact that this labeling is provided explictly to the algorithm
allows it to directly find patterns in the data that describe the provided labels. This
approach can be interpreted as learning by example: if you want an algorithm to
predict the area of a circle based on its radius, you provide it with enough samples
of radii with their corresponding areas for the algorithm to ‘see’ the A = 2πr2 pat-
tern. Regression and classification are supervised learning problems.
We have also discussed some goals in Section 3.1.1 that explicitely did not need
any labeling. This was for example the case for clustering, density estimation and
data generation. In those approaches the necessary information is deduced from
the supplied unlabeled data, whether it is the cluster to which each data point be-
longs or the local density of the distribution fromwhich the data was (or could have
been) sampled. This training approach is called unsupervised learning. Tech-
niques that use this training approach can come in handy when labeling is not
easily obtained or just plainly unknown.
Supervised and unsupervised learning can be combined into a single training
approach: semi-supervised learning. In this approach the labels are only known
for a fraction of the supplied data points, which can be useful if obtaining the la-
beling for each data point is costly (whether measured in time or in money). An ex-
ample of where this can be useful is speech-to-text algorithms: the labels for these
algorithms often have to be made by human agents. Using a semi-supervised
learning approach here allows the algorithm to find patterns in a large volume
of data, while at the same time reducing the amount of human agent labeling that
has to be done.
A final training approach is reinforcement learning. In this approach the al-
gorithm is not given feedback on each individual prediction, as it would when mak-
ing predictions in a supervised learning setting, but instead only at the end of a
series of predictions. This can be useful when only the accumulation of many pre-
dictions can be assessed as either good or bad. An example of this would be a
game of chess, in which it is hard to assess an individual move as good or bad, but
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in which it is easy to assess the overall performance of a player: the player won or
the player lost.
3.1.3 Libraries
Most practical machine learning research is done in Python [53], which has come
up as one of the major programming languages in data science. It has a relatively
simple syntax, whichmakes prototyping new algorithms andmodels relatively easy.
The most popular Python machine learning libraries are Google’s TensorFlow [54]
and Facebook’s PyTorch [55]. These open source libraries provide a tool kit to
build neural networks, a specific type of machine learning model of which we will
see more in Section 3.3.4. The coding interface of these packages can be rather
complex, so interfacing libraries like Keras [56] are commonly used. Keras ori-
ginated as a seperate library that interfaced to TensorFlow and the Theano [57]
library, but is nowadays built into TensorFlow directly.
When models other than neural networks or more general machine learning
algorithms are needed, libraries like Scikit-Learn [58] are used. This library imple-
ments a wide variety of models and algorithms, but is – in contrast to Tensorflow
and PyTorch – not optimised to run on GPUs.
3.2 Machine learning workflow
Now that we have a general understanding of what machine learning is, we can
have a look at how we can go about creating and validating machine learning mod-
els. This section gives a general framework through which these models can be
created. The main goal of presenting this framework is to introduce necessary ter-
minology and notation conventions for the practical aspects, later on in this thesis.
The workflow presented here assumes the availability of a dataset containing
labels that can be used to assess the performance of the createdmachine learning
models.
Step 1: Determining the goal
There are a lot of tasks one can tackle with machine learning (see Section 3.1.1).
The task at hand informs a lot of the following steps, not the least which algorithms
can be used. Before “doing machine learning”, it is therefore important to pinpoint
what the goal of the endeavour is. To interpret and aid the eventual validation of
the trained model, it is recommended to additionally set performance goals that
the trained model should achieve.
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Step 2: Collecting data
Data is needed to train amodel with a supervised, unsupervised or semi-supervised
learning approach. Such a dataset X contains N data points x. Each of these
data points contains F features (or variables): quantities for which a data point
specifies a specific value, like a mass of a specific particle or a timestamp.
When using a supervised or semi-supervised approach, the datasetX needs to
be accompanied by labeling Y . This label is typically a specific feature in X that is
designated to be predicted by the trained model. Although this labeling is usually
a single value per data point, it is possible to have multi-dimensional labeling.
Step 3: Data exploration
Machine learning models work by recognising patterns (i.e. relations between vari-
ables) in the provided data and exploit these as well as they can. To create a well-
performing model, it is beneficial to have a thorough grasp and understanding of
the data and the patterns it contains or may contain.
A first step in this direction is to understand the process through which the data
was created. This more often than not requires domain knowledge: knowledge
that is available in the domain from which the data originates. In this thesis the
physics domain knowledge is given in Chapter 2 and extended in the research
chapters when necessary.
Nevertheless, it is good practice to not only solely rely on the available do-
main knowledge, but also to perform data exploration. In data exploration, one
searches for correlations in the available data by hand. Each found correlation
can help in interpreting and (if necessary) fixing an ill-performing model. Probably
more important is that each found correlation and each identified property of the
data can help in optimising the training of a model5. This information can be used
to preprocess the data.
Step 4: Preprocessing data
Although machine learning algorithms can be very powerful in finding patterns in
high-dimensional data, their performance can greatly depend on the way the pat-
ternsmanifest themselves. An algorithm that only looks at linear relations between
features will never properly identify a quadratic relation for example. However, by
playing with the training data – in this case: by adding quadratic features created
5In a proper data exploration care has to be taken to avoid circular analyses (also known asdouble
dipping): using a single dataset for both the exploratory analysis and the analysis itself.
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from the initial ones – this problem can be solved. This “playing with the data” is
also called data preprocessing.
The core idea of preprocessing is to alter the data in such a way that it conforms
to the often implicit assumptions made by the machine learning algorithm, such
that the algorithm can, as easily as possible, extract information form it. One way
of doing this is by adding new or combined features, as in the just given example.
But also data cleaning (removing noise) and applying invertible transformations to
individual features are preprocessing techniques. Commonly used data transform-
ations are log-transformations, which take the 10-logarithm or natural logarithm of
a feature, and z-score normalisation, which puts the mean of the feature at 0 and




with µ = mean, σ = standard deviation. (3.1)
For categorical features (e.g. binary yes-no information) a separation into class
features can be useful. A feature with three possible values 1, 2 and 3, for example,
might be split into three separate features which are all zero-valued, except for the
column corresponding to the value of the original feature. In the 1,2,3-example the
conversion could be
(1) → (1,0,0), (3.2)
(2) → (0,1,0), (3.3)
(3) → (0,0,1). (3.4)
This specific preprocessing technique is called one-hot encoding and is useful
when the original encoding suggests an ordering of some kind, while this is not
intended.6
Another commonly used preprocessing technique is dimensionality reduction
(see Section 3.1.1). A denser dataset allows for easier detection of patterns. In
other words: extra dimensions might add extra information, but this extra inform-
ation might be diluted too much as a result of the increased problem dimension-
ality. This phenomenon is called the curse of dimensionality and dimensionality
reduction is a way to counteract it. It has to be done carefully, though, as cutting
away too much (or the wrong) features can heavily impact the information content
of the dataset. Just like in data exploration, domain knowledge can play an import-
ant role here. Also techniques like principal component analysis (PCA), that can
6In the example of one-hot encoding above the original encoding 1, 2, 3 suggests such an ordering
(e.g. 1 is more like 2 than it is like 3), while it could for example be an identifier for a particle type.
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find themost informative linear projections of a dataset, can be applied to this end.
Which (if any) of these preprocessing steps are taken, depends on the used
algorithm and on the exact problem you are trying to solve.
Step 5: Training
Before the preprocessed data is used to create a model, it is worthwhile to split
the data: a so-called train-test split. Such a split cuts the available data X (and
its labeling Y ) into two datasets: a training dataset (Xtrain and Ytrain) and a test
dataset (Xtest and Ytest). The training set is, as the name suggests, used to train
machine learning models, while the test set is used as an independent dataset to
test their performance. There are no hard rules on what the relative sizes of the
training and test sets should be, but there is a trade-off to be made here. A larger
training set results in a better trainedmodel, but also in a less reliable performance
test, as the test set is smaller. A larger test set on the other handwould increase the
quality of the performance measure, but would also mean that the model cannot
be trained as well as it could be with more data.
With prepared and proprocessed datasets, a model can be trained. Which al-
gorithm is chosen depends entirely on what goal was identified in step 1, so we will
not go into algorithm specific details here. Instead we will use a simple linear fit as
a stand-in for these algorithms. A selection of more complicated algorithms and
an explaination on how they work can be found in Sections 3.3 and Section 3.4.
The model we will attempt to fit is a 1-dimensional nth-order polynomial. This






where ŷ is the output of the model (the predicted y) and x the 1-dimensional in-
put value. n indicates the order of the polynomial. The values ai are the model
parameters: the variables of which the values will be determined based on the
provided data. The process of finding these values is commonly called fitting for
a functional fit like this one, but could just as well be called training when looked at
from a machine learning perspective.
In order to find these values, ameasure quantifying the goodness-of-fit is needed.
To this end it is convenient to view the machine learning model as a parametrized
probability distribution. In our regression problem this will be a probability distri-
bution for y given the input x and the model parameters θi, i.e. P (y|x, θ). A natural
choice for the goodness-of-fit measure is then the maximum likelihood, which al-
lows us to usemaximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to find the values for θi.
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To apply such a maximum likelihood approach in our 1-dimensional nth-order
polynomial problem, we need to construct a likelihood function for the machine
learning model. For regression problems a common choice is to model the pre-
dictions of the machine learning model as a normal distribution centered around




















Although one could – in theory – find the optimal values for the parameters θ using
this formula, it can yield computational problems when optimised directly. The
reason for this is that the likelihood P (yi|xi, θ) will be very small if the prediction
ŷ(xi, θ) is far away from yi. The product of many of these likelihoods can, because
of this, easily become smaller than machine precision. To solve this problem it is
common practice not tomaximise the likelihood, but to optimise the log-likelihood,































(yi − ŷ(xi, θ))
2
. (3.10)
As we assumed a constant standard deviation, σ it does not influence the optim-
isation procedure. To reduce computational overhead, we construct the following






(yi − ŷ(xi, θ))
2. (3.11)
This loss is called themean squared error (MSE). In its formula all constants are re-
moved from the log-likelihood in Equation (3.10) and themean is taken over all data
points and their predictions. Additionally, a relative minus sign is added to make
the mean squared error a positive quantity. Minimising the mean squared error is,
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because of all of this, equivalent to maximising the likelihood in Equation (3.6). In
other words: the mean squared error is a strong goodness-of-fit measure for our
nth-order polynomial.
Although this mean squared error is equivalent to the maximum likelihood es-
timation of a normally distributed prediction, we could have also chosen to con-
struct a loss function by hand. We could for example have chosen to construct a






|yi − ŷi|, (3.12)
in which ŷi = ŷ(xi, θ), or a loss function that looks at the percentage error, like the








Regardless of which one we choose, all of these would be used in the sameway:
during training the loss function is minimised by changing themodel parameters θ.
Depending on the chosen loss function and assuming the minimisation procedure
finds the a good minimium in the loss, this procedure will find model parameters
that make the model fit the data well.
Of course this does not mean that the fit is by definition good if the loss is
minimal. The model might just be too restrictive. Our model (Equation (3.5)) will
work perfectly if it needs to fit polynomial data of order n or lower, but it will not do
so well if the data is of higher order than n, or if the data cannot be described by an
nth-order polynomial at all. Note that n itself is not fitted to the data, but instead is
set before the fit is actually performed. It is a so-called hyperparameter or tuning
parameter of the machine learning model.
How the learning algorithm works is highly model-dependent, so this will be left
for the models discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. For now we will continue under
the assumption that such a model exists and that we obtained values for θ in our
model of Equation (3.5).
Step 6: Validation and testing
A trained model can be applied to data that the model has not seen before. When
doing so, it is often important to know how well the model performs. In other
words: how well can you trust the model’s output. Because the model is trained
on the training set, the performance of the model on this data is a biased measure
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Table 3.1 Example of a confusion matrix. Data points that fall along the diagonal of the
matrix are predicted correctly, whereas they are predicted incorrectly if their are either False




true True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)
Type-I error
false False Negative (FN)
Type-II error
True Negative (TN)
if you want to quantify its performance on data in general. Instead, the test set that
was split off during preprocessing should be used to find this performance, as this
data was not used to optimise the model with.
Metrics
Quantifying the performance of the model is naturally done with themetric used
as the loss function, but additional metrics can be considered when testing the
model’s performance. For regression commonly usedmetrics are themean squared
error (Equation (3.11)), themean absolute error (Equation (3.12)) and themean ab-
solute percentage error (Equation (3.13)). For density estimation on the other hand
a measure like the likelihood (if available) can be useful.
Where in the rest of this thesis metrics are considered that were not introduced
before, such an introduction will be provided as the need arises. An exception will
however bemade for classification metrics, which will be introduced here, as these
have a rich underlying system.
In classification problems most performance metrics can be derived from the
confusion matrix. It encodes how many (or which fraction of the) data points are
predicted to have a certain class ŷ, given that they truly belong to class y. Although
this is a general concept that can be applied to classification problems with many
classes, for simplicity we will look at a binary classification problem with classes
“positive” and “negative”. The confusion matrix for this problem can be found in
Table 3.1. A matrix like this one is commonly used in hypothesis testing, where the
classes “positive” and “negative” are interpreted as “the hypothesis is true/not re-
jected” and “the hypothesis is false/rejected” respectively. When a true hypothesis
(positive) is not rejected, it is seen as a positive prediction that is true, hence the
common classification of this case as true positive (TP). In the same vein one can
call a rejected false hypothesis a true negative (TN) result.
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More interesting are the cases in which the predictions were wrong: false pos-
itive (FP) results (false hypotheses that were not rejected) and false negative (FN)
results (true, but rejected hypotheses). These are also known as type-I errors and
type-II errors respectively. A perfect classification has no FP and FN results. Based
on this knowledge, performance measures can be constructed in terms of these
quantities. For example: the accuracy of a model can be written as
accuracy =
TP+ TF
TP+ TF+ FP+ FN
, (3.14)
where all the abbreviations indicate the number (or the fraction) of predictions that
fall in that category of the confusion matrix.
As the accuracy takes all predictions into account in its calculation, it gives an
overall measure of its performance. Given a prediction of the model at random,
the accuracy estimates the odds that it is correct. Although a useful quantity, it
gives equal weight to false positives and false negatives; both are bad, but neither
is worse than the other. This is not always the case however. In an application
like cancer detection, for example, a false negative can be considered worse than
a false positive. If you would only focus on the accuracy of a model, this important
aspect of the problem is entirely overlooked.
Because of this, alternative measures can be constructed from the confusion





for example gives the probability of a data point being classified as “positive”, given
that it actually is “positive” (P (ŷi = positive|yi = positive). In other words: what is
the probability that a positive data point is identified as such. Note that this is not
equal to the probability that a point with a “positive” prediction is actually positive
P (yi = positive|ŷi = positive). For that information there the sensitivity (also





Similar measures exist for true negatives, known as the specificity and the true
negative rate. Which of all thesemeasures to consider is (again) problem depend-
ent. Precision might be an important measure in the cancer detection example,
but the sensitivity would bemore important if youwould have amodel that predicts
whether or not a investment opportunity is good enough to put money in.
The values of the measures can be used to identify the performance of a model
and select the model that performs best. It is, however, important to note that it
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Figure 3.2 Examples of ROC curves. In Figure 3.2a the blue line is the ROC curve for a trained
model, while the dashed line is the ROC curve as expected for a model that classifies data
randomly. One can see that the area under the curve for the blue line is higher than the
area under the “random curve”. However, Figure 3.2b shows that this metric – as any other
possible metric – should be interpreted with care; all ROC curves in that plot have the same
AUC of 0.5, but indicate entirely different model behaviour.
is typically not possible to optimise all metrics at the same time. Take for example
the situation where too few positive data points are actually predicted as such. You
could alter your (interpretation of the results of the) model such that more points
are predicted as positive, which would definitely increase the sensitivity, but this
would – at the same time – reduce the precision.
On the other hand: the trade-off can also be used to construct new metrics
that quantify the performance of the model. One such a trade-off is for example
the one between the specificity and the sensitivity. By varying the classification
boundary of the model7 a set of specificity-sensitivity pairs can be obtained. By
creating a plot out of these two quantities8, a receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC curve) can be created. Amodel with a perfect specificity and sensitivity
would have a block-like ROC curve with its corner in the top left of the plot at (0,
1). The curve for a model with random predictions, on the other hand, would look
like a diagonal line from (0, 0) to (1, 1). An example of a ROC curve can be found in
Figure 3.2a.
As the top-left corner of the plot indicates perfect classification and the ROC
curve is by construction monotonically increasing, we could say that a curve that is
7Some classificationmodels do not give a binary classification output, but continuous values. These
could e.g. be proportional to the probability of the provided data point belonging to each of the classes.
To get a single-class prediction from this output, one typically puts a cut on these variables, stating
something along the lines of “if ŷci for class c is larger than some value z, then xi belongs to class c”.
The location of this boundary z is a hyperparameter of the interpretion of the model’s output.
8a common choice is to put the sensitivity on the y-axis and (1-specificity) on the x-axis
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closer to that corner corresponds to a better model. We can quantify this by meas-
uring the area under the curve (AUC). A higher AUC would generally correspond
to a better performing model.
Note the choice for the word “generally” here. All metrics attempt to condense
complex high-dimensional model behaviour into a single number, so loss of pos-
sibly useful information can be expected. Naive interpretation of a single metric
can result in incorrect conclusions. For example: the AUC for a completely random
prediction is 0.5 (as can be deduced from Figure 3.2a), but this does not mean that
any model with an AUC of 0.5 makes completely random predictions. To illustrate
this: all ROC curves in Figure 3.2b have an AUC of 0.5. Although it is true that none
of these models are particularly well-performing, they nevertheless differ signific-
antly; something that is not picked up by the AUC metric.
Underfitting and overfitting
The performance of a trained model on the test set is a measure for the perform-
ance on new data. It can, however, also be used to characterise whether or not
the model has learned patterns only present in the training data but not in the
general data, like noise. This can be determined by comparing the performance
of the model on not only the test set, but also on the training set. If the perform-
ance on the training set is significantly better than the performance on the test
set, the model has learned to characterise noise in the training data as part of the
to-be-generalised data pattern. Such behaviour is called overfitting.
The opposite of overfitting isunderfitting, in which the performance of a trained
model on the test set is comparable to its performance on the training set, but both
could be improved (by for example altering the hyperparameters of the model or
training for a longer amount of time).
We can see overfitting and underfitting already in our simplified model of Equa-
tion (3.5). In Figure 3.3 the only hyperparameter of our model, the order of the
polynomial, is varied. Choosing this order too high will result in the model perfectly
fitting our dataset, even though the data might contain some noise. It is therefore
not to be expected that the model will perform well on new, unseen data. Solving
this problem by drastically reducing order of the polynomial might however result
in underfitting, where the model does not yield good predictions at all, even for
training data.
Both underfitting and overfitting play an important role in the choice and con-
figuration of the algorithm and the model to train. Models with little complexity
(e.g. few model parameters) are less capable of capturing every bit of noisy beha-
viour in the training data, but are also less capable of capturing the actual patterns
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Figure 3.3 Example of overfitting and underfitting in a polynomial model (Equation (3.5)).
The 10 black dots represent training data, while the 9 crosses incidate the independent test
data. If the order of the polynomial is too low, the model underfits (blue dashed-dotted line)
the training data and performs badly on both the training and the test data. If the polynomial
order is too high (orange dotted line), the model will perfectly fit the training data, but will
have a worse performance on the test data. The optimal order of the polynomial model is
the one that is determined using the training set, but that has an optimal performance on
the independent test data (solid green curve).
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Figure 3.4 Graphical representation of the concepts of overfitting and underfitting. As the
complexity of a model increases, the model becomes more and more able to capture small
details in the pattern of interest. As this pattern is identified in the training set, the perform-
ance of the model on this data will become better with higher complexity. Noise in the data
is however also easier to capture by a more complex model, resulting in a turning point in
which the performance of the model on independent test data will deteriorate with higher
complexity. The test loss is therefore a better metric for general model performance, as the
model did not have the opportunity to optimise its model parameters on the test data. The
optimal model is thus the model with the minimal test loss.
in the data you would like to be capture. More complex models are able to do this,
but are also more likely to identify noise as part of the pattern of interest.
Neither underfitting nor overfitting are ideal. The best model lies somewhere
between these two states, as can be seen in Figure 3.4. To approach this state one
can limit the complexity of the model during training by applying so-called regular-
isation techniques. Examples of these techniques will be covered in Section 3.3.
Step 7: Training loop
Having tested a trained model, a choice has to be made whether or not the model
is “good enough”. The answer to this question depends on the problem that one
is trying to solve and the performance goal that was set in step 1. If the model is
indeed good enough, it can be deployed in the intendedmanner. Amore likely out-
come is however that the model is not good enough (or that it might be improved).
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In that case a return to any of the preceding steps is possible. Improvements can
for example bemade in the preprocessing of the data, in the hyperparameter con-
figuration of themodel or algorithm, or in the choice for themodel in the first place.
How one tackles this iteration loop is (again) entirely dependent on the specifics
of the problem at hand. But, even when knowing these details, it remains a chal-
lenge to determine how a specific change in the training process might influence
the performance of the trained model. Tuning the training process can be seen
as a optimisation problem of its own. A generally taken approach is to perform
an automated search in the hyperparameter space to find the best performance.
Common search strategies are the grid search and the random search. In these
strategies the hyperparameter configurations to test are systematically chosen in
a grid-like pattern or randomly generated in the search space respectively.
It goes almost without saying that not every algorithm will create an equally
well-performing model on every problem. Knowledge on the technical details of
the problem and the training data can guide the choice which algorithm to use,
but only as long as one also has knowledge about how the algorithms work. For
example: in the step-by-step guide given above a polynomial fit was used, but this
will only work well if the data pattern can be approximated by such a polynomial.
It will likely fail if the data is described by a Fourier series, for example. It might still
yield reasonably performant results, but for optimal performance it is important to
choose the right algorithm.
To help in this choice, the next two sections will introduce a range of machine
learning algorithms. Section 3.3 covers algorithms for regression and classification
problems, whereas Section 3.4 covers algorithms for data generation problems
(see Section 3.1.1 for explanation on these types of problems.)
3.3 Regression and classification algorithms
3.3.1 Decision Trees
A Decision Tree is an algorithm for supervised classification and regression. It
defines a collection of nodes that perform checks on the data points to determine
their labeling. Each comparison checks if a specific feature value is smaller than or
equal to the node’s reference value. The outcome of this comparison determines
to which node the data point is sent next. This node can either be another compar-
ison or a leaf node, which defines the predicted labeling for that data point. In this
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way each comparison node makes a cut in parameter space and each leaf node
assigns a label to the areas that result from these cuts. A schematic representation
of a trained Decision Tree and its prediction map can be found in Figure 3.5.
Training
The structure of a Decision Tree is created during training. To create a comparison
node the training algorithm has to determine which feature to split on and which
reference value to use. As the goal of the algorithm is to predict the labeling of data
points as well as possible, such a splitting strong if it splits the incoming training
data into two subsets that are more pure than the incoming dataset as a whole
(i.e. the labels in each of the subsets are more alike one another than they are alike
the labels in the other subset). This purity is quantified by the splitting criterion.
For classification trees common splitting criteria are information entropy and the
Gini index. Both are given in terms of the fraction of data points fc with a class c




−fc log fc, (3.17)





Regression problems do not have classes but instead deal with continuous la-
beling, requiring a different splitting criterion. Possible examples are the mean
squared error (Equation (3.11)) and mean absolute error (Equation (3.12)).
Regardless of whether the problem is a classification or regression task, the
feature to split on, and the reference value to compare this feature to, are determ-
ined by maximising the difference between the value for chosen splitting criterion
before and its value after the split. For splitting criterion value SCi and a fraction





rleft(cut) ∗ SCleft(cut) + rright(cut) ∗ SCright(cut)
)
. (3.19)
Once a splitting yields a pure subset (i.e. a subset with a difference in splitting
criterion equal to 0, regardless of the splitting variable or reference value) a leaf
node is created. This leaf node will be used to assign a predicted label to data
points that reach that leaf node. This label is the label of the training data points
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Figure 3.5 Graphical representation of a Decision Tree. Figure 3.5a shows and example of
the structure of a trained Decision Tree, where data is fed in on the top and flows through a
series of parameter comparisons to the leaf nodes on the bottom. In these leaf nodes a clas-
sification is given to the data points. The plot in Figure 3.5b is the classification map created
by this Decision Tree, where the different coloured areas indicate different classifications
per area.
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that were used to create that leaf node.
Limitations and overfitting
Cuts made in parameter space by Decision Trees are always parallel to the axes
of the parameter space. This limits the diversity of possible boundaries that can
be drawn. It is for example not possible for a Decision Tree to perfectly describe
the boundary x1 − x2= 0 in a 2-dimensional parameter space if the data is not
preprocessed to accomodate for this. In that case only in the limit of unlimited
training data will the tree be able to describe this boundary.
Although it does not give a general solution, this problem can be alleviated
by adding combinations of the existing features as extra features to the dataset.
Adding for example
√
x1, x1 ·x2 or sin(x2) as additional parameters to the data will
allow the Decision Tree to make cuts that are not parallel to the axes of the original
dataset. The x1 − x2 = 0 boundary could for example be found in a single split if a
x1 − x2 feature were to be added.
Another issue with Decision Trees is their tendency to overfit. This is a result of
the fact that Decision Trees split the training dataset until the resulting subsets are
pure. A volume created by the cuts (see Figure 3.5 for an example) might therefore
contain just a single data point, allowing themodel to generalise the label of a single
data point to unseen data.
A work-around to this problem is to apply a regularisation to the training pro-
cedure. One can for example force the training to stop after a certain number of
splitting nodes are created, or stop further splitting of a subset when it has become
smaller than a specific size. The labels assigned by the leaf nodes can then be taken
as the majority class of the training data at that leaf node (in case of classification)
or the mean of the labels (in case of regression).
Even when applying the suggested solutions to the aforementioned problems,
Decision Trees are not the best performing algorithm. When limiting the number
of cuts made by a Decision Tree, the tree might not be able to capture noise any-
more, but it will very likely also be limited in its ability to capture interesting parts
of the pattern that you would like to capture. Unless the problem is explicitely well-
suited for Decision Trees, their performance will in general be less then one would
wish for. Decision Trees are therefore calledweak learners (or the more problem
specific: weak classifiers or weak regressors).
The next two algorithms covered, Boosted Decision Trees and Random Forests,
are attempts to improve on Decision Trees. They do this by combining multiple of
these weak learners into a single model, giving them the name ensemblemodels.
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Training data
Weights Updated weights
Figure 3.6 Graphical representation of boosting of a Decision Tree (creating a Boosted De-
cision Treesmodel). After training an initial tree, the data points are assigned weights. These
weights are then used to train a second tree, that will be structured differently as a result
of these weights. After training that second tree the weights will be updated, after which a
new tree will be trained. Also this tree will look slightly different as a result of the changed
weights. This continues until e.g. a preset number of trees has been reached.
3.3.2 Boosted Decision Trees
Boosted Decision Trees (often abbreviated to BDT) is an ensemble model that
trains multiple Decision Trees on the same data. These trees are created using a
technique called boosting, in which the different models are trained sequentially.
After the training of a model it is tasked to make predictions on the training data.
The data is then reweighted in such a way that mispredicted data points get a
higher weight. These weights are used in a weighted splitting criterion such that a
misclassification is punished more if it is made on a data point with a high weight9.
This makes sure that any next model will be stronger incentivised to predict these
points correctly. A graphical representation of boosting in Boosted Decision Trees
can be found in Figure 3.6.
A downside of this training scheme is that is cannot be paralellised.
A possibly counterintuitive implication of the boosting technique is that it does
not work with perfectly performing models. Boosting relies on the fact that the
trained models make mistakes. When no (or too few) such mistakes are made,
boosting will just reinforce the overtraining of each of the trained models. It is
therefore important to apply regularisation to Decision Trees if they are used as
the boosted weak learner in BDTs.
9Different boosting algorithms differ mainly in how they do this weighing. As BDTs are just included
in this discussion due to their prevalence in high energy physics data analyses, no attempt is made
to give an overview of the different boosting algorithms, nor of the possible weighing. Reference [59]
contains a simple introduction into different boosting techniques, which the reader is referred to for
more information.
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After training, the Boosted Decicion Trees model can make predictions by ma-
jority vote of all trained trees (in case of classification) or by averaging of the pre-
dictions of their predictions (in case of regression). Both methods average out
overtraining of individual models, while at the same time allowing the ensemble to
capture patterns that an individual weak learner might not have picked up.
Apart from making predictions on new data points, the BDT algorithm can also
be used to identify which features of the data contribute most to the final pre-
diction of the ensemble. The quantity associated with this is called the feature
importance. For a single tree it is defined as the average difference in the value
of the splitting criterion for nodes that split on the feature of interest. The feature
importance from the entire ensemble is then the average of all feature importance
vectors (containing the feature importances of all features) over all trees.
Boosted Decision Trees have become a popular algorithm in high energy phys-
ics due to their easy of-the-shelf use. They need very little configuration and per-
form (in general) well even with non-optimal hyperparameter settings. As a result
they are quite commonly applied in cut-and-count analysis in ATLAS and CMS (see
for example [60] and [61]).
3.3.3 Random Forest
An alternative to boosting is bootstrap aggregating, more commonly referred to
as bagging [62]. Just as in boosting, multiple weak learners are trained in bag-
ging, but here they are trained on random subsets of the full dataset (each one
selected with replacement). Each learner will therefore be trained on a different
dataset, which increases diversity of models in the ensemble. A bagged ensemble
will, just as a boosted ensemble, make predictions based on a majority vote or on
an average of the submodels’ predictions. The diversity will thereby average out
any individual overtrained behaviour.
To further increase diversity within the ensemble not only the data points can
be selected at random, but also the features. When this selection is made without
replacement, this technique is called the random subspace method or feature
bagging.
Combining both bagging and the random subspace method in an ensemble of
Decision Trees results in the Random Forest algorithm. The performance of this
algorithm is in general comparable to that of Boosted Decision Trees, but has the
advantage that its training can be parallelised. Another difference with boosted
ensembles is that the weak learners do not have to be (overly) regularised. As the
overtrained behaviour of individual models is averaged out anyway, it is better to
have individual models capture as much of the patterns in their subset as possible.
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Just as BDTs can provide a list of feature importances, so can Random Forest
models. The algorithm to do this is identical to the one for BDTs. What is unique
for Random Forests however is that they can provide a measure for the error of
the model’s predictions on unseen data, without the need for an explicit test set.
The technique to do this is called out-of-bag estimation and uses the fact that an
individual tree is not trained on the full dataset, but rather on a random subset. As
each tree only sees this subset during training, the performance of that tree can
be estimated by letting it predict the labels of the data points it was not trained on.
Random Forest is the main algorithm of Chapter 5, where it were used to store
high-dimensional exclusion information in a pMSSM parameter space (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2 for more information on the pMSSM).
3.3.4 Neural Networks
Not all machine learning models are (based on) Decision Trees. One such a model
is the neural network. Neural networks can be used to solve many different tasks
and are very configurable even within a single task. Within high energy physics
alone neural networks have been applied to cases ranging from searching for new
physics in collider events [63] to the fast approximation of cross sections [64], and
from jet tagging [65] to particle tracking [66].
As a complete overview of all types and applications of neural networks is well
beyond the scope of this thesis, let alone this chapter, this section is just meant
as an introduction to neural networks. A more complete overview can be found in
resources like [41, 42].
Basic neural network elements
Neural networks are built up out of perceptrons. A perceptron calculates aweighted
sum over the entries of a vector z⃗, adds a constant value b to it and applies a non-
linear function ϕ to the result. The formula for the perceptron can be written as
z′ = ϕ (w⃗ · z⃗ + b) . (3.20)
The w⃗ in this equation represents a vector of weights. One can combine multiple





















Figure 3.7 Graphical representation of a feed-forward neural network. The network con-
tains four layers (vertically aligned circles), consisting out of respectively 3, 4, 4 and 1 node(s),
here indicated as circles. The weight matrices in each layer are represented by the arrows
between the nodes. Note that the activation functions and the bias vectors are not included
in this picture.
In the creation of this equation b changed into a vector b⃗ and w⃗ changed into a
matrixW .
The object defined by Equation (3.21) is in neural networks called a layer. In a
layer, W is called a weight matrix and b⃗ a bias vector. The function ϕ applied to
the weighted sum of the input vector is called the activation function.
A neural network that is built up out of sequentially applied layers as defined by
Equation (3.21) is called a feedforward neural network. A schematic represent-
ation of a such a network can be found in Figure 3.7, showing a network consisting
out of three operations like Equation 3.21. Each layer has its own independent
weightmatrix and bias vector. The same holds for the activation function: although
it is common to have the same activation function for all layers in a network10, each
layer can have a different activation function. The layers between the input and
output layer are commonly called hidden layers.
Activation functions are needed to increase the expressiveness of neural net-
works. If the activation function were absent, the sequential application of multiple
layers to an input vector would be equivalent to the application of a single layer11.
10The most common exception to this “rule” is the final layer of the network. The activation function
on that layer is determined by the task of the model.
11Although this is a useful shorthand, it does not hold for autoencoders for example (see Sec-
tion 3.4.2).
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For example: applying two layers without activation function
z⃗1 = W1 · z⃗ + b⃗1 (3.22)
z⃗2 = W2 · z⃗1 + b⃗2 (3.23)
would be equivalent to
z⃗2 = W2 ·
(
W1 · z⃗ + b⃗1
)
+ b⃗2 (3.24)
= (W2 ·W1) · z⃗ +
(
W2 · b⃗1 + b⃗2
)
(3.25)
= W ′ · z⃗ + b⃗′. (3.26)
Although this makes clear that non-linear activation functions are needed in a
neural network, it does not tell which function to use. There is a wide variety of
functions to choose from. Commonly used ones are for example:






- the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [67]
f(x) =
x x > 00 x ≤ 0 ; (3.28)
- the leaky rectified linear unit (Leaky ReLU) [68]
f(x) =
x x > 0α ·x x ≤ 0 , (3.29)
where α is a hyperparameter of the activation function12;
- the exponential linear unit (ELU) [69]
f(x) = λ
x x > 0α(exp(x)− 1) x < 0 , (3.30)
12In a Leaky ReLU α is typically chosen to be 0 < α < 1
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Figure 3.8 Visualisation of the activation functions listed in Section 3.3.4.
where α is a hyperparameter of the activation function;
- the Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) [70]
f(x) = λ
x x > 0α(exp(x)− 1) x < 0 , (3.31)
where α and λ are determined based on the input to the function of the
activation function. For z-score normalised data they are α ≈ 1.673263 and
λ ≈ 1.050701.
Plots of these functions can be found in Figure 3.8.
An activation function that is almost exclusively used in the final layer of neural
networks is the softmax activation function. This function transforms a vector of
real values into a vector of values between 0 and 1, such that each of these values
can be interpreted as a probability (e.g. they add up to one). The function used to
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It is used in classification problems where a network has to predict to which class
a specific data point belongs. For example: if we would have a network with an
output layer consisting out of 5 softmax activated nodes in which each node cor-
responds to a class that can be predicted, the output will indicate for each of these
classes the predicted probability that the provided data belongs to that class.
The softmax probability measure of course only considers the possibility that
input data belongs to one of these 5 predefined classes13. Because of this, the
output of this function cannot readily be used as an uncertaintymetric, as it ignores
the uncertainty associated with the model (i.e. the choice for the five classes). In
Section 3.3.5 we’ll get to know Bayesian neural networks, with which it is possible
to get such uncertainty measure.
Building a neural network boils down to choosing how to combine these basic net-
work elements: how many layers does your network need to contain? How many
nodes in each layer? Which activation functions to use? Together with the way in
which the layers are connected to each other, the definition of this configuration
is commonly refered to as the network’s architecture.
Using libraries like TensorFlow [54] and PyTorch [55] it is not difficult to create
a neural network like this, but what is hard is finding an optimal hyperparameters.
Unfortunately there are no hard rules to follow here and more often than not it is
either through a combination of experience and trial-and-error that a model with
good-enough performance is found.
Training and optimisation
Training a neural network boils down to finding values for the entries in the weight
matrices and bias vectors. This is done by instating a loss function, which defines
how close the prediction ŷ made by the network is to the requested value(s) y.
Examples of loss functions are the mean squared error, derived in Equation (3.11),
and the mean absolute error, defined in Equation (3.12). For binary classification
13Note the careful formulation of this sentence. Consider the following example: a network has to
predict whether an input image contains a sponge, squid or starfish. It has three output values to which
the softmax function is applied. Feeding the network a picture of one of these three animals will yield
no problems in interpretation: it will give you a probability that your sponge picture contains a sponge.
The nature of the softmax function is however such that the output always sums to 1. So if you would
feed the network a picture of a squirrel, the output will still give a total probability of 1 that the picture
contains either a sponge, squid or starfish, even if it does not.
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[yi log (ŷi) + (1− yi) log (1− ŷi)] , (3.33)









i ) , (3.34)
can be used. These loss functions can be derived by replacing the likelihood in
Equation (3.6) by a Bernouilli distribution and a multinomial distribution respect-
ively. In this last formula the truth label yi needs to be one-hot encoded. The
prediction ŷci represents the predicted probability that data point xi belongs to
class c (which can be done by using a softmax activation function).
The goal of training a typical feed-forward neural network is to make its predic-
tions ŷ for unseen data xmatch the corresponding labels y as closely as possible14.
This can be achieved by determining the dependence of the chosen loss on each
of the trainable parameters (i.e. each weight W ijl and each bias b
i
l in each layer
l). These dependencies ∂loss/∂W ijl and ∂loss/∂b
i
l can be determined with a tech-
nique called backpropagation [71]. Knowing that dependence, we can modify
each of the trainable parameters proportional to this derivative such that the loss
is decreased. To find an optimum we can apply this process iteratively and update
the parameters in each iteration. One such an iteration, in which all data is passed
through the network, is called an epoch and the scale factor used to determine
the actual size of the updates is also known as the learning rate.
However, just following this algorithm, also known as gradient descent [72],
will result in performance problems. The loss function is almost never (perfectly)
convex in the model parameter space. There are often many local minima. The
algorithm above will get you stuck in one of these local minima, making the per-
formance of the algorithm incredibly sensitive to the initial values for the model
parameters15.
To mitigate this problem the training data is split up in randomised subsets,
called batches. The model is then trained by updating the weights and biases
after each individual batch, instead of after the evaluation of the entire training
dataset. It is reasonable to assume that the loss landscape is different for each of
these batches, so the training is less likely to get stuck in a local minimum of the
14It is thus mostly used in a supervised learning approach.
15The initial values for the weight matrices and bias vectors are usually randomly initialised.
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loss landscape. This effect is strongest when using batches of size 1, meaning the
model parameters are updated after evaluation of each invidivual data point. This
algorithm is called stochastic gradient descent and is, indeed, less likely get stuck
in local minima. It is however also a time-consuming approach, not only because
datasets are commonly very large, but also because there is no possibility to par-
allelise network evaluations in this approach. A middle road can thus be found in
using batches of more than 1 data point16. In this approach the evaluations of all
data points in a single batch can be paralellised, resulting in a significant speed-
up. This technique, in combination with gradient descent, is called themini-batch
stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
The mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm will yield an optimised
model, but further improvements on the optimisation algorithm can be made.
An overview of algorithms that do this can be found in [73], but only one will be
mentioned here specifically due to its prevalence: Adaptive moment estimation
(Adam) [74]. It stores an exponentially decaying average of the past parameter up-
dates (and its gradients) and uses this information to update both the values and
the learning rates for of the model parameters. The result is that it has an easier
time in escaping from saddle points compared to stochastic gradient descent.
Regularisation in networks
No matter which optimisation algorithm is chosen, it is common to have a third
dataset (next to the training and test set) to quantify the generalisation error of
the network during training. Evaluating the performance of the network on this
third set – commonly called the validation dataset – helps to identify when the
network starts to overtrain17. Overtraining is a realistic problem in neural networks,
as layers can easily have hundreds of neurons. Having just two such layers put in
succession means that the latter has a weight matrix with 100 × 100 = 10,000
entries. This number of degrees of freedom makes neural networks very broadly
applicable, but at the same time means that they are easily overtrained. To stop
this from happening, regularisation can be applied to the network and its training.
A direct form of regularisation is adding terms to the loss function that punish
the network when it overtrains. A proxy for this “degree of overtrained-ness” can
be found in the values of the weight matrices and bias vectors. If a weight matrix
is overtrained, you would expect specific connections between layers (i.e. values in
16How large the batches should be depends on the problem, but to keep the advantage of having
batches in the first place, it is advisable to divide the training data into a significant number of batches
(> 100).
17Such a third dataset is not necessary in algorithms like Random Forest, as these do not train iter-
atively.
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the weight matrix) to be really strong, as these best characterise the training data.
A loss function could therefore take the values of the weight matrix and punish
the training algorithm for producing large entries. Often this is done by adding so
called L1 regularisation







∣∣∣W ijl ∣∣∣ (3.35)
or L2 regularisation











to the loss function. In these formulaeW ijl is a value in weight matrixWl of layer l
at row i and column j. λ is a scaling factor indicating how strong the regularisation
should be.
An alternative approach to avoid overtraining is the addition of dropout [75]
layers to the network. A dropout layer does two things:
- during training it sets, at each evaluation, the output of a randomly selected
fraction p of the nodes in the previous layer to 0;
- during testing it scales the output of all nodes in the previous layer by a factor
1−p.
The effect of such a layer is that the layers after the dropout layer cannot fully train
on all possible connections with the layer in front of the dropout layer. The training
will therefore tend to use asmuch of the information as possible from the previous
layer. This is in contrast to overtraining, where the value of an single node might
be deemed so important that the rest of the nodes is effectively ignored.
The rescaling behaviour of dropout at test time is meant to make sure that
the ranges of output values in the second not-dropout layer are not significantly
different from the node values encountered at train time.
3.3.5 Bayesian Neural Networks
Neural networks are powerful models in the sense that they are able to capture
complex patterns in high-dimensional spaces, given enough training data. This
makes them suited to encode, for example, high-dimensional functions in particle
physics. However, especially in science we are not only interested in the outcome
of calculations, but also in the error (or uncertainty) on the results of these calcu-
lations. Neural networks do not naturally give a measure for uncertainty on their
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predictions. Additional tricks are therefore needed to quantify this uncertainty.
Before we dive into possible ways to do this, let us first establish a common lingo
on uncertainty.
Types of uncertainty
There are two types of uncertainty in neural networks: aleatoric uncertainty and
epistemic uncertainty. Both these types of uncertainty affect the uncertainty on
the output of the network, but they differ in their origin.
Aleatoric uncertainty results from uncertainty on the labels of the training data.
This could be due to noise, as could be the case for physical measurements, or
due to statistical effects, as could be the case for counting experiments. Epistemic
uncertainty on the other hand arises from the model itself, being caused by the
uncertainty on the learned values of the model parameters.
Capturing the uncertainty of a neural network means quantifying both these
uncertainties. Quantifying only one will give a skewed image of the actual uncer-
tainty on the outputs of the network.
Uncertainties from networks
One way of evaluating these two types of uncertainty is by building a Bayesian
neural network [76]. Such a network differs in two key ways from a feed-forward
neural network:
- The output of the network is, for each output variable,both a mean and a
standard deviation, parametrising a normal distribution for each variable.
The network can then be trained to maximise the likelihood of the true labels
under the distribution(s) modelled by the output of the network. By training
the network the standard deviation will approach zero for labeling without
any noise in it. For labeling with noise the standard deviation will quantify the
uncertainty on the prediction as a result of this noise. This accounts for the
aleatoric uncertainty of the network.
- The weights in the network are all replaced by two values, a mean and a
standard deviation, parametrising a normal distribution. When passing data
through the network, each weight is sampled from its own distribution. This
makes the output of the network a stochastic variable, as at each prediction
the network will have different weights. The spread of these predictions can
be interpreted as the epistemic uncertainty, as it is related to the specific
configuration of the model.
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Although Bayesian neural networks yield predictions with uncertainties, their
training is more computationally expensive than the training of a normal neural
network. This prohibits the training, and therefore the use, of large Bayesian neural
networks. As uncertainties are nevertheless still valuable, an active area of re-
search is thus to reduce this computational cost by finding alternative ways to cal-
culate them.
Monte Carlo dropout networks
A solution that ismathematically proven to be an approximation of Bayesian neural
networks is the one presented in [77]. This solution is to use a normal neural net-
work with dropout applied to every network layer (except for the output layer).
This dropout is however never switched to testing mode, but will – even when per-
forming predictions – switch a fraction p of nodes off. This alternative application
of dropout makes the output of the network, similar to Bayesian neural networks,
a stochastic variable. The spread of the network’s output for the same input on
repeated evaluation can then be interpreted as the epistemic uncertainty on the
prediction.
To train such a network, the loss functions mentioned in Section 3.3.4 can be
used. This does, however, implicitly assume that the noise on the labeling (i.e. the
aleatoric uncertainty) is independent on the data point. Such datasets are called
homoscedastic [78]. In general datasets are however not homoscedastic, but
heteroscedastic: the uncertainty on the labels y is dependent on its data point
x18. Naive application of a loss like the mean squared error is then not justified, as
an MSE of for example 2 is extremely bad if the strength of the noise on the labels
for this data point xi is 0.1, while it can be tollerated when this strength is 10.
It is therefore that when using heteroscedastic datasets the uncertainty on the
label (or rather: the prediction of the network) has to be modelled by the network
as well, akin to addition (1) in Bayesian neural networks. For each prediction ŷ the
network also has to give a prediction for the uncertainty – or spread – σy on that
prediction, such that it can be used in the loss function to correct for this spread.
The new loss function can then be found by taking Equation (3.10), but this time




















18It is akin to how the calibration of a part of a particle detector differs between the parts. One can
for example not assume that the calibration for e.g. all muon detectors in an experiment are the same.
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as derived in [79]. The devision by 2σy,i in the first term corrects the MSE for the
inherent uncertainty on the labeling, but also forces the predicted σy to grow (as
this would decrease the loss). The second term prevents this, as it increases the
loss when the size of the predicted uncertainty grows.
This technique of using dropout to model Bayesian neural networks in com-
bination with this more complicated loss function is calledMonte Carlo dropout,
yielding so-called Monte Carlo dropout networks. This type of network will be
used extensively in Chapter 6, where the obtained uncertainty is used to identify
regions of interest in a parameter space.
3.4 Generative algorithms
Up to this point we have mostly looked at methods and algorithms for regression
and classification problems. In this section we will however look at techniques that
can be used in data generation problems. This is a distinct class of problems, as
the models created to tackle them cannot be seen as distributions p(y|x), as was
the case for classification and regression problems (see Section 3.2). Instead, the
model directly models the data distribution itself: p(x). This means that after they
are trained on a dataset X , they are able to create new data similar to the data
in the training set. Some of the algorithms used for this purpose allow trained
generative models to be used for other tasks as well, like density estimation and
anomaly detection.
3.4.1 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
An algorithm that has gained significant attention in recent years is theGenerative
Adversarial Network (GAN) [80]. In a GAN two separate neural networks are
trained, named the generator and the discriminator. The task of the generatorG
is to transform input noise r (i.e. a collection of randomnumbers) into x̂, such that it
looks like it could be part of the training dataset (G(r) = x̂). The discriminatorD on
the other hand is trained to distinguish the samples x̂ generated by the generator
from the actual training data Xtrain as well as possible. A graphical representation
of a GAN can be seen in Figure 3.9.
If the generator performs well, the discriminator will not be able to distinguish
the training data from the generated data. When this state is obtained, the gener-
ator can be used as a generative model. Feeding it random input noise r, just like
during training, will then yield generated data that looks like the training data. The







Discriminator Real / fake
Figure 3.9 Graphical representation of a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). The gen-
erator (G) takes random noise z and transforms it into a data point that looks like it is part
of the training data Xtrain. The discriminator! (D) tries to distinguish between the generated
and the real data points. By letting the generator and the discriminator ‘play against each
other’ (i.e. letting the generator try to fool the discriminator and letting the discriminator try
to distinguish between the different data sources), the generator can be trained to produce
data that looks like it is part of the training dataset.
Note that a well-performing discriminator will have no misclassifications, but
that a well-performing generator is one that makes the discriminator have a lot of
them. As these two networks are trained simultaneously, these two networks play









where θD and θG represent the model parameters of the discriminator and the








These two loss functions cannot both be optimal at the same time, whichmakes
it difficult to train aGAN [81]. If one of the twonetworks starts to greatly outperform
the other, learning can stagnate (e.g. how can the generator learn how to improve
if the discriminator is able to identify the mock-data without error?). Another com-
mon problem is that the generator just learns to replicate specific samples from
the training data. Technically speaking the generator does exactly what it ought
to do: fool the discriminator; the generator’s samples are indeed not distinguish-
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Figure 3.10 Pictures generated by a GAN [80] trained on photos of human faces [82, 83].
As these pictures were generated by a GAN, none of the people shown here does actually
exist. Apart from some minor glitches, it is surprisingly hard to tell these pictures are in fact
fake. Figures were generated by [84].
able from the training data. However, if the generator should be a stand-in for the
generation procedure with which the training data was created, it can be argued
that it should replicate not only individual data points, but also their variety, if not
the distribution of data points in the original dataset. This specific problem is so
common that it was given its own name: mode collapse.
Variations to theGAN training schemehave been proposed to solve these prob-
lems (see for example [85, 86]). Although the reproduction of the full training data
distribution remains difficult for GANs [87, 88], these changes result in state-of-
the-art GANs that are able to create convincing fake data. This can for example be
seen in Figure 3.10. The GAN that generated these figures was trained on pictures
of human faces, making is able to create new pictures of people that do not actually
exist. Motivated by the success of GANs like this one, GANs have been researched
for their application in high energy physics (see for example [89–91]).
3.4.2 Variational Autoencoders
Anothermodel that is able to generate newdata is theVariational Autoencoder [92–
94]. To understand this model, it is instructional to first have a look at a differt, but








Figure 3.11 Graphical representation of an autoencoder. An autoencoder consist out of
two parts: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder learns to transform the input data to a
lower dimensional representation (commonly called the latent space), whereas the decoder
learns to transform this lower dimensional representation back to the full dimensionality.
Autoencoders
An autoencoder is a neural network with an architecture that satisfies two proper-
ties:
- The input and the output layers contain an equal amount of nodesM ;
- One of the layers has less thanM nodes.
The first property makes it possible to train an autoencoder to reproduce its input.
The model is not provided any labels, making autoencoders an algorithm for unsu-
pervised learning. A perfectly working autoencoder would model a unit transform-
ation (i.e. no transformation on the input at all), but the second property makes it
difficult to achieve this. If all M input nodes contain relevant, non-degenerate in-
formation, some of this information is lost when transforming it to a representation
with less thanM dimensions. If, however, some degeneracy is present in the input
data, the part of the network between the input layer and the bottleneck can learn
to find this degeneracy and find a lower dimensional representation of the data.
This part of the network is commonly called the encoder and the lower dimen-
sional space represented by the bottleneck layer is commonly referred to as the
latent space. The part of the network after the bottleneck – the so-called decoder
– can then learn to transform this lower dimensional representation back to the
original dimensionality, the output of which can be compared to the input given to
the encoder. A visual representation of the network can be found in Figure 3.11.
To train an autoencoder a loss function has to be chosen that quantifies the
difference between the input and the output of the model, a so-called reconstruc-
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tion loss. A commonly used loss function to this end is the mean squared error,
although any loss function that quantifies this difference could suffice.
After training, the decoder could be used as a data generator of sorts: to create
new data, you feed it random samples in the latent space19. Although this idea
sounds reasonable, there is no certainty about the distribution of the data in the
latent space. This can be seen in Figure 3.12. The figures there show the latent
space of an autoencoder with a 2-node bottleneck, trained on handwritten digits20.
As the bottleneck contains just 2 nodes, we can fully visualise latent space and
indicate the specific digit by marker colour in our scatter plot. As can be seen,
there are huge regions in the latent space where no data point is located. There is
therefore no guarantee that the decoder would produce reasonable digits when
presented points from those regions in the latent space. Sampling in the latent
space can therefore not be done reliably. This is visualised in Figure 3.12 as well.
Indeed most of the generated digits are not natural data points that could be part
of the original dataset.
All these observations combined makes it hard to use autoencoders for data
generation, and it is indeed not considered a generative model; to sample effect-
ively from it, you would need to learn which regions of your latent space would
yield reasonable output21.
Variational autoencoder
Instead of training an autoencoder and learning about the latent space emerging
from the training, you could also change the training and the network such that
the latent space is better behaved. This is the approach Variational Autoencoder
(VAE) take. A Variational Autoencoder consists, just like a normal autoencoder out
of an encoder and a decoder, with the difference that in a Variational Autoencoder
the encoder outputs for each dimension d ∈ D the parameters for a normal dis-
tribution: a mean µd and a standard deviation σd. To construct the input for the
decoder a sample is then taken from each of these D normal distributions and
merged together in aD-dimensional data point. A graphical representation of the
network this yields is shown in Figure 3.13.
The sampling step in a Variational Autoencoder is essential in solving the prob-
lems that the latent spaces of normal autoencoders have. To see this, imagine that
19In this sense an autoencoder can be seen as a merge of the generator and the discriminator of a
GAN. It should however be noted that the goal of the decoder is significantly different than the goal of
the GAN’s discriminator.
20The used dataset was the MNIST dataset [96].
21This could be done using for example kernel density estimation [97, 98], but also in that case there
is no guarantee that all samples from such an estimated distribution will all be taken in natural regions,






































































































































































































































































































N (µi, σi) sample−−−−→ zi
Decoder
x̂
Figure 3.13 Graphical representation of a Variational Autoencoder. A Variational Autoen-
coder is similar to a normal autoencoder (see Figure 3.11), but differs in how data is mapped
from the encoder to the latent space. The projection is done through the sampling from a
normal distribution for which the mean and standard deviation are calculated by the en-
coder. The decoder then takes this sample as input.
you have an autoencoder with a 1-dimensional latent space, of which the model
parameters of the encoder are fixed (i.e. not trainable). You feed it two data points,
x1 and x2, which are being mapped to the (mean, standard deviation) pairs (-1, 1)
and (1, 1) respectively. The Gaussians that can be constructed from these num-
bers have some spread to them (in both cases a spread of 1), so the decoder will
not be able to learn the exact location of z1 and z2 in the latent space. Instead, it
will see that z1 is mostly centered around -1, while z2 is mostly centered around
1. The goal is nevertheless to get a reconstruction that is as optimal as possible,
regardless of what the sample taken from the Gaussians is. Although it is thus
relatively unlikely that z1 is sampled at values larger than 0, given enough training
time the decoder will try to give the decoding of those coordinates in latent space
at least some x1-ness. The decoded points from that region will look nevertheless
more like x2, as that data point simply projects more frequently to that region of
the latent space. In other words: the sampling step forces the Variational Autoen-
coder to allow for smooth transformations between decoded latent space points:
points close in latent space look alike in the decoded space.
Of course, the encoder is generally not static, and the mean and standard de-
viations vary during training. Without any further alteration, the encoder could –
in principle – just learn to let the predicted standard deviation go to zero, des-
troying the nice interpolation behaviour that we were after in the first place. The
Variational Autoencoder would then again start to work as a normal autoencoder,




To avoid this, Variational Autoencoders not only add the sampling step in the
latent space, but also alter the loss function with which the network is trained. To










This divergence encodes howmuch distribution p looks like distribution q, equalling
0 if the distributions match perfectly. For the Variational Autoencoder this is imple-
mented such that it compares the predictedmean and standard deviation for each
dimension of the latent space to those of a standard normal distribution (i.e. 0 and
1 respectively). This guides the data points in latent space to be distributed like a
multivariate unit normal distribution.
The complete loss of the Variational Autoencoder is thus
LossVAE = reconstruction loss+DKL. (3.41)
A Variational Autoencoder trained with this loss function will be punished by the
KL divergence term if the predicted standard deviations vary (too much) from 1,
so this loss function solves the narrow Gaussians problem that the Variational Au-
toencoder with unaltered loss function had. Additionally, we now also know that
the data in the latent space is distributed like a standard normal distribution, some-
thing that we did definitely not know (or see, Figure 3.12) for normal autoencoders.
This allows us to use Variational Autoencoders as generative models: one simply
has to sample points from anN -dimensional unit Gaussian (whereN is the dimen-
sionality of the latent space) and let the decoder decode these samples.
To further improve Variational Autoencoders it is common to weigh the two loss
terms using a factor β:
LossVAE = (1− β) · reconstruction loss+ β ·DKL. (3.42)
This β is a hyperparameter that allows the balancing of the reconstruction loss and
the KL divergence. Variational Autoencoders trained with this altered loss function
are called β-Variational Autoencoders [99, 100].
We can validate that the latent space of Variational Autoencoders is nicer be-
haved by recreating the plots in Figure 3.12 for a Variational Autoencoder trained
on the same data. These plots are shown in Figure 3.14.
Even with this improvement to the algorithm, Variational Autoencoders are un-
fortunately not without problems. The stochastic nature of the sampling step and
the fact that data points are somewhat forcefully mapped to an uncorrelated mul-
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tidimensional normal distribution results in reconstructions that can be less real-
istic than those created by a Generative Adversarial Network (making, for example,
generated pictures blurry [101]). Apart from that, Variational Autoencoders suffer
from the samedistribution problemasGANs: there is no guarantee that the output
of a Variational Autoencoder follows the same distributions as the original training
data. It is possible to set data based priors in the latent space (as done in [100] for
example), but those tend to significantly impact the computational performance of
the generation process.
Just like Generative Adversarial Networks, Variational Autoencoders are actively
researched for their application in particle physics. This research focusses on both
the use of Variational Autoencoders as event generators (see for example [100]),
but also on the possibility to use the reconstruction loss of such amodel as ametric
to identify unexpected events in collider experiments [102], serving as a method
for anomaly detection.
3.4.3 Normalising flows
The last generative model – or rather: class of generative models – covered in this
chapter is the normalising flow [103]. Instead of modelling distributiongs by at-
tempting to replicate data, like a GAN or variation autoencoder, a normalising flow
models probability distributions directly and optimises the likelihood of the training
data under this modelled distribution. They consist out of two elements:
- A distribution of which likelihoods can be calculated quickly and from which
samples be generated quickly;
- A set of bijectors: invertible transformations f(x) = y that map x ∈ X one-
to-one to a y ∈ Y , such that each y corresponds to a unique x (and vice versa).






The core idea behind normalising flows is that complicated distributions can be
modelled by sequentially applying bijectors to a simple base distribution. While
the base distribution is usually taken to be a uniform or normal distribution, there
is more variety to be found in the bijectors. Later in this section a range of possible
bijectors will be discussed, for now we will focus on the properties that all these
bijectors have in common (and that make the normalising flows work in the first
place).
One of these bijector properties is that their Jacobian can easily be calculated.
Using this property it is possible to calculate the likelihood for any point in themore
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complicated distribution modelled by a normalising flow. To see this, let us look at
a general bijector f applied to a base distribution. We will call this base distribution
p0 and the distribution after i transformations pi. The likelihood associated with a
point z0 sampled from p0 is then p0(z0). As bijectors transform distributions, they
also transform samples from these base distributions. Let’s call zi the coordinate of
a sampled point after i transformations (such that z0 is the untransformed sample
taken from the base distribution). For a single transformation we therefore have
z1 = f(z0; θ) and z0 = f
−1(z1; θ). (3.43)
Let’s additionally define pi to be the probability distribution after i transformations,
such that p0 is the base distribution and p1 the distribution after application of
bijector f in Equation 3.43. The bijector’s Jacobian matrix defines how the distribu-
tion zi changes under application of the transformation22 For the transformation
of p0 to p1 we find:












which can be rewritten to show
log p1(z1; θ) = log p0(z0)− log
∣∣∣∣det ∂z1∂z0(θ)
∣∣∣∣ . (3.47)
It is common in normalising flows to apply not just one, but multiple bijectors to
the base distribution (hence the “flow” in “normalising flow”). This yields no problem
for the derivation above, as it can be applied recursively, creating a z2, z3, z4 etc.
After K such transformations, the final result is






Using this formula it is possible to sample points from the complicated distributions
modelled by normalising flows (namely by sampling from the simple distribution
and then transforming these samples with the flow’s bijectors as in Equation (3.43)),
22Note that, as we explicitely use bijectors, the Jacobian matrices themselves are invertible as well.
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z0 z1 z2 ... zK
z0 ∼ p0(z0) z1 ∼ p1(z1) z2 ∼ p2(z2) zK ∼ pK(zK)
f1(z0) f2(z1)
Figure 3.15 Schematic representation of a normalising flow. In a normalising flow a simple
base distribution (here a Gaussian) is transformed using invertible and trainable transform-
ations fi. The resulting distribution after K such transformations can be very complicated
and, more importantly, it can be fitted to match the distribution of training data.
but also to determine the likelihood of these samples in this complicated distribu-
tion.
It is interesting to note that the applied bijectors fi do not have to be all of the
same type. In Section 3.4.3 we’ll have a look at examples of bijectors, which could
– in theory – be combined freely to the modeller’s content. In that way they are
similar to activation functions in a neural network.
A schematic representation of normalising flows can be found in Figure 3.15.
Training a normalising flow
How broadly applicable a specific normalising flow is, is mostly defined by the used
bijectors. A bijector can be as simple as
zi+1 = zi + 2,
or be a lot more complicated, as we will see later in this section. Normalising flows
become significantly more useful if their bijectors have free parameters that can
be trained to fit the distribution of training data, similar to how neural networks
can be trained to fit a target function. Our extremely simple translation bijector
could for example be made trainable by changing it into
zi+1(θ) = zi + θ,
in which θ is trainable.
In training a normalising flow with trainable bijectors, its output distribution is
fitted to the training data. This can be seen as an unsupervised learning problem,
as the target likelihoods for the training data points are not provided (and generally
not known). Through Equation (3.48) we can, however, calculate the log likelihood
of the training and testing data under this output distribution. This metric can then
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be used directly as the loss function during training: the free parameters of the





log pK(x; θ). (3.49)
The free parameters θ can be adjusted by using backpropagation, in the same way
this is done for neural networks23.
Note that, since normalising flows can make use of independent data during
training to validate their performance, they do not suffer from the mode collapse
problem from Generative Adversarial Networks do. Moreover, as not the repro-
duction of data is tested in this validation (as is the case for Variational Autoen-
coders), but rather the likelihood is optimised directly, normalising flows are guar-
anteed to model the distribution of data.
Bijectors
The choice for which bijector to use in a normalising flow determines to a great
extent what the performance of the flow will be after training. As these bijectors
are so important, a significant part of the research into normalising flows focusses
on finding new, more expressive ones. The aim of this section is not to give a
complete overview of all available bijectors, but instead to give a sense of what a
typical bijector can look like and how they canwork. Of coursemost of our attention
will be given to the bijectors used in the research presented later in this thesis
(Chapter 7).
Planar and radial bijectors Two of the first bijectors suggested when normal-
ising flows were introduced [103] were the planar bijector and the radial bijector.
The transformation for the planar bijector is
f(z) = z⃗ + u⃗ ·h(W · z⃗ + b⃗), (3.50)
whereW , u⃗ and b⃗ are a trainable weight matrix, bias vector and scaling value. h is
a non-linear, element-wise applied function with known derivative. Essentially any
differentiable non-linear function can be taken here, but for ease of implement-
ation more often than not one of the common activation functions is used (see
Section 3.3.4).
The transformation for the radial bijector is given by


















Figure 3.16 Example of how the application of multiple planar and radial transformations
can create very complicated distributions from a simple base distribution q0 shown in the
first column. Columns 2 to 4 show the application of 1, 2 and 10 planar transformations
respectively, whereas columns 5 to 7 show the application of 1, 2 and 10 radial transform-
ations. Image from [103].
r = |z⃗ − c⃗| (3.51)
h(α, r) = (α+ r)−1 (3.52)
f(z⃗) = z⃗ + βh(α, r)(z⃗ − c⃗), (3.53)
in which c⃗′, α and β are trainable vectors and scalars. Figure 3.16 shows how
sequentially applying multiple of either of these transformations can transform a
simple distribution into a more complicated one.
Both the planar and radial bijectors were explicitly constructed in such a way
that their Jacobian is analytically known (see [103]) and can be calculated given the
values of the trainable parameters. Although they can be used as bijectors, they
are also very limited. The planar bijector can only work in one specific plane of a
possibly very high-dimensional parameter space, while the radial bijector treats all
dimensions of the parameter space the same. For high-dimensional problems it
can therefore be worthwhile exploring more expressive bijectors.
RealNVP A more expressive bijector is for example the RealNVP [104] trans-
formation: a real-valued non-volume preserving transformation. In order to
be invertible, it splits any incoming data point into two parts, such that one part of
the features (zA) can be used as input to a function g that transforms the other set
of features (zB ):
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Figure 3.17Graphical representation of the RealNVP transformation in Equation (3.55). The
functions s and t are allowed to be any function, so conventionally trainable functions like










This construction is named a coupling transformation. This type of transform-
ation is not unique to RealNVP transformations (see for example [105]), but the












of which a graphical representation can be seen in Figure 3.17. Note that zBi+1
depends on zAi , but z
A
i+1 not on z
B
i . This simple fact allows for the inversion of this
transformation.













As the derivatives of the functions s and t do not appear in this matrix, they can
be freely chosen. They can even have trainable parameters. The more expressive
these functions are, the more expressive the RealNVP transformation becomes.
It is therefore common to use trainable neural networks to represent these func-
tions.
Another important observation one can make about the Jacobian matrix is that
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it is, by definition, triangular. This makes the calculation of its determinant rather
efficient: the determinant of a triangular matrix is just the product of its diagonal
elements. This means that the values for ∂zBi+1/∂zAi do not even have to be calcu-
lated.
When using multiple RealNVP bijectors (or more generally: multiple coupling
transformations) in a flow, it is common to alternate which features are put in zA
and zB respectively, or to even shuffle all features, between the different trans-
formations.
The invertibility of the RealNVP transformation is based on the dependency con-
structed between zi+1 and zi. If this works for two feature sets A and B, one can
wonder if it is possible generalise this in such a way that it works on a per-feature
basis.
MADE Imagine we have a dataset with four features a, b, c and d. We couldmodel
the probability distribution over these features as
p(a, b, c, d) = p(a|b, c, d)p(b, c, d) (3.57)
= p(a|b, c, d)p(b|c, d)p(c, d) (3.58)
= p(a|b, c, d)p(b|c, d)p(c|d)p(d). (3.59)






stating that the modelling of feature i only depends on the previous features (1) to
i - 1).
This modelling of a probability density will give a triangular transformation mat-
rix, just like the RealNVP transformation did, but now the full lower triangle of the
matrix is used. This makes this modelling computationally more expressive than
the coupling transform used by RealNVP transformations, while at the same time
keeping the Jacobian easy to calculate.
A simple model that uses this approach is the Masked Autoencoder for Dis-
tribution Estimation (MADE) [106]. A MADE is a neural network that takes bin-
ary input values and attempts to reconstruct these input values like an ordinary
autoencoder would. In contrast to an autoencoder, however, there is no bottle-
neck layer. Instead the MADE network is configured such that the output depends
on the input through the autoregressive property. This is done by implementing
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Figure 3.18 Graphical representation of a MADE network. A MADE network is a normal
neural network from which connections are removed such that the autoregressive prop-
erty (Equation (3.60)) is satisfied. This removal is typically automated. In this figure â is the
independent output parameter, but this is not mandatory. Any other output node could
have been the independent one; as long as the product of the outputs is equivalent to
Equation (3.60), it is a valid MADE network.
masking matrices that remove connections from the network that would violate
this property. A graphical representation of aMADE network is given in Figure 3.18.
By following the arrows in this figure it can be seen that p(̂b|a), for example, indeed
only depends on the input a and not on b and c.
To see how sampling from a MADE network works, we use Figure 3.18 as our
reference. To start the sampling we feed the network random noise. The output
will contain a prediction for p(â), which did not depend on the input. We can there-
fore rely on this prediction to follow the learned patterns from the training data.
We can however not say the same of the other output values: these depend on
the input, for which we supplied the network random noise. The only reliable value
in the output vector is therefore p(â), which predicts a value for a. By feeding the
output as input into the network (replacing the noise vector from the initial eval-
uation), now also p(̂b|a) will be independent of the initial noise. Refeeding it again
as input will then yield a reliable prediction for p(ĉ|a, b). For larger MADE networks
this can be repeated until a value for each of the output nodes is found. Sampling
with a MADE network is therefore inherently an iterative proces and needs to be
repeated N times for a network with N output nodes. To introduce stochasticity
in the sampling proces24 the newly calculated output of the network is commonly
binarised using a Bernouilli setup.
Although MADE networks work, their performance suffers are a result of the
implicit assumption of an inherent feature ordering. This can easily be seen in




Equation (3.57): in this equation a is the first feature and c the third, meaning that
the model will have trouble if a just so happens to depend on c.
In [107] a solution to this problem is proposed: training the network on arbit-
rary orderings of the variables in each of the training steps (i.e. each minibatch /
gradient update). This method is called order-agnostic training andmakes it easy
to create an ensemble of predictions at test time: just let a single model evaluate
multiple feature permutations of the same input data. Alternatively (or addition-
ally), one could also resample the masking matrices for each evaluation, allowing
for the construction of an even more agnostic model. This approach is dubbed
connectivity-agnostic training by the MADE authors [106].
MaskedAutoregressive Flows and Inverse Autoregressive Flows MADE
networks can be used on their own, but can also be used as part of Masked
Autoregressive Flows (MAF) and Inverse Autoregressive Flows (IAF). These two
techniques combine the autoregressive property of aMADEnetworkwith a RealNVP-
like transformation. A MAF does this by defining the transformation from zji to z
j
i+1















i ) + µ
j
i . (3.63)
In this transformation the functions fµ and fα represent MADE networks, such that
the autoregressive property is satisfied. Figure 3.19 shows a graphical represent-
ation of the Masked Autoregressive Flow.
Note that the forward pass (going from the base distribution to the transformed
distribution) cannot be parallelised: to calculate zji+1 all features 1 : j − 1 are
needed. The inverse calculation does not have this problem, as all features j
are already known. If indeed a MADE is used to calculate the µs and αs in Equa-
tion (3.61), the backward pass can be done in a single pass through the network,
whereas the forward pass needs a number of MADE evaluations equal to the num-
ber of features in the dataset.
In cases where this behaviour is limiting, one can choose to make µ and α de-
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(b) Backward pass in a Masked Autoregressive Flow.





µ take as input the first j−1 entries of zi+1 and output a scalar number. From these
two figures it can be seen that the backward pass can theoretically be paralellised, while this













exp(f jα(. . .))
f jµ(. . .)
× +
Figure 3.20 Graphical representation of the forward pass in an Inverse Autoregressive Flow
(IAF). It can be seen that the only difference with Masked Autoregressive Flows (MAFs) (Fig-
ure 3.19) is with which values the parameters α and µ are calculated. IAFs take zi ’s entries
as input, instead of zi+1 ’s. This small difference makes that now the forward pass is paralel-
lisable, instead of the backward pass.
This gives a fast (i.e. paralellisable) forward pass, but a slow (i.e. not paralellisable)
backward pass. Using this specific way of calculating µ and α yields the Inverse
Autoregressive Flow algorithm (IAF) [108]. A graphical representation of the for-
ward pass in this transformation can be found in Figure 3.20.
It can be shown (as is done in [109]) that MAFs and IAFs give mathematically
the same outcomes. The reason to nevertheless choose one over the other is the
speed of sampling and density estimation. In a MAF sampling is slow, but dens-
ity estimation is fast. As the transformed and base distribution swap roles in an
IAF (with regard to the conditional information), their sampling is fast and density
estimation relatively slow.
A potential problem with all bijectors discussed so far is that their output is not
intrinsicly bounded. Their output can be located outside the ranges of the base
distribution, which can be problematic. In particle physics this is for example the
case when the boundaries of the parameter space are meaningful (i.e. everything
outside these boundaries is non-physical).
Splines If you want a bijector to respect the boundaries of a phase space, it
should not be able to freely transform zi to any possible zi+1 coordinate. In other
words: the range of a bijector should be bounded. If we would have a bijector for
which the range would equal its domain, we could even apply this bijector mul-
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tiple times without needing to worry about the phase space boundaries at all25.
In the remainder of this section we will take this allowed range to be [0, 1] for all
dimensions, but the theory explained here can easily be generalised to any range.
Unfortunately, not all functions with a bounded range equal to their domain are
by definition proper bijectors: remember that bijectors should also be invertible
and need to have an easily calculable Jacobian as well. The invertibility requirement
implies that the function should be bijective and therefore either be monotonically
increasing or monotonically decreasing. The convention is to choose monotonic-
ally increasing functions, so we should look for a function that (a) is trainable, (b) is
monotonically increasing and (c) has a bounded range equal to its domain.
One diverse class of transformations that satisfies all these requirements are
the spline transformations [110]. Splines are piecewise functions that are built-
up out of simple functions like polynomials. Because of this, their Jacobian at any
point along the function can be calculated easily. Moreover: as we can define the
spline however we want, we can require its range to equal its domain.
To see how we can do this, it is instructional to look at the simplest possible
spline: the piecewise linear spline transformation. It was introduced in [110]
as a coupling transformation (Equation (3.54)). For simplicity we will therefore look
at how one feature j in zB of such a coupling transform (i.e. zB,j ) is transformed,
and later indicate how this can be generalised to the full dimensionality of zB . A
schematic representation of the algorithm explained in the next few paragraphs
can be found in Figure 3.21.
To start, we devide the output range of the transformation intoK bins of equal
size. In each of these binsweneed to define linear functions g(zB,ji |z
A





b(zAi ) = z
B,j
i+1 such that the total function continuous and spans the entire range [0,
1]. However, without any calculation we can already limit the amount of work we
have to do:
- As the function is monotonically increasing, the function needs to start at (0,
0) and end at (1, 1);
- The continuity requirement implies that b(zA) for bin k entirely depends on
the linear splines in k - 1 previous bins26.
As we know the size of each bin (namelyK−1), the only truly independent things
we need to establish are the slopes a(zA) of the linear functions in the bins. A nice
25This of course only works if the base distribution perfectly filled the allowed phase space and if this
allowed phase space is a hypercube, but this can be guaranteed by correctly preprocessing the training
data.
















Figure 3.21 Graphical representation of the piecewise linear spline transformation. The
spline is here implemented as a coupling transform, so one part of the features (zAi ) is used
to transform the other part (zBi ). To this end, z
A
i is fed into a neural network with a softmax
activation on its output layer to get, for each dimension j of zBi a series of slopes g
′. By
integrating these slopes, a transformation function g with a domain and range of [0, 1] can
be obtained that can transform zB,ji into z
B,j
i+1.
trick to do this is by feeding zA to a neural network that outputs K softmaxed
values sk. We can then multiply these output values by K and take the result as
the slopes for our linear function pieces. The softmax activation on the output
layer guarantees that the function we construct will be monotonically increasing,
whereas themultiplication byK guarantees that it will end at (1, 1). This procedure
effectively models the derivative g′(zB,ji |z
A
i ), so z
B,j
i+1 can be found by integrating
over the slopes predicted by the neural network from 0 up to the value of zB,ji .



















A graphical representation of this calculation can be found in Figure 3.21. To gen-
eralise this calculation to the full dimensionality D of zB , the neural network can
predict K values for each dimension, e.g. in the form of a 1-dimensional vector of
length K ·D or as a (K ×D)-matrix.
Although this transformation is a functioning bijector, it is important to note that
although the transformation itself (Equation (3.65)) might be a continuous func-
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Figure 3.22 Graphical representation of the construction of g′ in a piecewise quadratic
spline transformation [110]. The neural network takes zA of a coupling transformation
(Equation (3.54)) and outputs the vertical positions of the knots yk , between which the g
′
graph needs to be spanned, and the horizontal distances between these knots wb. Here a
single networks outputs both vectors (yk with lengthK+1, wb with lengthK), but one could
just as wel implement two seperal neural networks for this.
tion, its derivative is not. It consists out of disconnected plateaus (see left graph
in Figure 3.21). The authors of the paper introducing these linear spline trans-
formations [110] note that these discontinuities make optimisation with gradient
descent-like algorithms difficult. They therefore propose to use piecewise quad-
ratic coupling transformations.
In piecewise quadratic spline transformations the derivative of the trans-
formation function, g′, can be continuous, yielding fewer problems in the optimisa-
tion of parameters of the neural network. These splines can be created by letting
the neural network output K + 1 values for each dimension, one value for each
bin edge for g′. Connecting these points, commonly called knots, g′ will become a
piecewise linear function, making g a piecewise quadratic function27. To further in-
crease the expressiveness of the transformation, one can alsomake the bin widths
dynamic by letting them be an output of the neural network as well. Figure 3.22
shows graphically how g′ is constructed from the network output when using dy-
namic bin widths.
Further improvements on these spline bijectors can be made by using for ex-
amle cubic splines [111] or by using splines that are a ratio of two quadratic poly-
nomials, also known as rational quadratic splines [112] (see Figure 3.23). These
27To let g still respect the range [0, 1], a more complicated normalisation than a softmax activation
needs to be performed. This normalisation effectively takes away one of the degrees of freedom in the
K + 1-dimensional output of the network. See [110] for more information.
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Figure 3.23 Example of a transformation function of a rational quadratic spline. The trans-
formation function g is constructed by spanning rational quadratic functions between a
number of knots. The locations of these knots, as well as the derivatives at these knots,
are given by a neural network.
last ones can be implemented using the parametrisation in [113], as was indeed
done in [112]. These splines are even more expressive than the normal polyno-
mial splines. The authors of this last paper also indicate the possibility to use the
RQS as an autoregressive transformation (Equation (3.54)) instead of a coupling
transformation (Equation (3.54)), which would again increase expressiveness. This
could be implemented by using the spline bijector as transformation in aMAF or IAF
(instead of the RealNVP-like transformation in Equation (3.61)) and using a MADE
network as the neural network in the spline.
The rational quadratic spline transformations will be used in Chapter 7, where
they are used in an autoregressive flow to encode the distribution of particle phys-
ics events in phase space. The choice for spline transformations for that work was
very deliberate, as the phase spaces used there indeed have regions of unphysic-
alness one would like to avoid sampling.
3.5 The application ofmachine learning and pos-
sible dangers
In this chapter multiple algorithms have been discussed and several of their applic-
ations have been mentioned. The possible application range of machine learning
algorithms is very large; whether you are attempting to identify interesting meas-
urements at the LHC or want to generate photos of non-existing people [82–84],
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the algorithms discussed here might just be able to improve the result of your ef-
fort. It is great that the machine learning algorithms are able to learn information
from example data and that this information can then be used productively in ways
that we could not before.
However, it would be remiss not to evenmention the possible dangers in this in-
herent automation. Although algorithmsmight, on first glance, appear objectecive,
they are designed and written by inherently flawed human beings. No algorithm
can therefore be deemed free of errors or biases without further information.
This problem gets magnified for machine learning algorithms. Where the inner
workings of traditional algorithms can – at least in theory – be inspected and un-
derstood, this is generally not the case for trained machine learning models. Yes,
we know a trained neural network is essentially linear algebra combined with non-
linear functions, but it is incredibly hard to actually understand why the output of a
network is what it is [114]. Which relations between the features of input data are
used to make predictions? What exactly has the model learned from the training
data? Which information is actually stored in the matrices of the network? Our un-
derstanding of machine learning models is, to borrow a term from social sciences,
behaviouristic in nature. With independent test sets we can perfectly characterise
the quality of the output of models. In this chapter alone we discussed many met-
rics that are able to provide such a quantification. Our understanding of machine
learning models from a cognitive viewpoint is at the moment, however, lacking.
When this knowledge gap is not acknowledged, there are dangers in applying
machine learning. For example: just as (flawed) human beings can create flawed al-
gorithms, so can (flawed) human beings create flawed training datasets. If a biased
training dataset is not recognised as such, the machine learning models based on
it will learn these biases and incorporate them in their predictions. As a result
these predictions will also be flawed themselves. As it is likely that such bias is also
present in the test set, it would be unidentifiable in the test metrics and thereby
go completely unnoticed.
The impact of algorithms on society is gaining increasingly more attention from
the public, even when no biases have been identified (yet) [115–120]. Especially
machine learning algorithms can possibly be a large invasion of privacy and un-
dermine personal freedom. An example of this are the services provided by Clear-
view.ai [121, 122], with which their customers are able to match people on photos
to other publicly available material (including material from social media websites),
allowing them to identify people to an unprecedented degree.
In science, these problems are not felt to that large an extent, of course, but
this does notmean there are no dangers in applying flawed algorithms andmodels
in science. Just as an incorrect event generator can cause a signal for new phys-
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ics to go unnoticed, so can an inproperly trained machine learning model. Espe-
cially in science, where we are obsessively searching for answers to why-questions,
any algoritmic output should be met with scepticism. Not that all algorithms are
equally guilty in this regard (a Decision Tree is by construction more interpretable
than a neural network, for example), but it is good to also ask why-questions about
our methods and algorithms. It is therefore good that recent years have seen
an increase in the amount of research on methods to improve understanding
of trained models [123–127], but also on new interpretable machine learning al-
gorithms [123, 128, 129].
The main take-away from this section is that it is important to be aware of the
dangers of machine learning automation. Yes, there are promising avenues for
research opening upbecause of the algorithmspresented in this chapter, as shown
by the rest of this thesis, but that does notmean that the output of these algorithms
should be taken as gospel. We should strive to understand our models as well as
possible, for example, investigating their output, by looking at metrics like feature
importances, by constructing them in such a way that we can obtain measures for
their uncertainty. We should remain sceptical and acknowledge the limitations of
the tools we use in our research, whether it is a mathematical tool, a traditional
algorithm or a machine learning model.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDING OPTIMA IN HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
This chapter is based on work also presented in “A comparison of optimisation al-
gorithms for high-dimensional particle and astrophysics applications” [130]. The
relevant code for this work can be found at https://github.com/darkmachines/high-
dimensional-sampling.
Models for new physics are typically parametericmodels. The pMSSM, discussed in
Section 2.2.2, is an example of this: in order tomake predictions with it, you need to
specify values for its free parameters. As these parameters typically influence the
masses and interaction strengths of particles in the theory, the phenomenology of
each model configuration is different. In such a high-dimensional playing field, it
can be hard to find model configurations with specific properties. These could be
the correct Higgs mass or the property that the model configuration should not
give rise to already measurable signals.
One could think of this task as an optimisation task, in which the optimum of
a high-dimensional function needs to be found. In this case the function encodes
how much each possible configuration adheres to your set of requirements, such
that the optimum (or optima) of this function correspond to those configurations
that follow these requirements as well as possible (within the explored model, of
course).
The high-dimensional character of models for new physics is however a source
of computational difficulties, as will turn out to be a central theme throughout this
thesis. Finding the optimum of a function, especially one for which there is no
easy access to its derivative, is a computationally expensive task and typically scales
very poorly with the dimensionality of the function. The naive approach of random
sampling is known to be inefficient in these scenarios for two reasons. First, as
the dimensionality of the parameter space increases, the number of samples that
needs to be drawn increases exponentially as well (if the same point density is
to be maintained). In practice this would thus come with an exponentially higher
demand for computational power, which is worsened by the fact that the function
evaluations are typically already costly themselves. Second, it is highly inefficient in
most physical examples, as near-optimal regions of the parameter space usually
occupy a very small fraction of the total multidimensional volume.
The past decades have thus seen the development of a series of sampling and
optimisation procedures, many of which have been utilised in particle astrophysics
applications [131–226]. Which optimisation technique best to use in any specific
optimisation problem is, unfortuntately, also an optimisation problem. It is, never-
theless, likely that some algorithms work generally better than others, or that some
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are better suited for specific function shapes.
The results presented in this chapter are the results of a survey of a wide range
of optimisation techniques. This survey was performed in the DarkMachines col-
laboration1 in the form of a challenge. In this challenge, each optimisation tech-
nique was used to find the optima of a set of fixed reference functions, including
both analytic toy examples and a high-dimensional approximation of a real-world
particle physics scenario. These experiments were all performed in a common test
framework. The free parameters of the techniques were not commonly tuned. Al-
though this introduces a human factor in the experiments, this is representative
of a real-life application of any one of the explored methods.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1, the optimisation problem
is explained in more detail and a short overview of the investigated optimisation
algorithms is provided. The test functions used for the comparative studies are
discussed in Section 4.2 and the framework in which the experiments were per-
formed is presented in Section 4.3. The results of the experiments are detailed in
Section 4.4. Finally, the conclusions of the research are discussed in Section 4.5.
4.1 Optimisation
The core problem adressed by this research is the following: given a deterministic
function f : Rn → R, defined over a domain of interest given by lower and upper
bounds on the function parameters, what is the global optimum of the function?
4.1.1 Investigated optimisation algorithms
Optimisation techniques can be divided into categories, based on whether they
require knowledge on the gradient of the objective function or not. Since derivative
information is not always available in the particle physics, this survey focussed on
algorithms that do not use this information. This nevertheless still leaves a large set
of algorithms available to investigate. This research was set up as a challenge, and
although the aim was to test a wide variety of different, yet promissing algorithms,
a full survey of all algorithms was well outside of the scope of this work. Instead,
the researchers involved in this project were invited to run the algorithm(s) of their
choice and add the results of their experiments to this survey. In this process we
made sure that there no algorithm was explored twice and that there was a wide
variety of algorithmic approaches incorporated in the survey.
1http://www.darkmachines.org/
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As there is no information on the derivative available in our experiments, and
thereby no sense of in which direction a possible global optimum can be found,
the only way for any algorithm to find an optimum is to probe the shape of the
function. The naive approach of random sampling does this by choosing and
evaluating configurations at random and stops when either a ‘good’ value is found
or when a specific number of evaluations is reached. This approach is naive, as the
information gained from earlier evaluations is not used to inform the location of
subsequent evaluations. All other investigated algorithms do use this information.
They use an iterative sampling approach, having each batch – or generation – of
function evaluations inform the sampling of the next batch. Because of this, they
are commonly called evolutionary algorithms. The active (i.e. current) generation
is called the population and the initial population is typically sampled randomly.
The main difference between these algorithms is the exact way in which they pass
information from generation to generation.
I believe this thesis is not the place for an extensive discussion on each indi-
vidual algorithm that was investigated. Instead, for each algorithm only a taste of
their inner workings will be given, together with references to publications where
more information can be found.
Differential Evolution The simplest implementation of Differential Evolution
[227–230] uses a genetic approach to mix information of data points in the most
recent generation X to create an identically-sized trial dataset U . Each data point
ui from the trial dataset is then compared to its respective xi in the current gener-
ation. The data point with the best function value (either xi or ui) is passed to the
next generation, creating a sort of natural selection process.
The mixing of data points from the current generation is subject to hyper-
parameters and can be made self-adaptive through algorithms like the λjDE al-
gorithm [231].
In this work two implementations of Differential Evolution were investigated:
the one by Diver [231] and the one by PyGMO [232].
Particle Swarm Optimisation The Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm
[233, 234] is inspired by the behaviour of a flock of birds, and assigns to each data
point in a population not only a location, but also a velocity. The velocity of any
individual data point is influenced by the best location found by that point so far
(i.e. the location with the best function value) and by the best location found by the




The implementation of the Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm by PyScan-
nerbit [231] was used in this research.
Grey Wolf Optimisation The Grey Wolf Optimisation algorithm [235] is in-
spired by the hunting behaviour of a pack of wolves. In this algorithm the three
best data points of each generation are assigned the role of alpha, beta and delta
‘wolf’ respectively. These wolves are then tasked to encircle the most likely location
of the global optimum (which is mostly informed by the location of the alpha) in
the next generation. Over the course of generations, the radius of this circling be-
haviour is shrunk. In addition to these three data points, for each generation also
a set of random data points (the so-called omega wolves) are sampled around the
assumed global optmimum.
Note that the role of alpha, beta and delta wolf can (and most likely will) there-
fore move between data points as generations pass.
For this work we used PyGMO’s implementation [232] of the Grey Wolf Optim-
isation algorithm.
Artificial Bee Colony The Artificial Bee Colony algorithm [236, 237] is an it-
erative algorithm in which each iteration consists out of three phases. In the first
phase new proposal data points are created from the current population using a
genetic approach in which each data point xi is mixed with a randomly selected
other data point xj . This creates a proposal data point ui somewhere within the
hypercube with xi and xj on opposite corners. The proposal data point ui will
replace xi if the function value for ui is better than xi ’s.
The number of failed update attempts is kept track of for each point xi. If, for
a specific data point, this number exceeds some predefined limit, the data point
is considered ‘dead’ and will be resampled uniformly from the parameter space in
the second phase of the algorithm.
The third phase of the algorithm essentially repeats the first phase, but which
data points xi are chosen is now determined by their function value: the better a
function value, the more likely the corresponding data point is to be chosen.
In the experiments performed for this chapter we used the implementation of
the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm in PyGMO [232], for which the pseudocode can
be found in Listing 2 in [238].
Gaussian Particle Filter In the Gaussian Particle Filter [239] the data points
in the current generation are used as the means of multivariate normal distribu-
tions from which new data points can be sampled. How many samples are taken
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from each normal distribution is determined by the function value associated with
the data point that informed the location of the distribution: the better the function
value, the more data points will be sampled from the corresponding distribution.
The size of these distributions (i.e. their variance) is initially set relatively high, but
is shrunk down as the generations pass. A new generation is formed by combining
the newly sampled data points with the current generation and selecting, from that
total pool, the top X% of those data points with the best function value.
The implementation of the Gaussian Particle Filter used in this work can be
found at https://github.com/bstienen/particlefilter.
CMA-ES TheCovarianceMatrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [240]
works similar to the Gaussian Particle Filter. It uses the data points in the current
generation as the means of multivariate normal distributions from which the data
points for the next generation are sampled. The difference can be found in the way
the variance of the distributions is determined: where the Gaussian Particle Filter
uses a single decaying variance for all dimensions, CMA-ES attempts to optimise
this variance to increase the probability that newly sampled data points improve
on their predecessors.
The implementation used in this work is the one in the pycma package: https:
//github.com/CMA-ES/pycma.
Bayesian Optimisation Bayesian Optimisation [241–243] is a class of evol-
utionary techniques that uses the current population to create a surrogate model
(i.e. an estimation) of the objective function. This surrogate model is specifically
designed such that it is computationally cheap to evaluate, yet precise enough to
give a decent approximation of the function under investigation. Machine learning
models are generally well suited for this purpose.
Once created, the surrogate model can be used to calculate the expected func-
tion value for new data points. As the surrogate model can be evaluated quickly,
one can ‘guess’, relatively cheaply, the locations of new samples and only query
those data points to the actual, more expensive, objective function for which the
expectation is that they will yield a good function value.
For this work Gaussian Processes [243] were chosen as surrogate model in
GPyOpt’s implementation [244] of Bayesian Optimisation.
TuRBO As the dimensionality of problems increases, Bayesian Optimisation runs
into essentially the same problem as random sampling: although sampling the
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surrogate model is relatively cheap, one needs to sample exponentially more data
as the dimensionality increases to create a reliable surrogate model.
To overcome this issue, Trust Region Bayesian Optimisation (TuRBO) [245]
uses multiple surrogate models (Gaussian Processes [243], to be specific), each
trained on their own hypercube around the best solution found by that model so
far. TuRBO optimises each surrogate model individually and samples new data
points from them based on how good the expected function values from each of
those models are.
The TuRBO implementation used in this research can be found at https://github.
com/uber-research/TuRBO.
AMPGO Each iteration in the Adaptive Memory Programming for Global Op-
timisation (AMPGO) algorithm [246] each iteration consists out of two phases. In
the first phase each data point in the current generation is moved to a local op-
timum using a local optimiser2. In this work the L-BFGS-B algorithm [247] was used
for this purpose.
In order to find, from these local optima, the global optimum, the second phase
applies a tunneling method [248] to each data point. Tunneling attempts to find
another point x′i with the same function value as xi. If such a point is found, it will
replace xi, such that in the next iteration a possibly better local optimum can be
found in the local optimisation step.
The used Python implementation of AMPGO is available on https://github.com/
andyfaff/ampgo.
4.1.2 Characterisation of algorithms
It is not immediately obvious how to compare optimisation algorithms that depend
on wildly different strategies, with each having a number of different hyperpara-
meters. The best choice of the hyperparameters in each case will depend on the
function being explored, and finding those best values is itself an optimisation chal-
lenge of reasonable complexity.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of the free parameters that were explored for
each algorithm. To give some context and guidence to the comparison of the differ-
ent algorithms, the free parameters are grouped into the following four categories:
- Convergence parameters: These are parameters that affect the stopping
point of an algorithm, or the point at which convergence is presumed to have
2Local optimisers are (typically expensive) optimisation algorithms that attempt to find the optimum
of a function by moving data points in the direction of the numerically estimated gradient at their loca-
tions.
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occurred. Amore stringent convergence parameter should have the effect of
improving the best fit found by the algorithm, typically at the cost of a greater
number of function evaluations to reach that point.
- Resolution parameters: These are parameters that affect the resolution
with which the objective function is explored. A higher resolutionwill increase
the detail with which the target function is mapped around the best-fit point,
leading to a better mapping of the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ (etc.) confidence regions,
at the cost of a greater number of function evaluations in total. Higher res-
olution can also improve the final quality of the best-fit point, independently
of convergence parameters.
- Hint parameters: These are parameters that give the algorithm a clue as to
how (or where) to obtain the best solution. For example, algorithms that are
required to start at a certain point would strongly benefit from starting near
the global optimum of the function. A wise choice for such a parameter (if
this is possible) would reduce the number of function evaluations required
to give a good fit.
- Reliability parameters: These are parameters whose general effect is to
improve the robustness of a technique.
It can be seen in Table 4.1 that not all techniques have a parameter in each
group. Nevertheless, most of the techniques have a resolution and a convergence
parameter, and the typical use-case for a particle phycisist would be to set these
parameters to provide the best possible sampling within the available CPU budget.
Our results in Section 4.4 will therefore be presented for different choices of the
hyperparameters for each algorithm.
4.2 Objective functions used in experiments
To test the performance of the algorithms listed in Section 4.1.1, two types of ob-
jective functions were used: analytic functions and an approximation of a real-life
particle astrophysics likelihood.
4.2.1 Analytic functions
The algorithms under investigation were tasked to optimise four analytic object-
ive functions, for which the analytic forms are given below. It is important to note,
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Parameter Explored values Type
AMPGO
Number of sampled points 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000 Resolution
CMA-ES
Function tolerance 10−11, 10−7, 10−4, 10−1 Convergence
Population size (λ) 20, 50, 100, 500 Resolution
Diver
Threshold for convergence 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 Convergence
Population size 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000 Resolution
Parameter adaptation scheme λjDE Reliability
Gaussian Particle Filter
Width decay 0.90, 0.95, 0.99 Convergence
Logarithmic sampling True, False Hint
Survival rate 0.2, 0.5 Reliability
Initial gaussian width 2 Reliability
GPyOpt Bayesian Optimisation
Threshold for Convergence 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 Convergence
Particle Swarm Optimisation
Threshold for convergence 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 Convergence
Population size 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000 Resolution
Adaptive ϕ True Reliability
Adaptive ω True Reliability
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
Generations 100, 250, 500, 750 Resolution
Maximum number of tries 10, 50, 100 Reliability
PyGMO Differential Evolution
Generations 100, 250, 500, 750 Resolution
Parameter adaptation scheme iDE, jDE Reliability
PyGMO Grey Wolf Optimisation
Generations 10, 50, 100, 1000 Resolution
Random sampling
Number of points 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, Resolution
10000, 100000, 500000, 1000000
TuRBO
Max #evaluations / iteration 64, 100 Convergence
Table 4.1 The explored parameters of each of the investigated optimisation techniques. The
explored values for these parameters can be found in the second column. The last column
indicates the type of parameter, as explained in Section 4.1.2.
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though, that these expressions were not known to the people performing the op-
timisation experiments, in order to not introduce biases.
The expressions of the analytic functions given below all depend on a para-
meter n, denoting the input dimensionality for the function. This allowed us to
investigate the performance of each of the algorithms not only as a function of
the objective function, but also as a function of the dimensionality of the prob-
lem. To this end, each function was optimised for 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional,
5-dimensional, and 7-dimensional input.
Analytic Function 1 (Xin-She Yang 3 [249])




















where n is the number of dimensions. The domain of this function is [-30.0, 30.0]n,
within which the global minimum of -1 can be found at [2]n. The 2-dimensional
version of this function is shown in Figure 4.1a.
This function has a sharp minimum that is very hard to find, as the function
values in the immediate surroundings of the minimum are higher than the values
in most of the parameter space. Optimisation algorithms that strongly focus on
exploitation are therefore expected to generally fail to find the minimum.
Analytic Function 2 (Yao Liu 9 [250])






2 − 10 cos (2π(xi + 0.23)) + 10
]
, (4.2)
where n is the number of dimensions. The domain of this function is [-7.0, 7.0]n,
within which the global minimum of 0 can be found at [-0.23]n. The 2-dimensional
version of this function is shown in Figure 4.1b.
The (xi + 0.23)
2 term in Equation 4.2 makes the general trend of the function
convex, whereas the addition of the cosine term adds multiple local minima to the
function landscape. These local minima are however not every large (measured in
the parameters xi).
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Analytic Function 3 (Deb 3 [249])
The equation for Analytic Function 3 is













where n is the number of dimensions. The domain of this function is [0.0, 1.0]n,
within which the global minimum of -1 can be found at multiple locations. The
2-dimensional version of this function is shown in Figure 4.1c.
This eggbox-like function has multiple local minima, which are all global minima
as well. Any optimisation algorithm that attempts to zoom in on found minima is
therefore likely to succesfully find at least a single of these global minima.
Analytic Function 4 (Schwefel 26 [251])









where n is the number of dimensions. The domain of this function is [-500.0,
500.0]n, within which the global minimum of 0 can be found at [420.968746]n.
The 2-dimensional version of this function is shown in Figure 4.1d.
This last analytic function has multiple local minima, just like Analytic Function
2. Analytic Function 4 is, however, not generally convex, nor are the local minima
all of more or less the same size (measured in xi). The global optimum is found
in a relatively large convex region. All this makes this function probably harder to
optimise than functions 2 and 3, yet easier than Analytic Function 1.
4.2.2 Particle astrophysics function
In addition to the analytic functions described above, the algorithms were also
tested on a more realistic particle astrophysics problem, in order to check if pos-
sible patterns observed in the results of the analytic functionwould hold up inmore
realistic scenarios.
The realistic test scenario was created by training a neural network on the 2.3
· 107 data points resulting from a recent global fit of a supersymmetric theory
performed by the GAMBIT collaboration [252]. This trained network was then able
to predict the log-likelihood3 for model points in the MSSM7: a strongly reduced
3See Table 3 in [252] for details on which information was used to define this log-likelihood.
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(a) Analytic Function 1 (Equation (4.1)) (b) Analytic Function 2 (Equation (4.2))
(c) Analytic Function 3 (Equation (4.3)) (d) Analytic Function 4 (Equation (4.4))
Figure 4.1 Visualisation of the 2-dimensional form of the explored analytic functions, as
outlined in Section 4.2.1.
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variant of the MSSM (as discussed in 2.2.1) that focusses solely on CP-conservation
property in the MSSM. The only model parameters from Table 2.1 considered in





,m2Hd , the trilinear couplings
for the third generation of quarks Au3 , Ad3 , and tanβ and the sign of µ.
In the creation of the training data, µ was taken to be positive and all para-
meters were defined at a 1 TeV energy scale, except tanβ which was defined at
the Z-boson massmZ . In addition to the 7 model parameters these choices leave
open, the original fit added 5 nuisance parameters, comprising the strong coupling
constant, the top quark mass, the local dark matter density, the nuclear matrix ele-
ment for the up and down quarks, and the nuclear matrix element for the strange
quark. Including these nuisance parameters yielded a global fit performed on a 12-
dimensional parameter space. As the results of this fit were used as training data
for our stand-in network, also our particle astrophysics objective function was 12-
dimensional.
The trained neural network consisted out of 4 SELU activated [70] hidden layers
of 20 fully connected nodes. The input and output datawere standardised and split
90:10 to create a training and testing set respectively. Training was done in batches
and optimisation was performed using the Adam optimizer [74] with the mean
absolute error (MAE) as loss. The learning rate was halved when the loss stopped
improving and the training was ended when , the learning rate was halved. After
a couple of those halvings, the training was ended when the loss again stopped
improving altogether.
Figure 4.2 shows the validation plot of the trained network, where it can be seen
that the network’s prediction of the log-likelihood is well-correlated with the true
log-likelihood.
It is important to note that this network’s prediction does not have to be perfect,
as for the purposes of this research it just needs to provide a suitable proxy for a
difficult log-likelihood function that would typically be encountered in a particle
astrophysics application.
4.3 Experimental framework
As many different algorithms needed to be tested in this research, and this test-
ing was performed by multiple people on different machines, a consistent test
framework was needed. As the intention was to use a wide range of optimisa-
tion methods, no single existing package was found that perfectly matched our
requirements. We therefore created our own open-source package: the High Di-
mensional Sampling (HDS) framework.
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Figure 4.2 Validation plot of neural network used in the particle astrophysics test scen-
ario. The strong correlation between the true log-likelihood and the predicted log-likelihood
shows that the neural network is able to provide a good prediction for the log-likelihood. It
should be noted, though, that a perfect prediction is not strictly necessary for the purposes
of this research; the network just needs to provide a proxy for a difficult log-likelihood func-
tion that would typically be encountered in a particle astrophysics application.
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In designing and writing its code, the following guidelines were followed in cre-
ating the framework:
- The package should make experiments reproducible;
- The evaluation of the performance of an optimisation algorithm should not
depend on the exact algorithm under investigation;
- The package should automate as much of the experiments as possible, with
a minimum loss of configurability;
- The package should be easy to use and install, as experiments will be per-
formed by many people on many different machines;
- The output of the package should make it possible to easily compare the
performance of different algorithms.
The developed package allowed the researchers in this project to record the
performance of an optimisation algorithm simply by supplying the algorithm (wrapped
in a suitable interface) and the function to test the algorithm on. As the output
format of the code is consistent and independent of the algorithm and objective
function, analysis of the experimental results became relatively easy.
A complete technical description of the framework is well outside the scope of
this thesis. Such a description, together with the actual source code of the frame-
work, can be found on the project’s GitHub: https://github.com/DarkMachines/high-
dimensional-sampling/.
4.4 Results
This section analyses the observed performance of the optimisation methods de-
scribed in Section 4.1 on the functions described in Section 4.2, using the frame-
work of Section 4.3.
4.4.1 Analytic Functions
The four analytic functions of Section 4.2.1 were explored in their 2-dimensional,
3-dimensional, 5-dimensional and 7-dimensional variants. This variation of the in-
put dimensionality allowed us to check that the ability of optimisation algorithms
to find the true optimum indeeddecreases as the dimensionality increases. Each
algorithmwas run for several sets of its hyperparameters, summarised in Table 4.1.
Figures 4.3 to 4.6 show the accuracy with which each algorithm recovered the
minimum of each analytic function for each of the explored dimensionalities. The
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circles in this diagram represent individual runs of each algorithm; each run with
a specific set of hyperparameters. The size of the circles is proportional to log10
of the total number of function evaluations in that run, whilst the different lines
for each algorithm correspond to different dimensionalities (going from 2D for the
line on the bottom, to 7D for the top-most line). Table 4.2 to Table 4.5 show the
best minimum found by each algorithm for each analytic function and dimension-
ality. The hyperparameter settings shown in each case are those that led to the
best minimum. In the case multiple runs obtained the same result, the presented
settings are those that needed the smallest number of total function evaluations
to obtain that result.
The performance of the algorithms is measured by the difference between the
known global minimum and the best value found for each experiment. A measure-
ment in terms of run time could not be performed, as the experiments were dis-
tributed over multiple machines with different hardware. It is, however, assumed
(and expected) that in more realistic scenarios – like the one approximated by the
particle astrophysics neural network discussed later in Section 4.2.2 – the evalu-
ation of the function value becomes amore significant bottleneck than the compu-
tational overhead introduced by a optimisation algorithm. The number of function
evaluations can therefore be taken as a reasonable proxy for the run time of each
algorithm.
The results for Analytic Function 1 show that some algorithms never got any-
where close to the global minimum, regardless of the dimensionality of the prob-
lem. In ≥ 3 dimensions, all algorithms failed to find this global minimum. Inspect-
ing the function in 2D (see Figure 4.1a) reveals why: there is a very spiked local
minimum that is hard to locate, a problem that will get even harder as the dimen-
sionality of the function increases. The best performing algorithm seems to be
the Artificial Bee Colony, which found the correct minimum in 2D and (almost in)
3D with a relatively small number of function evaluations. The worst performing
algorithms were Grey Wolf Optimisation, the Gaussian Particle Filter, AMPGO, GPy-
Opt’s Bayesian Optimisation and the PyGMO implementation of Differential Evolu-
tion. In the latter case this may simply be due to the low number of total function
evaluations, suggesting that a more stringent set of hyperparameters might yield
better performance. This is confirmed by the fact that Diver’s performance is ap-
parently better, giving the correct global minimum in 2D with more function evalu-
ations and better, though not adequate, performance in 3D. The Gaussian Particle
Filter algorithm worked in 2D, but this is almost certainly due to the fact that it has
performed a large number of function evaluations in a low-dimensional space. It
was outperformed by random sampling in 3D, as are all algorithms except the Arti-
ficial Bee Colony and TuRBO. Finally, it is worth comparing the performance of the
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two BayesianOptimisation algorithms. The failure of GPyOpt to find the global min-
imum in any dimensionality is not unexpected, as a sharply-spiked local minimum
is exactly the case that is expected to be missed by Bayesian Optimisation due to
its relatively low number of samples of the objective function, and concentration of
those samples in areas where the algorithm thinks it has found interesting points.
TuRBO, meanwhile, was able to find the global minimum correctly in 2D (and reas-
onably well in 3D) because it breaks up the space into separate regions, and runs
an independent optimisation within each of them. One of these regions can be
small enough to contain the global minimum as the obvious minimum, rather than
the plateau of false minima at the edge of the function’s domain.
For the second analytic function, it is interesting to see that most algorithms
were able to find the global minimum. Moreover, the fact that most of these al-
gorithms were able to systematically outperform random sampling indicates that
these algorithms are in fact effective methods for optimisation problems that re-
semble Analytic Function 2, with a large number of local minima but a single clear
global minimum. AMPGO was the only algorithm that fails in all dimensionalities,
being outperformed by random sampling, followed by GPyOPT’s Bayesian Optim-
isation, which only properly succeeded in 2D. TuRBO performed better, giving ad-
equate performance in 2D and 3D, but at the cost of a large number of total func-
tion evaluations. The best performing algorithm is the PyGMO implementation of
Differential Evolution, which got the correct answer in all dimensionalities with a
low number of function evaluations. Diver also performed well, with a higher num-
ber of evaluations, but the PyGMO results suggest that fewer Diver evaluations
would still give good performance. It is interesting to note that the Artificial Bee
Colony also performed well, getting the correct answer in all dimensionalities with
a relatively low number of evaluations. A final interesting feature of the results in
Figure 4.4 is that – as expected – the performance of each algorithm deteriorated
with increasing dimensionality.
The results for Analytic Function 3 in Figure 4.5 show that AMPGO retained its
status as theworst algorithm, once again being outperformedby randomsampling.
However, in 2D the global minimum was almost found, with a fairly modest num-
ber of function evaluations. In general, all of the other algorithms showed very
good performance, which is a reflection of the fact that the Analytic Function 3 has
many global minima, making it easy to find at least one of them. This is further
reflected in the fact that the precise configuration of each algorithm became less
important, with much less variation in the results of runs with different hyperpara-
meter settings. GPyOpt’s Bayesian Optimisation results now shine, as it found the
global minimum correctly in all dimensionalities with the smallest number of total
function evaluations. PyGMO’s Articifial Bee Colony still did a good job, with a rel-
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atively small number of function evaluations. Comparing the Differential Evolution
implementations we see that Diver did not quite get the global minimum in 7D,
whilst the PyGMO implementation found it in all cases, with fewer function eval-
uations. TuRBO was able to match the performance of GPyOPT, but with more
function evaluations due to the requirement of running many separate optimisa-
tions. These extra optimisations were redundant in this case.
Analytic Function 4 has various local minima, but only one global minimum. In
Figure 4.6, we see that random sampling outperformed AMPGO once again. The
Artificial Bee Colony got the answer right in all dimensionalities, as did the two Dif-
ferential Evolution algorithms, CMA-ES, and Particle Swarm Optimisation. The best
performing algorithm was the PyGMO implementation of Differential Evolution, al-
though again we should caution that Diver might have given similar performance
for a suitable choice of its hyperparameters. Again we see that Bayesian Optimisa-
tion failed as the dimensionality increased, although TuRBO was better than GPy-
OPT in 7 dimensions. Of particular note is the fact that the Grey Wolf Optimisation
did not perform well at all, and seems only to have worked for Analytic Function 2
and Analytic Function 3.
In summarising the performance of the eleven different algorithms on the four
analytic functions, we can ask whether any algorithm emerges with acceptable per-
formance on all of them. A summary of their performance is given in Table 4.6.
The Artificial Bee Colony implementation in PyGMO emerges as perhaps the best
candidate, as it performed well for all functions except Analytic Function 1, and it
gave the best performance in that case. AMPGO was poor and consistently worse
than random sampling. The success or failure of Bayesian Optimisation (GPyOPT
and TuRBO) is interesting to investigate across the analytic functions. It generally
failed when there are hidden minima, but the situation can be improved by adding
latin hypercube sampling such as that found in the TuRBO algorithm. Differential
Evolution was consistently strong in both of the PyGMO and Diver implementa-
tions, whilst CMA-ES also showed consistent performance (all except for Analytic
Function 1). Particle Swarm Optimisation was not as consistent across the ana-
lytic functions, and where it succeeded it required a large number of evaluations.
Finally, the Gaussian Particle Filter algorithm struggled in higher dimensionalities,
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Figure 4.3 Results from different optimisation algorithms on the analytic function in Equa-
tion (4.1). The results are shown as semi-opaque circles, of which the area increases logar-
ithmically with the number of function evaluations needed to obtain that specific result. The
four horizontal lines for each algorithm belong to the four explored dimensionalities, from
top to bottom 7-dimensional (pink), 5-dimensional (purple), 3-dimensional (orange) and 2-
dimensional (green). The horizontal axis shows the difference between the function value
at the (known) global minimum and that at the found minimum.
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Table 4.2 Best obtained result for Analytic Function 1 in Equation (4.1). The “best” result
is the result with the lowest found function value. If multiple experiments for the same
algorithm found the same value, the result with the fewest number of needed function eval-
uations is shown.







2 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=100.0 -0.722 10900
3 convergence=0.1, resolution=20.0 0.0 160
5 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=20.0 0.0 20
7 convergence=0.1, resolution=20.0 0.0 20
Diver
2 convthresh=0.0001, np=5000 -0.998 65000
3 convthresh=0.1, np=10000 -0.735 110000
5 convthresh=0.001, np=2000 0.0 22000
7 convthresh=0.1, np=2000 0.0 22000
Gaussian Particle Filter
2 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 -1.0 225589
3 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.9 0.0 469469
5 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.95 0.0 983262
7 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.95 0.0 977481
GPyOpt Bayesian Optimisation
2 eps=0.1 0.0 511
3 eps=0.0001 0.0 425
5 eps=0.01 0.0 345
7 eps=0.001 0.0 456
Particle Swarm Optimisation
2 convthresh=0.001, np=10000 -1.0 4400
3 convthresh=0.1, np=20000 0.0 4000
5 convthresh=0.1, np=20000 0.0 4000
7 convthresh=0.1, np=10000 0.0 4000
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
2 generations=750, limit=50 -1.0 30020
3 generations=750, limit=100 -0.997 30020
5 generations=100, limit=50 0.0 4020
7 generations=100, limit=10 0.0 4020
PyGMO Differential Evolution
2 generations=500, variant=iDE 0.0 80
3 generations=750, variant=jDE 0.0 60
5 generations=250, variant=iDE 0.0 40
7 generations=750, variant=jDE 0.0 40
PyGMO Grey Wolf Optimisation
2 generations=10 0.0 220
3 generations=10 0.0 220
5 generations=10 0.0 220
7 generations=10 0.0 220
Random sampling
2 n_samples=1000000 -1.0 1000000
3 n_samples=1000000 -0.903 1000000
5 n_samples=10 0.0 10
7 n_samples=10 0.0 10
TuRBO
2 max_eval=100 -1.0 1001876
3 max_eval=100 -0.917 1052097
5 max_eval=64 0.0 650000
7 max_eval=64 0.0 650000
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Figure 4.4 Results from different optimisation algorithms on the analytic function in Equa-
tion (4.2). The results are shown as semi-opaque circles, of which the area increases logar-
ithmically with the number of function evaluations needed to obtain that specific result. The
four horizontal lines for each algorithm belong to the four explored dimensionalities, from
top to bottom 7-dimensional (pink), 5-dimensional (purple), 3-dimensional (orange) and 2-
dimensional (green). The horizontal axis shows the difference between the function value
at the (known) global minimum and that at the found minimum.
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Table 4.3 Best obtained result for Analytic Function 2 in Equation (4.2). The “best” result
is the result with the lowest found function value. If multiple experiments for the same
algorithm found the same value, the result with the fewest number of needed function eval-
uations is shown.







2 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=20.0 0.0 1500
3 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=20.0 0.0 1780
5 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=100.0 0.0 6900
7 convergence=1.0e-11, resolution=500.0 0.0 34500
Diver
2 convthresh=0.0001, np=10000 0.0 380000
3 convthresh=0.0001, np=20000 0.0 1040000
5 convthresh=0.0001, np=20000 0.0 1600000
7 convthresh=0.0001, np=20000 0.0 2000000
Gaussian Particle Filter
2 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.9 0.0 225589
3 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.95 0.0 65349
5 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 0.0 983262
7 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.95 3.266 977483
GPyOpt Bayesian Optimisation
2 eps=0.0001 0.002 754
3 eps=0.0001 1.265 693
5 eps=1e-06 5.284 587
7 eps=0.001 5.829 797
Particle Swarm Optimisation
2 convthresh=0.001, np=5000 0.0 21200
3 convthresh=0.001, np=2000 0.0 33600
5 convthresh=0.0001, np=5000 0.0 85200
7 convthresh=0.0001, np=2000 0.0 133600
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
2 generations=100, limit=50 0.0 4020
3 generations=250, limit=100 0.0 10020
5 generations=500, limit=100 0.0 20020
7 generations=500, limit=50 0.0 20020
PyGMO Differential Evolution
2 generations=500, variant=iDE 0.0 1600
3 generations=500, variant=iDE 0.0 1860
5 generations=750, variant=iDE 0.0 4320
7 generations=500, variant=jDE 0.0 6080
PyGMO Grey Wolf Optimisation
2 generations=100 0.0 2020
3 generations=1000 0.0 20020
5 generations=1000 0.0 20020
7 generations=1000 0.0 20020
Random sampling
2 n_samples=1000000 0.008 1000000
3 n_samples=500000 0.512 500000
5 n_samples=500000 5.873 500000
7 n_samples=1000000 20.512 1000000
TuRBO
2 max_eval=100 0.0 1000584
3 max_eval=100 0.027 1050660
5 max_eval=100 2.044 1050025
7 max_eval=100 12.101 1050007
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Figure 4.5 Results from different optimisation algorithms on the analytic function in Equa-
tion (4.3). The results are shown as semi-opaque circles, of which the area increases logar-
ithmically with the number of function evaluations needed to obtain that specific result. The
four horizontal lines for each algorithm belong to the four explored dimensionalities, from
top to bottom 7-dimensional (pink), 5-dimensional (purple), 3-dimensional (orange) and 2-
dimensional (green). The horizontal axis shows the difference between the function value
at the (known) global minimum and that at the found minimum.
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Table 4.4 Best obtained result for Analytic Function 3 in Equation (4.3). The “best” result
is the result with the lowest found function value. If multiple experiments for the same
algorithm found the same value, the result with the fewest number of needed function eval-
uations is shown.







2 convergence=1e-07, resolution=20.0 -1.0 760
3 convergence=1e-07, resolution=20.0 -1.0 920
5 convergence=0.0001, resolution=20.0 -1.0 1420
7 convergence=1.0000000000000001e-11, resolution=20.0 -1.0 2340
Diver
2 convthresh=0.0001, np=10000 -1.0 210000
3 convthresh=0.1, np=20000 -1.0 220000
5 convthresh=0.0001, np=20000 -0.998 420000
7 convthresh=0.1, np=10000 -0.984 110000
Gaussian Particle Filter
2 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 -1.0 225589
3 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 -1.0 469460
5 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 -1.0 983184
7 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 -0.986 975284
GPyOpt Bayesian Optimisation
2 eps=1e-06 -1.0 636
3 eps=0.01 -1.0 623
5 eps=1e-06 -1.0 635
7 eps=1e-05 -1.0 675
Particle Swarm Optimisation
2 convthresh=0.01, np=2000 -1.0 4400
3 convthresh=0.0001, np=10000 -1.0 4400
5 convthresh=0.0001, np=2000 -0.983 4400
7 convthresh=0.001, np=5000 -0.923 4400
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
2 generations=100, limit=100 -1.0 4020
3 generations=100, limit=50 -1.0 4020
5 generations=500, limit=100 -1.0 20020
7 generations=500, limit=100 -1.0 20020
PyGMO Differential Evolution
2 generations=750, variant=iDE -1.0 2420
3 generations=750, variant=iDE -1.0 3140
5 generations=250, variant=iDE -1.0 5020
7 generations=750, variant=jDE -1.0 15020
PyGMO Grey Wolf Optimisation
2 generations=1000 -1.0 20020
3 generations=100 -1.0 2020
5 generations=1000 -1.0 20020
7 generations=1000 -1.0 20020
Random sampling
2 n_samples=50000 -1.0 50000
3 n_samples=1000000 -1.0 1000000
5 n_samples=1000000 -0.991 1000000
7 n_samples=1000000 -0.964 1000000
TuRBO
2 max_eval=64 -1.0 700000
3 max_eval=100 -1.0 1050981
5 max_eval=100 -1.0 1050025
7 max_eval=100 -0.998 1050000
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Figure 4.6 Results from different optimisation algorithms on the analytic function in Equa-
tion (4.4). The results are shown as semi-opaque circles, of which the area increases logar-
ithmically with the number of function evaluations needed to obtain that specific result. The
four horizontal lines for each algorithm belong to the four explored dimensionalities, from
top to bottom 7-dimensional (pink), 5-dimensional (purple), 3-dimensional (orange) and 2-
dimensional (green). The horizontal axis shows the difference between the function value
at the (known) global minimum and that at the found minimum.
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Table 4.5 Best obtained result for Analytic Function 4 in Equation (4.4). The “best” result
is the result with the lowest found function value. If multiple experiments for the same
algorithm found the same value, the result with the fewest number of needed function eval-
uations is shown.







2 convergence=0.0001, resolution=20.0 0.0 1960
3 convergence=1e-07, resolution=20.0 0.0 3160
5 convergence=1.0000000000000001e-11, resolution=20.0 0.0 6800
7 convergence=1.0000000000000001e-11, resolution=20.0 0.0 4420
Diver
2 convthresh=0.0001, np=2000 0.0 64000
3 convthresh=0.0001, np=2000 0.0 88000
5 convthresh=0.0001, np=5000 0.0 315000
7 convthresh=0.0001, np=5000 0.0 365000
Gaussian Particle Filter
2 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.95 0.0 463869
3 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.95 0.0 965349
5 logaritmic=False, survival_rate=0.5, width_decay=0.99 118.806 983262
7 logaritmic=True, survival_rate=0.2, width_decay=0.9 493.412 977483
GPyOpt Bayesian Optimisation
2 eps=0.0001 0.017 651
3 eps=0.01 0.062 852
5 eps=1e-05 53.532 954
7 eps=0.0001 928.87 1011
Particle Swarm Optimisation
2 convthresh=0.001, np=2000 0.0 81600
3 convthresh=0.001, np=20000 0.0 110000
5 convthresh=0.001, np=2000 0.0 200400
7 convthresh=0.0001, np=5000 0.0 330000
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
2 generations=100, limit=100 0.0 4020
3 generations=250, limit=100 0.0 10020
5 generations=500, limit=100 0.0 20020
7 generations=750, limit=100 0.0 30020
PyGMO Differential Evolution
2 generations=100, variant=jDE 0.0 2020
3 generations=250, variant=jDE 0.0 5020
5 generations=250, variant=iDE 0.0 5020
7 generations=500, variant=jDE 0.0 10020
PyGMO Grey Wolf Optimisation
2 generations=1000 118.439 20020
3 generations=1000 236.878 20020
5 generations=1000 355.32 20020
7 generations=50 1034.88 1020
Random sampling
2 n_samples=500000 0.008 500000
3 n_samples=500000 2.682 500000
5 n_samples=1000000 184.329 1000000
7 n_samples=500000 439.961 500000
TuRBO
2 max_eval=100 0.0 1000636
3 max_eval=100 0.034 1050318
5 max_eval=100 0.395 1050010
7 max_eval=100 178.766 1050000
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4.4.2 Particle astrophysics test problem
In Figure 4.7, we show the performance of each algorithm for the particle astro-
physics test case described in Section 4.2.2. The immediate thing to note is that
Diver emerged as the algorithmwith the best performance, finding the best fit of all
algorithms. It comfortably outperformed the PyGMO implementation of Differen-
tial Evolution, albeit with a higher number of function evaluations (suggesting, once
more, that the PyGMO code may give better results for different choices of the
hyperparameters). The cause for this exceptionally strong performance of Diver
might be the fact that the training data for the neural network was itself sampled
by Diver. Although the training data was created independently of any of the optim-
isation experiments presented here, a neural network trained on that data might
still encode the patterns typically explored by Diver, while not encoding the pat-
terns used by the other algorithms equally well.
Apart from Diver, the best performing algorithms were the Artificial Bee Colony,
CMA-ES and PyGMO’s Differential Evolution implementation, outperforming all per-
formed random sampling runs. The fact that the Artificial Bee Colony is not clearly
the best algorithm validates the use of a realistic particle astrophysics likelihood
function in assessing optimiser performance.
The two Bayesian Optimisation methods, GPyOPT and TuRBO, were amongst
the algorithms that perform better than, or comparable to, random sampling, but
were relative to other algorithms in this group underperforming. This is likely
caused by the dimensionality of the problem (12D); we already saw in the results of
the analytic functions that an increase in dimensionality dragged the performance
of these algorithms down strongly.
The only exception to the general trend of “at least similar performance to ran-
dom sampling” was AMPGO, which remained consistently poor.
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Figure 4.7 Results from different optimisation algorithms on the neural network approx-
imation of the MSSM7 log-likelihood described in Section 4.2.2. The results are shown as
semi-opaque circles, of which the area increases logarithmically with the number of function
evaluations needed to obtain that specific result. The horizontal axis shows the difference
between the log-likelihood at the found minimum and the deepest minimum found by any
algorithm for any settings. As Diver was used to create the training data for the neural net-




Table 4.7 Best obtained result for the approximation of the 12-dimensional MSSM7 log-
likelihood described in Section 4.2.2. The “best” result is the result with the lowest found
function value. If multiple experiments for the same algorithm found the same value, the





convergence=500.0, resolution=0.0001 242.121 41000
Diver
convthresh=0.0001, np=20000 238.214 200000
Gaussian Particle Filter




convthresh=0.001, np=20000 248.399 262800
PyGMO Artificial Bee Colony
generations=250, limit=50 242.189 10020
PyGMO Differential Evolution
generations=750, variant=2 242.197 15020
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4.5 Discussion
We have performed a detailed comparison of a variety of optimisation algorithms
in an attempt to find strong optimisation algorithms for particle astrophysics prob-
lems. Many of these algorithms have not been used in a particle astrophysics con-
text before, and we have examined their ability to find the correct global optimum
of a range of test functions. They were also tested in their ability to correctly max-
imise a likelihood in a realistic particle astrophysics example based on a recent
global fit of a phenomenological supersymmetric model. The algorithms we invest-
igated were random sampling, Differential Evolution (using two different software
implementations), Particle Swarm Optimisation, the Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolution, Bayesian Optimisation (in two different forms), Grey Wolf Optimisation,
Artificial Bee Colony, Gaussian Particle Filter, and Adaptive Memory Programming
for Global Optimisation (AMPGO). All of the algorithms used in our comparison
have publicly-available software implementations.
For each algorithm, we characterised the hyperparameters as affecting the con-
vergence or resolution of the optimisation, or as providing hints or improving the
reliability. We then ran the different algorithms with different hyperparameter set-
tings, and compared their performance on test functions of different dimensional-
ity and our custom implementation of theMSSM7 likelihood function. Understand-
ably, our main conclusion is the almost facile observation that the “best” algorithm
depends strongly on the type of function that one wishes to optimise. However, it
is possible to add some further interesting conclusions:
- Algorithms that emerge as the most consistent performers when evaluated
on analytic functions do not necessarily give the best performance in a real-
istic particle astrophysics example. This is evidenced by the fact that the Ar-
tificial Bee Colony algorithm arguably emerged as the most consistent per-
former on our analytic functions. Although it struggled to match the per-
formance of the Differential Evolution implementation Diver on the MSSM7
likelihood function, this might be due to a bias towards Diver in this physics
inspired test case.
- Differential evolution (in various implementations) performed consistently
well across the full barrage of tests.
- AMPGO performed consistently poorly on all test examples, being outper-
formed by random sampling in most cases.
- Bayesian Optimisation (in two variants, standard Gaussian Process-based
BaysianOptimisation, implemented inGPyOPT, and the Trust RegionBayesian
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Optimisation algorithm, implemented in the TuRBO package) performed well
for functionswithmany global optima, but struggled in caseswith very sharply-
peaked optima, or multiple global optima. Performance can be enhanced by
performing separate optimisations in different latin hypercubes, at the cost of
increasing the total number of function evaluations. Even then, the perform-
ance degraded significantly for the analytic functions once the dimensionality
increased.
Finally, many of the algorithms used here show promising performance both on
the analytic functions and the particle astrophysics example. This certainly motiv-
ates their use in real-world particle astrophysics applications, and we look forward
to reading future examples of their application.
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CHAPTER 5. GENERALISING HIGH-DIMENSIONAL EXCLUSION LIMITS
This chapter is based on work also presented in “The BSM-AI project: SUSY-AI -
Generalizing LHC limits on Supersymmetry with Machine Learning” [253]. The
trained model has been published with an interface code and documentation at
https://zenodo.org/record/4456099.
Evaluating the experimental status of a configuration of a model of new physics is
a computationally expensive task. In order to do this in a collider experiment, you
need to simulate particle collisions, the radiative processes following these colli-
sions and the response of the detector to the resulting particles. From these re-
sponses event information needs to be reconstructed that can then be compared
to the reconstructed events from actual measurements. Using statistical analyses
you can then (finally) make a statement about whether or not a signal has been
detected corresponding to the investigated model configuration, or if the config-
uration is excluded given the measurements it is tested with. A more extensive
description of these steps can be found in Section 2.3 and a diagram outlining
them can be found in the diagram of Figure 2.3. The most important takeaway
from this is that such an analysis is computationally costly.
This computational cost is one of the biggest hurdles when attempting to ana-
lyse a high-dimensional model for new physics. The time needed for a systematic
investigation of an N -dimensional model scales exponentially with N . A common
work-around to this problem is to not look at a full model, but at lower-dimensional
subspaces within such a model, as explained in Section 2.3.3. As this solution re-
duces the dimensionality of the model space, it also reduces the time needed for
an analysis in said space. Additionally: if N = 2, it is possible to create exclusion
plots like in Figure 2.5, which makes interpretation and comparison of results rel-
atively easy.
However, cutting corners by cutting away entire dimensions from the investig-
ated parameter spaces has some significant problems associated with it. Not only
does this slicing of parameter space (see Figure 2.6) reduce the range of explored
physics, results within this slice cannot automatically be generalised to outside of
the explored subspace. Because of this, exclusion plots like in Figure 2.5 cannot
be extrapolated to the entire model, reducing the usability of the results in rein-
terpretation studies.
That is not to say that there are no high-dimensional investigations performed
at all. The ATLAS experiment, for example, has run a selection of their analyses in
the full 19-dimensional pMSSM (see Section 2.2.2) after their first run. The results
of this analysis have been published [254] and the investigated model configura-
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tions and their exclusions have been made publically available [255]. The paper
contains analysis results in the form of 2-dimensional projections and exclusion
boudaries, but these ignore possibly useful information from the remaining 17
parameters1. Although this is simply the nature of projections, solely relying on
projections for exclusion information highly restricts the usability of the results.
In this chapter we explore the use of the published data as training data for
machine learning models. Such a model could then, once trained, give the es-
timated exclusion for any provided configuration in the 19-dimensional pMSSM.
As machine learning models are typically quick to evaluate, such a trained model
could be an efficient way to explore and communicate full dimensional exclusion
information.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 details on the data published
by ATLAS (summarising the data generation of the ATLAS paper in the process) and
the manner in which it was preprocessed for our own work. Information on the
used model and its training are layed out in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 the trained
model is applied to several models of new physics that relate to the pMSSM, com-
paring the true exclusion information made available by ATLAS with the predicted
exclusion by the machine learning model. For a 19-dimensional model like the
pMSSM this yields 19 × 18/2 = 171 possible projections to explore, a selection of
which is included this chapter and Appendix A. A discussion on the results can be
found in Section 5.4.
5.1 Description of the training data
The ATLAS study [254] for which the full-dimensional pMSSM data was published
considered the 22 separate ATLAS analyses of run 1 in Table 5.1. These studies
cover a large number of different final-state topologies, disappearing tracks, long-
lived charged particles, as well as the search for heavy MSSM Higgs bosons. The
study combined all searches in order to derive constraints on the pMSSM. For this
purpose, 5×108 model points were sampled within the ranges shown in Table 5.2.
The sampled model points were checked to satisfy preselection cuts, closely
following the procedure described in [279]. All selected points had to pass the
precision electroweak and flavor constraints summarized in Table 5.3. As not all
models surviving this selection could producemeasurable signals, onlymodels that
had cross sections for analysed signals larger than the detection threshold were
1It is also interesting to note thatmany of the projections in the paper show that the drawn exclusion
boundaries from the individual analyses are indeed overestimating the exclusion power of the analyses
in the full model. This proves that extrapolation of results from the analysed subspaces to the full model
space is non-trivial.
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Table 5.1 The analyses interpreted in the pMSSM-19 by ATLAS after their first run [254].
The analyses are grouped by type. For each of the analyses both a description of the search
they performed, as well as a reference to the corresponding publication is provided.
Category Description of the search Ref.
Inclusive 0 lepton + 2–6 jets + /ET [256]
0 lepton + 7–10 jets + /ET [257]
1 lepton + jets + /ET [258]
τ(τ/ℓ) + jets + /ET [259]
SS/3 lepton + jets + /ET [260]
b-jets + 0/1 lepton + /ET [261]
Monojet [262]
Third generation 0 lepton stop search [263]
squarks 1 lepton stop search [264]
2 lepton stop search [265]
Monojet search [266]
Stop search with Z in final state [267]
2b-jets sbottom search [268]
Asymmetric stop search [269]
Electroweak 1 lepton plus Higgs final state [270]
Dilepton final state [271]
2τ final state [272]
Trilepton final state [273]
Four-lepton final state [274]
Disappearing track [275]
Other Long-lived particle search [276, 277]
H/A → ττ search [278]
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Table 5.2 Scan ranges for the 19 parameters of the pMSSM as used in the run 1 pMSSM
search summary of ATLAS [254]. The parameters denoted here correspond to the pMSSM
parameters explained in Section 2.2.2 and listed in Table 2.2.
Parameter Min Max Parameter Min Max
mL̃1 90 GeV 4000 GeV |M1| 0 GeV 4000 GeV
mẽ1 90 GeV 4000 GeV |M2| 70 GeV 4000 GeV
mL̃3 90 GeV 4000 GeV |µ| 80 GeV 4000 GeV
mẽ3 90 GeV 4000 GeV M3 200 GeV 4000 GeV
mQ̃1 200 GeV 4000 GeV |At| 0 GeV 8000 GeV
mũ1 200 GeV 4000 GeV |Ab| 0 GeV 4000 GeV
md̃1
200 GeV 4000 GeV |Aτ | 0 GeV 4000 GeV
mQ̃3 200 GeV 4000 GeV mA 100 GeV 4000 GeV
mũ3 200 GeV 4000 GeV tanβ 1 60
md̃3
200 GeV 4000 GeV
considered further.
In an attempt to avoid costly detector simulations, the events had their effi-
ciency factors ϵ calculated. These efficiency factors encode the fraction of events
that pass the selections as a result of the detector and the selections made by the
trigger. As the number of simulated events typically exceeds the inverse of this by
a factor of a few (in order to reduce statistical fluctuations), the final number of
expected events in each signal region could then be obtained via
Nselected = ϵLintσ, (5.1)
where Lint is the integrated luminosity and σ the cross section. This number of se-
lected events was then used to calculate for each signal region the corresponding
model configuration’s exclusion, by comparing it to its experimentally measured
value. If the certainty on this exclusion was lower than 95%, a fast detector simu-
lation based on GEANT4 [36] was performed anyway.
The exclusion label for each model configuration was set to the exclusion as
determined by the analysis with the best expected sensitivity on that configuration.
Although the published data contains the exclusion information for each of the 22
analyses, we assign just a single exclusion bit to each model configuration: 0 if the
model is “excluded”, 1 if the model is “not excluded” or “allowed”.
The data generation and preprocessing procedure yielded 310,327model con-
figurations with a binary exclusion.
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Table 5.3 Preselection cuts applied to the pMSSM model configuration points for ATLAS’
run 1 interpretation of the pMSSM-19 [254].
Parameter Minimum Maximum Ref.
Electroweak corrections ∆ρ -0.0005 0.0017 [280]
Muon anom. magn. moment ∆(g − 2)µ -17.7 × 10
−10 43.8 × 10−10 [281, 282]
Branching ratio of b → sγ 2.69 × 10−4 3.87 × 10 −4 [283]
Branching ratio of Bs → µ
+µ− 1.6 × 10−9 4.2 × 10−9 [284–286]
Branching ratio of B+ → τ+ντ 66 × 10





h2 - 0.1208 [287]
Z-boson width to invisible particles - 2 MeV [288]
Masses of charged sparticles 100 GeV - [289]
Mass of the lightest chargino 103 GeV - [289]
Higgs boson mass 124 GeV 128 GeV [3, 4]
5.2 Model and training
The data created in Section 5.1 consisted out of data points X , containing the val-
ues for the 19 free parameters listed in Table 5.2, and a binary labeling Y , con-
taining the corresponding binary exclusion values. Using this data, it is possible
to create a machine learning classifier f that gives for x ∈ X a prediction ŷ for its
exclusion.
In order to find a well-performing model on this problem, a preliminary analysis
using a variety of machine learning models implemented in Scikit-Learn 0.17.1 [58]
was performed. Themodels were trained using their default configurations. In this
analysis the Random Forest had the strongest performance in terms of accuracy
and this model was therefore used in the remainder of the study. A detailed de-
scription of Random Forests can be found in Section 3.3.3.
5.2.1 Classification probabilities from Random Forests
In a binary classification problem like ours the predicted class by the Random
Forest is a simple majority vote. This leads, however, to a loss of information, as
also the predictions of each individual tree in the forest can be valuable: a model
configuration for which 80% of the trees predict that it is excluded might be in-
terpreted differently than a point for which only 55% of trees give this prediction.
Luckily, the implementation of Random Forest classifiers in scikit-learn allows us to
get not only the predicted class for a given data point, but also the fraction of trees
in the ensemble that predicted each of the classes. It can be tempting to interpret
this fraction of trees as a probability that the provided data point is (not) excluded.
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It is, however, not a proper probability measure, as the stochastic nature of Ran-
dom Forests makes it extremely difficult to get all trees to give the same prediction,
even if the data would allow for it.
This effect can be seen in Figure 5.1, which shows the distribution of model
configurations as function of the output of a trained Random Forest, split by the
true labeling. If the output would indeed be a proper measure for classification
certainty, one would expect that the fraction of allowed data points would increase
linearly with the output of the model. Figure 5.2 shows that this is not the case.
To mitigate this problem, we used Figure 5.2 to calibrate the output of trained
RandomForest. As the y-axis therein can be interpreted as a frequentist probability
P (allowed|bin i), the data can be used to convert the model output to a proper
probability measure. This information can then be used to find the optimal cutoff
value, above which data points can be considered allowed and below which data
points can be considered excluded. Naively this fraction would be set to 0.5, but
by setting it to the bin in which the P (allowed|bin i) = 0.5 line is crossed, we can
also take the occurance rates of the “allowed” and “excluded” labels into account2.
5.2.2 Hyperparameter search
In order to find the best configuration of the Random Forest model, a grid search
was performed in its hyperparameter space. The explored hyperparameterswhere
the number of estimators in the ensemble, the maximum depth of each of the in-
dividual trees and the number of features considered at each node of the tree
(with regard to the random subspace method). We quantified the performance of
the model through its out-of-bag generalisation error (see Section 3.3.3) using the
calibrated output.
In a hyperparameter search, a naive approachwould be to search for themodel
configuration that yields the best model performance. Although this is a sensible
approach, it is only so if the hyperparameters are expected to have some local
optimum. For a Random Forest this is not the case for all hyperparameters: in the-
ory Random Forest models always become better when you add more trees. This
theory is of course not obtainable in practice, in which additional constraints, like
maximum storage size of the model and computational cost of model evaluations,
are also relevant. We therefore set parameters with no theoretical local optimum
to values beyond which performance increase was comparable to stochastic noise
in the metric.
The selected configuration can be found in Table 5.4. The calibrated out-of-
bag generalisation error for this model was 0.932, which was calculated using the
2In the data provided by ATLAS there were 126,418 excluded and 183,906 not excluded data points.
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of model configurations as function of the output of a trained Ran-
dom Forest. The data is split by the true labeling: the orange histogram contains the ex-
cluded configurations, whereas the blue curve represents the allowed configurations.



























Figure 5.2 Fraction of allowedmodel configurations per bin in Figure 5.1. If Random Forests
would return a proper probability measure, the data points would be expected to lie on
the indicated diagonal. Given that they do not, and that the y-axis can be interpreted as
a frequentist probability P (allowed|bin i), plots like this can can be used to calibrate the
output of the trained model.
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Table 5.4 Configuration of the Random Forest’s hyperparameters that yielded the Random
Forest model with the best calibrated out-of-bag generalisation error. The names of the
parameters correspond to those used in scikit-learn [58].
Parameter Description Value
n_estimators Number of trees in the ensemble 900
max_depth Maximum depth of a tree 30
n_features Number of features considered at each node 12
calibrated cutoff value of 0.535. That is, this is the performance if we accept all pre-
dictions. As the calibration procedure has given us a proper probability measure
P (allowed|bin i), we can choose to not accept predictions if the probability for the
prediction being correct is too low. Taking into account that a calibrated probab-
ility of 0.95 indicated a classification just as certain as when this probability would
be 0.05, we can construct the following confidence metric
confidence =
1.0− P (allowed|bin i) ifP (allowed|bin i) < cutoffP (allowed|bin i) ifP (allowed|bin i) >= cutoff. (5.2)
This metric can be used to choose whether or not to accept predictions, for ex-
ample by only accepting those for which the confidence is at least 0.95. Doing so
increases the expected accuracy of the accepted predictions, but comes at the cost
of having to run an alternative exclusion calculation (e.g. the full simulation chain)
on the data for which the predictions did not pass the confidence cut. Table 5.5
lists the performance of the trained model for a selection of confidence cuts and
the fraction of data points for which the predictions were accepted. Figure 5.3
shows for these confidences the ROC curves.
Given theminimal out-of-bag generalisation error of 0.932, we expect that 93.2%
of the model’s predictions will be correct. Given the high dimensionality of the
problem, one might wonder if the problem is not just relatively easy. To check
this, we trained 20 individual Decision Trees (see Section 3.3.1) with a maximum
depth of 5, with the idea that each of these would be a model for a human making
manual cuts on the input parameters of the problem. Given the maximum depth,
each tree can make at most
∑4
i=02
i = 31 cuts. As Decision Trees on their own do
not provide an out-of-bag prediction, they were trained on 80% of the available
data and tested using the remaining 20%, with a different selection of training data
for each tree.
On average the Decision Trees had a classification accuracy of 0.821 (using a
cutoff value of 0.5). The ROC curves for these Decision Trees are shown in Fig-
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All data (AUC: 0.98215)
Confidence >= 0.68 (AUC: 0.98794)
Confidence >= 0.95 (AUC: 0.99644)
Confidence >= 0.99 (AUC: 0.99859)
Figure 5.3 ROC curves for different minimum confidences. The area under each of the ROC
curves is included in the legend. Note that the axes are broken, in order to give a better
view of the differences between the shown curves.














'Human agents' (avg. AUC: 0.86690)
Figure 5.4 Comparison of the trained Random Forest model with 20 Decision Trees that
each model the manual classification of model configurations by a human. Each Decision
Tree had a maximum depth of 5 nodes, yielding a maximum number of 31 cuts. The (aver-
age) area under the curve is included in the legend.
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Table 5.5 Performance of the trained Random Forest model for different confidence cuts
(Equation (5.2)). The performance (i.e. the calibrated out-of-bag generalisation error) in-
creases as the minimum confidence increases, as is to be expected. However, the fraction
of predictions that passes a confidence cut will be lower than 1.0 if a non-zero minimum
confidence is set. This fraction, logically, increases as the minimum confidence increases,
which is indeed seen in this table.





ure 5.4, alongside the ROC curve of the trained Random Forest model (without a
minimum confidence imposed). Both this figure and classification accuracy show
that the trained Random Forest is superior to a series of manual cuts.
5.3 Application of learned exclusions
In this section the results of using the trained Random Forest model as a stand-in
for the full classification procedure are investigated. This is done by exploring a
variety of 2-dimensional projections of the pMSSM or submodels of the pMSSM.
5.3.1 19-dimensional pMSSM
A 19-dimensional model like the pMSSM gives rise to 12 · 19 · 18 = 171 unique
projections (ignoring projections with interchanged x- and y-axes). An exhaustive
exploration of all of these projections falls well beyond the scope and intent of this
thesis, so only a selection will be included here. These specific projections were
chosen based on the insight they give in the exclusion pattern and on the frequency
with which they are explored in individual analyses (like those in Table 5.1). A small
collection of additional projections can be found in Appendix A, although those will
not be further discussed.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show binned projections on the M1 – M3 and g̃ mass – χ̃
0
1
mass planes respectively. The four columns in these figures show the number of
data points per bin, the ATLAS classification, the out-of-bag prediction of the Ran-
dom Forest and the difference between these last two for a selection of minimum
confidences respectively. In these figures the classification by ATLAS looks very
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Figure 5.5 Exploration of the M1 – M3 projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM. The plots
in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average classification
labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted classification
(out-of-bag) by the Random Forest model per bin (column 3) and the difference between
the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row 1), data for
which the predictions have a minimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for which the
prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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Figure 5.6 Exploration of the g̃ mass – χ̃01 mass projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM.
The plots in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average
classification labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted
classification (out-of-bag) by the Random Forestmodel per bin (column 3) and the difference
between the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row 1),
data for which the predictions have aminimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for which
the prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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Table 5.6 Feature importances of the trained Random Forest model. It can be seen that
the features do not contribute equal amounts of information to the exclusion function that
the Random Forest attempts to model; M2, M3 and µ seem to be the most dominant. The
differences between the importances are caused by the sensitivity of the ATLAS searches in
Table 5.1 to each of these parameters.
Parameter Importance Parameter Importance
mL̃1 0.021 M1 0.058
mẽ1 0.019 M2 0.164
mL̃3 0.014 µ 0.130
mẽ3 0.014 M3 0.242
mQ̃1 0.079 At 0.013






mũ3 0.018 tanβ 0.019
md̃3
0.026
much similar to the prediction by the Random Forest model, which reflects the
minimal expected accuracy of 93.2%3. Although one might think that the volume
of the 19-dimensional parameter space is so large that the data points become
too sparse to make reliable classification possible, these results show otherwise.
The most likely reason for this strong performance is that not all 19 dimensions
of the pMSSM are phenomenologically relevant. For example, the production of
gluinos and squarks, which is the main search channel at the LHC, depends mainly
on the squark masses, the gluino mass, and the electroweakino mass parameters
M1, M2 and µ, while the trilinear couplings and tanβ only have a small impact on
the predictions. This can be quantified through the Random Forestmodel’s feature
importances (see Section 3.3.3), as is done in Table 5.6.
That is not to say that there are no misclassifications at all. The difference
between ATLAS’ classification and the prediction of the Random Forest can be
seen in the last column of Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Most of the misclassifications by
the Random Forest are made close to the classification boundary when no min-
imum prediction confidence is imposed. However, when such a minimum confid-
ence is imposed, we see that these misclassifications are mostly removed from the
dataset. This proves that the Random Forest is indeed most uncertain about the
classifications around the classification boundary4.
3Of course we should be aware of the fact that in these projections 17 of the 19 dimensions are
projected away, so misclassifications in those directions are likely averaged out.
4This observation is the main driver behind the research presented in Chapter 6, where this cer-
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Table 5.7 Input parameters of the natural SUSY scenario of Ref. [290] and the range over
which these parameters were scanned.
Parameter Description Min Max
mQ̃3 3
rd generation SU(2) doublet soft breaking squark mass 0.1 TeV 1.5 TeV
mũ3 3
rd generation SU(2) singlet soft breaking squark mass 0.1 TeV 1.5 TeV
M3 Gluino mass parameter 0.1 TeV 3.0 TeV
At Stop trilinear coupling -3.0 TeV 3.0 TeV
µ Higgsino mass parameter 0.1 TeV 0.5 TeV
tanβ Ratio of vacuum expectation values 1 20
5.3.2 6-dimensional submodel of the pMSSM
To further investigate the performance of the trained classifier it was tested using
data from a 6-dimensional submodel of the pMSSM, known as natural SUSY. Its
free parameters, and their scan ranges, are specified in Table 5.7. The remaining
13 pMSSM parameters follow from these 6. This is achieved by:
- forcing the higgsino to be the lightest supersymmetric particle;
- assuming a Standard Model-like Higgs boson;
- only having left-handed stops and sbottoms, right-handed stops, and gluinos
not decoupled.
The data needed to perform the test was taken from [290], which created
22,000 model points with known exclusion. This exclusion was calculated using
CheckMATE [291, 292], a software package aiming to reconstruct ATLAS and CMS
analyses in order to apply them to data outside their respective research collabor-
ations. To this end, CheckMATE uses detector simulations implemented in Del-
phes [293]. Using this simulation, each of the 22,000 model point was tested
against a number of SUSY searches (including two CMS searches), totaling 156
signal regions. The used searches are listed in Table 5.8. CheckMATE determines
the exclusion of a model point by determining the signal region with the highest
expected sensitivity, as well as the selection efficiency for this particular signal re-
gion. For this signal region each model configuration’s exclusion was determined
using the CLS method [294] by evaluating the ratio
r ≡ S − 1.96∆S
S95exp.
, (5.3)
tainty measure is used to identify the region close to the decision boundary.
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where S is the number of signal events in that region, ∆S the theoretical un-
certainty on this number, and S95exp. the experimentally determined 95% confid-
ence level limit on the signal. A statistical error due to the simulation sample, i.e.
∆S =
√
S, as well as a 10% systematic error was assumed. A model point can
be considered excluded at 95% confidence if r, as defined in Equation (5.3), ex-
ceeds 1.0. The authors of [290] used a more conservative approach, however,
setting minimum value for r of 1.5 before calling it excluded. If r lay below 0.67,
they considered the model point to be allowed. The remaining model points were
considered to be undetermined and were removed from the dataset.
In this analysis three things are important to note. First, the parameter r is only
computed for the signal region with the best expected sensitivity. This is done as
an easy measure to avoid the look-elsewhere effect5, as the signal regions them-
selves are mutually exclusive. Second, CheckMATE does not statistically combine
signal regions nor does it combine different analyses. This means that CheckMATE
will generally produce a weaker exclusion bound than would be obtained in a com-
bined analysis. Third, this data generation and analysis procecure is not the same
as the one followed by the ATLAS collaboration for the creation of their data, which
was later used to train our Random Forest. As this difference in simulation could
yield differences between the simulation results, the performance of the Random
Forest model could suffer as a result.
That there is a difference can be seen in the results of the test. Figure 5.7 shows
the aggregated results in a 2-dimensional histogram of the projection onto the g̃
mass – χ̃01 mass plane, for both the CheckMATE classification and the predicted
classification from the Random Forest. As the exclusion boundary is essentially
driven by the production of gluino pairs, a clear boundary between the allowed
and excluded region can be observed. The lack of model points on the edge of
this region for the CheckMATE exclusion is caused by the data processing, in which
model configurations with an uncertain classification were discarded.
Comparing the true labeling to the prediction shows that the Random Forest
puts a stronger contraint on the gluino mass than CheckMATE. In order to validate
that this is due to the labels of the classifier’s training data (and not some incor-
rectly learned behaviour), a projection of the training data onto the same plane as
used in Figure 5.7 was investigated. Only training data that fulfilled the following
requirements were included in this investigation as an easy way to only select data
points part of the natural SUSY subspace of the pMSSM:
- All higgs particles’ mass: > 600 GeV;
5The look-elsewhere effect is a statistical phenomenon in which statistically significant results are
found simply by performing many hypothesis tests.
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Table 5.8 The experimental analyses used in [290]. For each analysis the investigated final
search, the used integrated luminosity and the number of signal regions are provided, as is
a reference to the paper of conference note used to recreate the analysis in CheckMATE.
Collab. Final State L [fb−1] #regions Ref.
ATLAS 0ℓ + 2b-jets + /ET 20.1 6 [268]
ATLAS 2ℓ + /ET 20.3 12 [265]
ATLAS SS 2ℓ or 3ℓ 20.3 5 [260]
ATLAS 1ℓ + (b)-jets + /ET 20.0 27 [264]
ATLAS monojet + /ET 20.3 3 [266]
CMS αT + b-jets 11.7 59 [295]
ATLAS 1ℓ + ≥4 jets + /ET 5.8 2 [296]
ATLAS 0ℓ + 6 (2b)-jets + /ET 20.5 3 [297]
ATLAS 0ℓ + 2–6 jets+/ET 20.3 10 [298]
ATLAS 0–1ℓ + ≥3b-jets + /ET 20.1 9 [299]
ATLAS 1–2ℓ + 3–6 jets + /ET 20.0 19 [300]
CMS OS 2ℓ + ≥3b-jets 19.7 1 [301]
- All squark masses: > 1200 GeV;
- All slepton masses: > 600 GeV;
- Bino and Wino masses: > 600 GeV.
The plot resulting from this investigation can be found Figure 5.8. The decision
boundary in this figure corresponds to the decision boundary as drawn by the Ran-
dom Forest in Figure 5.7, indicating that CheckMATE (indeed) implements weaker
exclusion boundaries or that the interpretation of its results is more conservative.
As this simulation difference influences measures like the accuracy, these meas-
ures cannot be used to fairly judge the performance of the trained Random Forest
model.
5.3.3 5-dimensional mSUGRA
The Random Forest was also tested on mSUGRA model configurations (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3). For this model, ATLAS has set constraints shown in Figure 5.9 [302].
Using SuSpect [303] as spectrum generator, the same slice of parameter space
was grid sampled and classified using the trained classifier. In this scan, we set
tanβ=30, A0 = 2m1/2 and the sign of µ to +1, in accordance with the ATLAS ana-
lysis. No further constraints were imposed.
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Figure 5.7 Projection of the 6-dimensional natural SUSY data onto the g̃ mass – χ̃01 mass
plane. The plots show the average classification through their colour coding. The left plot
shows the classification as determined by CheckMATE and the right plot shows the pre-
diction of this classification by the trained Random Forest model. No confidence cut was
applied on the predictions. The predicted classification indicates that the Random Forest
is implements a stronger exclusion boundary (or that CheckMATE is more conservative in
interpreting the results of the analyses). This is confirmed by Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 Projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM data [254, 255], used for training the
Random Forest model, onto the g̃ mass – χ̃01 mass plane. Only data that passed the mass
cuts described in the text was included. The plot shows the average classification as colour
coding. As the exclusion boundary in this plot matches the exclusion boundary of the pre-
dicted exclusion in Figure 5.7, one can conclude that the boundary in Figure 5.7 is actually
present in the training data and not incorrectly learned behaviour.
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Figure 5.9 Exclusion limit set on mSUGRA (see Section 2.2.3) by the ATLAS experiment
in [302].
The predictions by the Random Forest can be seen in Figure 5.10. The shown
results only include classifications with at least 95% confidence, so the white band
corresponds to the parameter points that could not be classified with at least 95%
confidence. The model configurations that did not have the lightest neutralino as
lightest supersymmetric particle are grayed-out in the plot, as these models were
not respresented in the training data. This “being outside of the training space” is
also the reason for the increased uncertainty on the classification for m0 > 4000
GeV: as m0 represents the gaugino masses, no values for m0 larger than 4 TeV
were part of the training data (see Table 5.2). Predictions in the region abovem0 =
4000 GeV are therefore given by extrapolation of the training data, instead of in-
terpolation. This causes the increased uncertainty on the prediction.
One can, however, argue that the searches performed by ATLAS are gener-
ally not sensitive to mass scales around the boundaries of the training data (see
Table 5.2). Using this argument, we moved configurations outside the training do-
main to just over the domain’s boundary. Such a change is not expected to influ-
ence the result of a full exclusion calculation as would be performed by the ATLAS
experiment. It does, however, allow a more certain prediction of the classification
by the Random Forest, as these predictions are then made based on interpolation
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Figure 5.10 Prediction of the trained Random Forest on data in the mSUGRA model (see
Section 2.2.3) after requiring a minimum prediction confidence of 95%. The grey region in
the left of the plot corresponds to model configurations for which the lightest supersym-
metric particle is a stau particle. The region with a lack of model configurations abovem0 >
4000 GeV is caused by incorrect extrapolations by the Random Forest as a result of the
absence of training data in that region.
























Figure 5.11 Prediction of the trained Random Forest on data in the mSUGRA model (see
Section 2.2.3) after requiring a minimum prediction confidence of 95% and after moving
model configurations outside the training domain to just inside it. The grey region in the
left of the plot corresponds to model configurations for which the lightest supersymmetric
particle is a stau particle. Comparing this figure to Figure 5.10 shows that the mapping




The result of this mapping procedure can be found in Figure 5.11. Comparing
this figure to the ATLAS exclusion boundary in Figure 5.9 shows that the trained
classifier can indeed reliably be used to determine the classification of models that
can be interpreted in (or converted to) the pMSSM.
As ATLAS did not publish the raw exclusion information for the data of Fig-
ure 5.9, no quantitative performance metric (like accuracy) could be calculated.
5.4 Discussion
This chapter shows that it is possible to use a machine learning model to learn
high-dimensional exclusion information and to use it to reliably predict the ex-
clusion on new model configurations. This work has been published [253] and
the trained model has been made public with a Python interface under the name
SUSY-AI [304]: https://zenodo.org/record/4456099. An updated model can there be
found as well, which was trained on updated exclusion information based on the
first few analyses using the 13 TeV dataset [305].
Models like the Random Forest trained in this chapter can be used to encode
high-dimensional exclusion information, so that the full dimensional results can
easily be communicated and generalised. The advantage of searches in parameter
spaces with large dimensionalities is that more complex physics can be explored,
and that the results are more generally applicable to the entire model, instead of
just to the explored slice.
A side note should be made about the methodology used in the selection and
training of the Random Forest, as both these steps were performed using the same
data. This effectively constitutes double dipping, as explained in Section 3.1.3 (step
3). It would have been stasticically more correct if a subset of the data would have
been used exclusively for the selection of the machine learning algorithm. How-
ever, in Chapter 6 a neural network is trained on exactly the same task, yielding
comparable performance. In that chapter the choice for neural networks was not
made based on an exploratory analysis, but on the specific qualities of neural net-
works. It can therefore reasonably be assumed that the effects of the accidental
circular analysis in this chapter are negligable.
Thework presented in this chapter could form the basis for away to explore and
communicate high-dimensional results, providing a way to more extensively ana-
lyse the status of high-dimensional models using experimental measurements.
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CHAPTER 6. CONSTRAINING HIGH-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
This chapter is based on work also presented in “Constraining the Parameters of
High-Dimensional Models with Active Learning” [306]. The codes for all experiments
in this chapter are made public at https://github.com/bstienen/active-learning.
In order to check extensions of the Standard Model against measured events, it is
necessary to simulate the events these extensions would yield in your experiment
(were they realised in nature) and compare these simulations to the experimentally
collected data (see Section 2.3.2).
However, models for new physics typically have free parameters, making a thor-
ough exploration of the model a costly affair. Finding the boundary between the
“excluded” region(s) and the “not excluded” region(s) of model space is therefore
mostly done in lower dimensional projections or slices of high-dimensional models
for new physics.
There are, however, improvements that can be made to more efficiently find
those boundaries, even in high-dimensional models. One such an improvement,
known as active learning [307], is built on the observation that machine learn-
ing models are generally fast. It is therefore possible to create estimations of the
model exclusion (like was done in Chapter 5) and use these to inform which con-
figurations to query to the expensive analysis chain (instead of choosing points
at random). This chapter shows that by choosing these queried configuration to
lie around the expected boundary between the “excluded” and “not excluded” re-
gions, it is possible to speed up the exploration process.
This chapter is structured as follows. An introduction to active learning is given
Section 6.1, in which different approaches and techniqueswill be discussed. In Sec-
tion 6.2 these different techniques are explored in a particle physics scenario and
the results of these experiments are analysed. Section 6.3 presents a discussion
of these results.
6.1 Introduction to active learning
Active learning is a class of iterative techniques that attempt to optimise the amount
of information on some target received from some process. These processes are
in active learning commonly called oracles. In the context of analyses like the one
schemetically drawn in Figure 2.3, for example, we could interpret the whole simu-
lation chain as a single oracle. Such a simulation chain is able to provide labels y (a
binary exclusion)for data points x (a model andmodel configuration). This abstract
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(X , Y )
Figure 6.1 Diagrammatic representation of the evaluation of labels provided by an oracle.
New data is sampled and queried to the oracle in order to get labels y ∈ Y . The original data
points x ∈ X are then stored together with these labels. When the generation of the labels
is expensive, it forms a bottleneck in this creation of the dataset (X ,Y). The fact that it forms
a bottleneck is here indicated by the red colour of the oracle. The grey box represents the
“algorithm chain” needed to calculate the labels, which in this case only consists out of the
oracle.
idea is schematically represented in Figure 6.1. If one is interested in the behaviour
of y = f(x), the oracle needs to be queried many coordinates x, for which the res-
ulting ys can then be investigated. This can be done through random sampling or
grid sampling of x. When the oracle is however computationally expensive, such an
investigation can easily become challenging to perform, especially in cases where
x has many dimensions.
To tackle this problem, active learning attempts to leverage the information
gained from earlier evaluations by the oracle. With the sampling goal in mind, one
could use the obtained information to evaluate which points x would be most in-
formative. For example: if you are looking for the global minimum of the oracle
and you have previously evaluated points xa and xb, yielding values ya =0.1 and
yb =100, it makes more sense to evaluate new points closer to xa than to xb.
There aremultipleways inwhich active learning can be applied [307]. One could
for example let the active learning procedure generate new xs on its own (known
as membership query synthesis), or one could decide for a stream of xs whether
or not to query the oracle for a y, on a per-point basis. In this work we focussed
however on pool-based sampling. In pool-based sampling a collection of xs is
created, which are then all evaluated for their informativeness (i.e. the information
they would provide on the target in question). Only the points in the pool with the
heighest expected yield are then queried to the oracle.
To estimate this informativeness for new data points a machine learning model
f(x) = ŷ is trained on all data points that were already evaluated by the oracle.
As machine learning models are typically fast in their evaluation, this model will
be able to provide estimations Ŷpool for the data in our pool Xpool. Which data
points to select for evaluation by the oracle depends on the sampling goal: if we
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were looking for the global minimum, we best query those members of Xpool for
which their ŷ were lowest1. If we were trying to find a hypersurface with constant
y (e.g. y =0.5), it makes more sense to select xs for which ŷ was closest to 0.5. The
selected data points, and the output of the oracle for these data points, can then
be added to the total set of evaluated data points.
The effectiveness of this method depends on the performance of the machine
learning model of course. For example: when the model is trained on very little
data, we cannot expect the selection procedure to be efficient. Active learning is
therefore iterative: by repeating the procedure multiple times, each time expand-
ing the dataset of evaluated points and each time improving the predictive model
(and thereby the predictions ŷ), the selection will become increasingly more effi-
cient2.
In this work we explore two scenarios for pool-based sampling: one in which
the creation of members of X can be performed on-the-fly, and one in which this
is not possible. When no on-the-fly calculations are possible, one needs to create
a pool of pre-calculated xs and then decide which of these to query to the oracle.
For this reason, this scenario will be referred to as the finite pool scenario. The
scenario in which new xs can be generated on the fly is referred to as the infinite
pool scenario. Both these scenarios are visually represented in Figure 6.2.Compar-
ing these figures to Figure 6.1 shows one of the core concepts of active learning,
namely that it does not speed-up the expensive simulation (i.e. the oracle) itself. It
instead attempts to use the time spent on this simulation more efficiently.
The core of the idea presented in this chapter is to use active learning as a
tool to make as optimal use of simulations – like the one Figure 2.3 – as possible.
Active learning techniques can help us in cases where such a simulation returns,
for example, a binary exclusion for model configurations.
6.1.1 Hyperparameters
Looking only at the active learning algorithm itself (and not at the used machine
learning model) we can identify three hyperparameters:
1It is interesting to note that this approach of finding a global optimum essentially follows the
Bayesian Optimisation algorithm discussed and investigated in Chapter 4. Both active learning and
Bayesian Optimisation use sampled data to create a model of the function under investigation. Their
approaches differ however in their goal: active learning tries to sample new data in order to get asmuch
information about the interesting regions of the function as possible, whereas Bayesian Optimisation
attempts to find a single optimum. Although superficially similar, these goals make that the trained
(surrogate) models are used differently by both methods.
2Of course there is a balance to be found here between exploitation (querying at or around the
expected minimum) and exploration (querying to better understand the function as a whole to find the
minimum at a possibly yet unknown location).
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(b) Pool-based active learning with an infinite pool
Figure 6.2 Graphical representations of the two explored pool-based active learning ap-
proached. Candidate data points are queried to a machine learning model (trained on data
with known values for y) to get estimations Ŷ . These estimations can then be used to query
only points with highest expected information yield to the computationally expensive or-
acle. Results for this evaluation can then be added to the dataset of evaluated points, to
be used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Inter-iteration connections are indicated as
dashed arrows. In the finite pool scenario the points that were not selected in the current
iteration form the pool for the next iteration, whereas in the infinite pool scenario a new
pool is sampled in each iteration.
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- The size of the dataset used to train the first machine learning model at the
start of the active learning procedure;
- The size of the pool of candidate data points to be sampled in each iteration
(in the infinite pool scenario) or the size of the pool at the start of the active
learning procedure (in the finite pool scenario);
- The number of data points to select from the pool of candidate data points
and query to the oracle.
Which settings are optimal depends on the problem at hand, but some general
statements can be made about the possible values for these hyperparameters.
The initial dataset size configures, for example, how well the first trained machine
learning model approximates the oracle. If this approximation is bad, the first few
sampling iterations will likely sample points in what will later turn out to be un-
interesting regions. A larger initial dataset would therefore be preferable over a
smaller one, although this could diminish the initial motivation for active learning,
which was to avoid having to run the oracle on points that are not interesting with
respect to a specific goal.
The sample size (i.e. the size of the candidate data pool), on the other hand, will
have an optimum: if chosen too small the selected samples will be spread outmore
and possibly less interesting points will be queried to the oracle. If chosen too large
on the other hand, the data could be focused in a specific subspace of the region
of interest because the trained estimator happens to have a local minimum there.
A good configuration of the sample size depends on the number of data points to
be selected in each iteration. If this number were to be set to 1, the size of the
candidate pool better be as large as possible, as to be sure that the selected point
is really the most informative one you can select. This would avoid the selection of
clustered data points, but this comes at the cost of having to run the procedure
for more iterations in order to get the same size for the final dataset. It would also
be very expensive if the cost for training the ML estimator is very high.
6.1.2 Active learning techniques
In the performed research we specifically looked at the application of active learn-
ing tomore efficiently locate exclusion boundaries in themodel space of the pMSSM.
To this end the same dataset [254] as in Chapter 5 was used. In terms of active
learning this means that we attempted to find the hyperplane that separates the
excluded model points from the allowed model points as efficiently as possible
(i.e. with as few function evaluations as possible) (see Section 2.3.2 for more in-
formation on model point exclusions).
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In Chapter 5 we saw that data points around the exclusion boundary are asso-
ciated with large prediction uncertainties from the machine learning model. As we
are primarily interested in identifying data points close to this boundary, we can use
the uncertainty of themachine learningmodel on its predictions as a selectionmet-
ric. This uncertainty can for example be obtained by using an algorithm like Gaus-
sian Processes [243], which can quantify its own uncertainty. It has successfully
been applied in high energy physics to aim identify the location of 2-dimensional
exclusion boundaries [308]. Due to the computational complexity of this algorithm
it is however limited to low-dimensional parameter spaces, as it scales, at best, with
the number of data points squared [309]. Two techniques that suffer (potentially)
less in high-dimensional parameter spaces when evaluating model uncertainty are
query-by-committee and query-by-dropout-committee.
Query-by-Committee
The core idea of query-by-committee (QBC) [310] is to train multiple machine
learning models on the same dataset as to use their prediction disagreement as
a measure for uncertainty. Data points on which the models disagree most are
expected to be located closest to the exclusion boundary. To create and enhance
the disagreement among the committeemembers in uncertain regions the training
set can be changed for each estimator (for example through bagging [62]) or by
varying the configuration of the estimator, such that there is a reasonable amount
of diversity in the ensemble.
The disagreement among the estimators can be quantified throughmetrics like
the standard deviation. For binary classification problems it can even be done
by taking the mean of the outputs of the set of N estimators. If the classes are
encoded as 0 and 1 (and the output of the machine learning models is bounded
to the range [0, 1]), a mean output of 0.5 would indicate maximal uncertainty, so
that the uncertainty measure for N estimators could be






The QBC approach is almost automatically implemented in Random Forests
(see Section 3.3.3), but as a technique it is not bound to that specific machine
learning model.
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Query-by-Dropout-Committee
Compared to Random Forests, neural networks are able to capture more com-
plex data patterns. Using these networks for active learning might therefore be
beneficial. However, although query-by-committee can be used to this end, this is
generally ill-advised due to the computationally more expensive training of neural
networks. As an alternative to this, one can also build a committee using a single
Monte Carlo dropout network [77] (see Section 3.3.5). The predictions of such a
network have a stochastic component, making N predictions on a specific data
point equivalent to the predictions by N different networks. The obvious advant-
age is that only a single network needs to be trained. As this method uses Monte
Carlo dropout, this method is called query-by-dropout-committee (QBDC) [311–
313].
Why not use softmax for uncertainty estimation?
For classification problems onemight wonder why not to simply use the softmaxed
output (Equation (3.32)) of a normal network (i.e. one not using Monte Carlo dro-
pout) as a measure for uncertainty. Softmax layers associate a probability to each
output class, which could in principle be transformed into an uncertainty. A meas-
ure like this can be used to address the aleatoric uncertainty [78] (see Section 3.3.5)
on the predictions. It captures prediction uncertainty around decision boundaries
for example, where – based on the data – the network is uncertain on how to clas-
sify new data.
The output of the softmax function says, however, nothing about the epistemic
uncertainty [78] on the predictions. This is especially important in regions where
training data is sparse. A single network may therefore give the impression to be
very certain in such regions, even though it has no right to be that certain given the
lack of training data in said regions. The output of a softmax function can therefore
not be used as a full uncertainty measure without introducing bias towards the
labeling in training data.
6.2 Increase resolution of exclusion boundary
This section describes performed experiments with active learning. All neural net-
works trained in this section were made using Keras [56] with a TensorFlow [54]
backend. Scikit-Learn [58] was used for Random Forests. Information on the used
hardware can be found in Appendix C.
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Table 6.1 Configuration for the active learning procedures in Section 6.2.
RF finite pool RF infinite pool QBDC infinite pool
Initial dataset size 10,000 10,000 10,000
Size of candidate pool remaining pool 100,000 100,000
Number of selected candidates 2,500 2,500 2,500
Maximum size until pool empty 100,000 100,000
Committee size 100 100 25
#experiments 7 7 7
#test points 100,000 1,000,000 1,000,000
We tested active learning for its ability to find an exclusion boundary in the 19-
dimensional pMSSM (see Section 2.2.2) as efficiently as possible. We investigated
three implementations of active learning: two Random Forest set ups (one with a
finite and the other with an infinite pool of candidate data points) and a query-by-
dropout-committee set up. In order to evaluate the added value of active learning
the performance of each of these was compared to the performance of random
sampling. This performance was measured by creating, after each iteration, a ma-
chine learning model3 on all collected data up to that point. The performance of
this model on an independent test set was used as performance metric. This ad-
ded value of active learning was then quantified by taking the following steps:
- Call zrandom sampling the maximum performance reached by random sampling;
- Call Nrandom the number of data points needed for random sampling to reach
zrandom sampling;
- Call Nactive the number of data points needed for active learning to reach
zrandom sampling;





The configuration for each of the experiments can be found in Table 6.1.
6.2.1 Query-by-committee with a finite pool
In the first experiment a Random Forest model (100 trees) was used in a finite pool
scenario (see Figure 6.2a). The data used for this experiment was the public ATLAS
3In each experiment this additional model was taken to be the same type of model as used in the
active learning itself.
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Figure 6.3 Accuracy development on model exclusion of the 19-dimensional model for new
physics (pMSSM) for random sampling and active learning with a finite pool using a Random
Forest model. True labeling was provided by ATLAS [254]. The machine learning model
trained on the active learning dataset quickly started outperforming the model trained on
randomly sampled data. The decline in accuracy for active learning, starting from a training
size of 65,000, was caused by the limited size of the pool and the fact that the region around
the exclusion boundary was depleted of data. The bands around the curves show the range
in which all curves of that colour lie after 7 repeated experiments.
exclusion dataset [254] (the same data as used in Chapter 5), which contains a
exclusion label for each of its data points. This dataset was split into three parts:
an initial training set of 10,000 model points, a test set of 100,000 model points
and a pool of the remaining ∼200,000 model points. In each iteration 2500 new
data points were selected from this pool. The experiment was repeated 7 times.
The results of the experiments can be found in Figure 6.3. The bands around
the curves in this figure indicate the range in which the curves for all repeated
experiments are located. The figure shows that active learning outperformed ran-
dom sampling initially, but that random sampling caught up in performance at the
end of each experiment. This is caused by the fact that the pool was finite. When
all 200,000 data points are evaluated, it does not matter whether they were selec-
ted using random sampling or active learning: in both cases the resulting dataset
was the same.
Another interesting feature in this figure is that the performance of active learn-
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Figure 6.4 Prediction labels of selected candidate data points for each iteration. In each
iteration 2500 data points were selected and added to the collected dataset. In the first 19
iterations all selected data points were selected close to the expected boundary (indicated
by a prediction of approximately 0.5). After enough iterations, the pool started to get de-
pleted in that region, which can be seen by the range increase of the selected predictions,
starting around the point at which 60,000 data points were sampled in total. This coincides,
as expected, with the bump in Figure 6.3.
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ing decreases after approximately 60,000 data points. Figure 6.4 shows that this
point coincides with the depletion of the region directly surrounding the exclu-
sion boundary. At any iteration after the performance peak, points further away
from the boundary were selected, which decreases the weight already selected
points around the decision boundary have in the bagging procedure of the Ran-
dom Forest model. This then in turn degrades the generalisation performance of
the model and thereby the performance of active learning as a whole. It should be
noted that this phenomenon will not occur in more realistic particle physics scen-
arios, as analyses generally use infinite pools instead of finite pools. The results of
Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 are therefore a better representation of those scenarios.
Based on Figure 6.3 the performance gain of active learning relative to random
sampling – as described by Equation (6.2) – lies in the range 3.5 to 4.
6.2.2 Query-by-committee with an infinite pool
A solution to both problems with the finite pool in Section 6.2.1 (the peaking per-
formance of active learning and the “catching up” of random sampling) is to not let
the algorithm use a finite pool of data, but by instead giving access to a method
through which new data points can be generated. From a particle physics per-
spective this ismore realistic, asmodel configurations are usually generated during
experimental analyses (and not beforehand). We therefore repeated the experi-
ment using an infinite pool (Figure 6.2b).
In order to avoid having to run a full-fledged (expensive) exclusion analysis as
oracle, we trained a neural network on the public ATLAS exclusion dataset [254] for
the pMSSM and used that as oracle instead. The architecture of this network can
be found in Table 6.2. This network was optimised using the Adam optimiser [74]
on the binary cross-entropy loss for 300 epochs with early stopping4 [314] enabled
(using a patience of 50 epochs). The architecture of the network can be found in
Table 6.2.
Using this trained network as oracle, a test set of 1,000,000 points was created
at the start of each experiment (as, again, the experiment was repeated 7 times).
The pool was sampled using a uniform prior over the volume of the ATLAS data.
From this prior 100,000 candidate data points were sampled in each iteration, from
which 2500 data points were selected. The experiment was stoppedwhen the total
number selected data points reached 100,000. The machine learning model used
for active learning was still a Random Forest (100 trees).
4Early stopping is the procedure of stopping training automatically when no improvement in (test)
loss is seen over a certain number of epochs. This number of epochs needs to be defined by the user
and is commonly called patience.
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Table 6.2 Network architecture for the oracle used in the “Random Forest with an infinite
pool” and the “query-by-dropout-committee with an infinite pool” experiments. Each row
indicates a seperate operation within the network, giving the type, configuration, output
shape and the number of free parameters for each of them.
Layer type Configuration Output shape # Parameters
Input (. . ., 19) 0
Dense 500 nodes (. . ., 500) 10,000
Activation SELU (. . ., 500) 0
Dense 100 nodes (. . ., 100) 50,100
Activation SELU (. . ., 100) 0
Dense 100 nodes (. . ., 100) 10,100
Activation SELU (. . ., 100) 0
Dense 50 nodes (. . ., 50) 5,050
Activation SELU (. . ., 50) 0
Dense 2 nodes (. . ., 2) 102
Activation softmax (. . ., 2) 0
Total params: 75,352
The fact that a stand-in was used as oracle only affected the speed of the exper-
iments. Both the used neural network and an exclusion analysis define a function
on our 19-dimensional parameter space. Although there are differences between
these functions, the neural network had a performance of 93% (comparable to
SUSY-AI, see Chapter 5), so the functions were deemed similar enough to allow for
generalisation of the results to general exclusion analyses.
The accuracy development as recorded in this experiment is shown in Figure 6.5.
The bands again correspond to the ranges of the accuracy as measured over 7 in-
dependent runs of the experiment. The gain of active learning with respect to
random sampling (as described by Equation (6.2)) is around 6.5.
6.2.3 Query-by-dropout-committee with an infinite pool
We also tested query-by-dropout-committee by replacing the Random Forest from
Section 6.2.2 with a Monte Carlo dropout network as machine learning model.
The architecture of this network can be found Table 6.3. It was optimized using
Adam [74] on a binary cross-entropy loss over 1000 epochs, with a batch size of
1000 and early stopping [314] (using a patience of 20 epochs). The oracle used in
Section 6.2.2 was also used in this experiment.
The accuracy development plot resulting from the experiment can be found in
Figure 6.6. The performance gain (as defined in Equation (6.2)) for active learning
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Figure 6.5 Accuracy development on model exclusion of the 19-dimensional model for new
physics (pMSSM) for random sampling and active learning with an infinite pool using a Ran-
dom Forest model. True labeling was provided by a neural network trained onmodel points
and labels provided by ATLAS [254]. In these experiments active learning proved to be vastly
superior over random sampling, yielding a relative gain in computational time around≈6.5.
The bands around the curves show the range in which all curves of that colour lie when the
experiment was repeated 7 times.
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Table 6.3 Network architecture for the Monte Carlo dropout network in the “QBDC with an
infinite pool” experiment. Each row indicates a seperate operation within the network, giving
the type, configuration, output shape and the number of free parameters for each them.
Layer type Config. Output shape # Parameters
Input (. . ., 19) 0
Dense 500 nodes (. . ., 500) 10,000
Activation ReLU (. . ., 500) 0
Dropout 0.2 (. . ., 500) 0
Dense 100 nodes (. . ., 100) 50,100
Activation ReLU (. . ., 100) 0
Dropout 0.2 (. . ., 100) 0
Dense 100 nodes (. . ., 100) 10,100
Activation ReLU (. . ., 100) 0
Dropout 0.2 (. . ., 100) 0
Dense 50 nodes (. . ., 50) 5,050
Activation ReLU (. . ., 50) 0
Dropout 0.2 (. . ., 50) 0
Dense 2 nodes (. . ., 2) 102
Activation softmax (. . ., 2) 0
Total params: 75,352
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Figure 6.6 Accuracy development on model exclusion of the 19-dimensional model for new
physics (pMSSM) for random sampling and active learning using a Monte Carlo dropout
network with an infinite pool. True labeling was provided by a neural network trained on
model points and labels provided by ATLAS [254]. The gain of active learning with respect
to random sampling (as described by Equation (6.2)) is 3 to 4. The bands show the range in
which all curves of that colour lay for the 7 repetition runs of the experiment.
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in this experiment lies in the range 3 to 4.
Compared to Figure 6.3 and 6.5 the accuracies obtained in Figure 6.6 are sig-
nificantly higher. This can be caused by the fact that the model trained to quantify
the performancemore strongly resembled the oracle (both of them are neural net-
works with a similar architecture), or that the Monte Carlo dropout neural network
was inherently more capable of capturing the exclusion function.
6.2.4 QBC with infinite pool for smaller parameter spaces
To investigate the performance of the investigated methods on lower dimensional
spaces, we performed the query-by-dropout experiment of Section 6.2.2 five times
on increasingly smaller subspaces of the 19-dimensional parameter space. These
subspaces were constructed by fixing the values for specific dimensions. We con-
secutively fixed the variables associated with the slepton sector, the electroweak
sector, the higgs sector and the third generation. An overview of the exact vari-
ables and their fixed values can be found in Table 6.4. The specific values to which
the variables were fixed were determined using SUSY-AI: we required there to be
a balance in the fraction of allowed and excluded points. To make results from
these experiments comparable to the experiments in Section 6.2.2, each of the
active learning parameters (size of the initial dataset, size of the candidate dataset,
sample size and maximum size) was scaled down by a factor
scaling =
(




This quadratic scaling was determined such that the resulting parameters stayed
reasonable over the entire range of explored dimensionalities.
The accuracy development curves of the five reduced dimensionality experi-
ments can be found in Figure 6.7. The curve of Section 6.2.2 (which shows the
result for the full 19-dimensional experiment) is added for comparison.
When deciding whether or not to apply active learnin,g one would normally not
only consider its performance, but also additional computational overhead that
active learning takes on board. How large of an overhead one is willing to accept
depends largely on the cost associated with querying the oracle. If a query to the
oracle would be very expensive (e.g. it takes O(day) for the oracle to return a la-
bel) an overhead of an hour may be completely worth the wait, whereas such an
overhead could be unreasonable for more inexpensive oracles.
To investigate the computational overhead of active learning as a function of the
oracle query time, we kept track of the time for each iteration in the experiments of
Figure 6.7, for both random sampling and active learning. As both methods query
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Table 6.4 List of pMSSM parameters in the reduced dimensionality experiments. For each
parameter the value to which it was fixed (is applicable) is indicated for each of the invest-
igated subspace dimensionalities. A dash indicates that the respective parameter was left
free.
Parameter Number of fixed parameters
5 9 11 15 18
|M1| (GeV) - 1750 1750 1750 1750
|M2| (GeV) - 1750 1750 1750 1750
M3 (GeV) - - - - -
mL̃1 (GeV) 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750
mL̃3 (GeV) 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750
mẼ1 (GeV) 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750
mẼ3 (GeV) 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750
mQ̃1 (GeV) - - - 1750
mQ̃3 (GeV) - - - 1750 1750
mŨ1 (GeV) - - - - 1500
mŨ3 (GeV) - - - 3000 3000
mD̃1 (GeV) - - - - 2000
mD̃3 (GeV) - - - 2000 2000
|At| - - 3200 3200 3200
|At| - - - 2000 2000
|Aτ | 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
|µ| (GeV) - 200 200 200 200
m2A (GeV
2) - - 107 107 107
tanβ - 10 10 10 10
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Figure 6.7 Accuracy development on model exclusion in the simplified versions of the 19-
dimensional model for new physics (pMSSM) for random sampling and active learning using
a Random Forest as algorithm and an infinite pool. True labeling was provided by a neural
network trained on model points and labels provided by ATLAS [254]. The bands show the
range in which all curves of that colour lay for 7 repeated experiments. The subsplots show
the development for different dimensionalities.
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the same amount of points to the oracle in each iteration, the difference between
these times can be interpreted as the overhead of active learning toverhead, whereas
the time spent on the random sampling experiment can (in good approximation)
be taken as the time to label N samples using the oracle..
To compare both methods, we looked at the iteration at which active learning
reached the maximum performance of random sampling and calculated the total
overhead up to then. We then used this time to model the time spent on both
random sampling and active learning as a function of the speed of the oracle toracle
per data point as
trandom = toracleNsamples, RS (6.4)
tactive = toracleNsamples, AL + toverhead. (6.5)
Using these timemeasures we then defined the relative time gain of active learning
over random sampling as




The results for this relative time gain can be found in Figure 6.8. From these res-
ults it can be concluded that it may be beneficial to use active learning instead of
random sampling, even for low dimensional parameter spaces, as long as the or-
acle query time is long enough. Intuitively this makes sense, as a parameter space
with a small dimensionality can be explored faster with random sampling than a
higher dimensional one. It is therefore easier for a fast oracle to outspeed the act-
ive learning overhead in those cases. An alternative interpretation could be that if
one would be able to find an invertible transformation that projects the data to a
lower dimensional space, active learning might not be necessary – as long as the
oracle query time is short enough.
6.3 Discussion
The work in this chapter illustrates the possibility to improve the resolution on a
high-dimensional function in regions of interest by using active learning. All repor-
ted active learning results show that the investigated strategies are able to query
the oracle more efficiently than random sampling.
In the performed experiments speed-ups were obtained up to approximately a
factor of 7. Of course this speed-up is model-dependent, so your mileagemay vary
if you do not use the same 19-dimensional model and the same exclusion function
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Figure 6.8 Time gain for active learning relative to random sampling (Equation (6.6)) as a
function of oracle query time and problem dimensionality. It can be seen in that the relative
time gain for active learning increases when the time to query a label increases, as well as
when the dimensionality of the parameter space increases.
as explored in this chapter. However, the fact that speed-ups by almost an order
of magnitude can be obtained is at the very least promising.
All performed active learning experiments selected new data points exclusively
with active learning. The active learning methods presented here do not have the
ability to explore the available parameter space, but instead puts all its chips on
exploitation of the already available information. However, this might not be the
best strategy for all situations. It is of course up to the user to decide whether
or not a combination of random sampling and active learning is needed. Such a
combination could be useful to lower the probability that interesting features in
parameter space that were missed in the initial dataset are left unexplored.
In our experiments the pool of candidate data points was sampled uniformly
over the entire bounded parameter space. Although this chapter shows that this
is a viable approach, is does run into the problem that – over iterations – the num-
ber of interesting candidate data points decreases as a result of an increasingly
better modelling of the decision boundary of interest. To counteract this problem,
one could choose to increase the number of candidate data points over time. Al-
ternatively, one could try to investigate the usage of a more efficient sampling of
candidate data points by using, for example, generative models (see Section 3.4).
As a closing remark, it should be noted that the ability to identify uncertain re-
gions of in parameter spaces is, in and of itself, also already interesting to particle
physics. One could for example use this ability to identify which regions of a model
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CHAPTER 7. MODELLING HIGH-DIMENSIONAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
This chapter is based on work also presented in “Phase Space Sampling and Infer-
ence from Weighted Events with Autoregressive Flows” [315]. The relevant code for
this work can be found at https://github.com/rbvh/PhaseSpaceAutoregressiveFlow.
Particle physics is stochastic in nature, so identical initial experimental conditions
do not necessarily lead to exactly the same measured outcome. In experiments
like ATLAS thismeans that the collision of two protonsmight yield, for example, four
muons or none at all. It might yield a high-energetic photon, or only a low-energetic
one. A measurement in particle physics can therefore be interpreted as a sample
from a probability distribution that defines the likelihood for measuring a specific
final state (i.e. which particles with which energies and momenta are measured).
Just like a single throw of a die will not tell you if the die is fair, so does a single
measurement not tell you anything about the viability of a particle physics theory.
To do this, you would need to compare a (possibly large) set of measurements to
the expectation for those measurements given the theory you want to investigate
(see Section 2.3.2 for more information). To this end, generators like Pythia [30],
Herwig [31] and Sherpa [32] are widely used [26]. They essentially allow you to
samplemeasurements from the probability distribution following specific theories.
Although these generators can sample from those distributions, they are not
able to evaluate the distributions to find the likelihood associated with individual
samples1. Moreover, this probability distribution is generally very complicated
and only known approximately. Theoretical investigation into improving these ap-
proximations is ever ongoing, and steps have been made in recent years towards
increasing the fidelity of the simulation of particle physics processes [316–326].
These steps come, however, at an ever increasing computational cost. This is in
cruel juxtaposition with the experimental reality in which the speed of data collec-
tion is only increasing, causing an ever higher demand formore efficient simulation
of particle physics processes [327, 328].
The research presented in this chapter shows the use of generative models,
presented in Section 3.4, as a possible solution to this problem. Specifically we
will be looking at the use of normalising flows (Section 3.4.3) to simulate hard pro-
cesses relevant for modern particle physics experiments. This chapter shows that
it is possible to model high-dimensional probability distributions in particle physics
using machine learning and to sample from them.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 7.1 concepts regarding the
1Although the likelihood cannot be found using generators, the matrix element (which when
squared is proportional to the likelihood) can be found.
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sampling of parameter spaces are introduced and traditional methods of perform-
ing this sampling are presented. Section 7.2 explains the approach taken in this re-
search to tackle this sampling problem. The performed experiments are described
in Section 7.3, the results of which are discussed in Section 7.4.
7.1 Concepts in andmethods for sampling phase
spaces
Before diving into the investigated solution to the problems associatedwith sampling
phase spaces, let us first gauge the current state of things at this front: how can
high-dimensional distributions be performed in the first place? The algorithms and
concepts introduced here will form the basis for the experiments later on in this
chapter.
7.1.1 Algorithms
To simulate particle physics measurements, one needs to sample from a probabil-
ity density determined by the theoretical model you are working with. This density
is generally a combination of multiple distributions Pi, each belonging to a specific
final state Pi ∝ σi→f ∝ |M|
2, where σ is the cross section of the process andM its
corresponding matrix element. Unfortunately, even sampling from just one such
a distribution is far from easy. They are often strongly peaked and the space in
which these densities live can have regions with vanishing probability due to un-
physicalness (depending on the parametrisation).
It is, nevertheless, possible to sample from such a function by using algorithms
like rejection sampling. Rejection sampling samples data points from the phase
space one by one from a proposal density. This density needs to be simple enough
to evaluate and sample from. For each sample x from this proposal distribution
the likelihoods from the target and proposal distribution, Ltarget(x) and Lproposal(x)
respectively, are determined, and a random uniform number r ∈ [0, 1] is sampled.
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the sample x is removed from the dataset, otherwise it is kept. If z is larger than
1, zmax is recalculated and all already stored data points are subjected to a new
rejection step.
Although rejection sampling will yield samples that follow the target distribution
perfectly, it may also be a very inefficient algorithm. Target distributions are gen-
erally complex and proposal distributions are, as a result, in general ill-fitting. This
means that z will almost always be very small, making the probability for x to be
accepted very small as well. This algorithmic weakness only gets more problematic
as the dimensionality of the target distribution increases.
The most straightforward approach to solving this problem is to create a pro-
posal distribution that models the target distribution well. In this way, the ratio z
becomes relatively large, increasing the probability that r is smaller than this ratio.
However, if modelling this target distribution would be easy, we would probably
not need rejection sampling in the first place.
One algorithm that nevertheless attempts to make such a model of the target
distribution is the VEGAS algorithm [28, 29]. This algorithm uses initial data to cre-
ate for each of the dimensions a histogram consisting out of bins of varying width,
but with equal area, such that it can sample from these histograms by selecting
a bin at random and sampling uniformly within the range of that bin. Evaluating
the likelihoods of those samples under the target distribution then allows you to
update the bins of the histogram to more correctly reflect the target distribution.
These steps can be repeated to iteratively improve VEGAS’ approximation of the
distribution, a process called burn-in. Once finished, the modelled histograms can
be sampled (as described above) to create proposal data points with a generally
higher acceptance rate in rejection sampling.
However, the VEGAS algorithm is not perfect. The fact that it uses 1-dimensional
projections of possibly high-dimensional data makes the algorithm blind to correl-
ations between these dimensions. This is especially problematic in multimodal dis-
tributions in which the peaks are not aligned along the axes of the parameter space
(as is generally the case). In those cases VEGAS’ modelled distribution will contain
ghost peaks. Although improvements to VEGAS have been made [329–335], the
work presented in this chapter takes another approach and attempts to create a
proposal distribution that models the target distribution in its full dimensionality.
This approach will be explained in more detail in Section 7.2.
7.1.2 Weights
The discussion of sampling has, so far, assumed that the goal of the sampling is
to create an unweighted dataset. That is: a dataset in which all the information
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about the distribution is stored in the location of the data points themselves. It is,
however, also possible to store (part of) this information intoweights that accom-
pany the points in the dataset. To get an intuitive feel for what aweighted dataset
is, consider the following example.
Imagine you toss a coin 10 times and keep track of the results. After
your 10th toss, you counted 7 times heads and 3 times tails. You could
create an unweighted dataset for this experiment, consisting out of 10
data points (7 times heads and 3 times tails)2. Alternatively, you could
also create a fully weighted dataset by storing just two data points (1
heads and 1 tails) together with their frequency (7 and 3 respectively).
The fully weighted dataset contains the same information as the un-
weighted dataset, but information about the distribution of the data
points is now fully contained in the weights that accompany the two
data points. Another way of looking at the difference between these
two datasets is that the unweighted dataset does actually already come
with weights, but that these are all equal to 1, implicitely.
To create a weighted dataset, you could alter rejection sampling and choose
to store all proposed data points in combination with their ratio of likelihoods as
weights. This approach is called importance sampling. Data points generated in
this way can be used to fill histograms and calculate integrals – just as unweighted
data can be used to this end – as long as the weights are properly taken into ac-
count. This method definitely yields more data points than generating unweighted
data does, but as the weights can be arbitrarily small, the weighted dataset does
not necessarily contain more information about the target distribution.
Weights can come from the sampling method itself, as we just saw, but also
from physics-related sources. Examples of this are the combination of samples
with strongly varying cross sections, the correction of ill-modelled regions of phase
space by the used simulator or the enhancement of suppressed kinematic regions.
In some situations, it is even possible that such procedures yield negative weights
(as explained in Section 2.3.2). This is for example the case when the results from
higher-order calculations of a process are combined with the results from parton
showering algorithms. The negative weights are then needed to avoid simulat-
ing more data points in regions of phase space than the actual target distribution
would dictate (also known as overcounting).
2The ordering of the data points in this dataset is not relevant for this example.
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7.2 Simulating physics using machine learning
The idea of sampling particle physics processes and measurements efficiently us-
ing machine learning is not new. In recent years a lot of research has been done
towards creating Generative Adversarial Networks (Section 3.4.1) and Variational
Autoencoders (Section 3.4.2) able to perform these particle simulations [89–91,
100, 336–363].
Although the results these works present are promising, the used network ar-
chitectures are often difficult to train. For example, the objective of a GAN is to find
an equilibrium between its generator and discriminator networks, which is typic-
ally difficult to find with optimisation methods applied in machine learning [81].
Also Variational Autoencoders have modelling problems, as they leave leeway to
mismodel the underlying probability distribution of the data.
Normalising flows, on the other hand, do not have these problems, as they are
trained to directly optimise the likelihood of the training data under the modelled
distribution. This is a significant advantage in the context of the generation of high
energy physics events, where precise reproduction of the density is paramount.
The amount of research on flow models in particle physics is (at the moment of
writing), however, significantly smaller [364–367].
Because normalising flows provide direct access to the likelihood of the mod-
elled distribution (something Generative Adversarial Networks and Variational Au-
toencoders cannot do), once trained they can be used as the proposal distribu-
tion in rejection sampling, as was already shown by [364–367]. In this work we
explicitely investigate if (and how well) this still works when training on weighted
datasets.
7.2.1 Methodology
As an introduction into normalising flows can be found in Section 3.4.3, the follow-
ing text will omit such explanation and instead focus on describing which methods
were used to come to a proper modelling of high-dimensional distributions. Sec-
tion 7.3 will show the three experiments, here we discuss general characteristics
of and overarching choices for these experiments.
As said: the basic architecture used in this research is the normalising flow.
More specifically, we chose to use autoregressive flows, as these allow for ex-
tremely expressive transformations. Tomatch the bounded nature of phase space,
the bijectors in the flow were chosen to be spline transformations (more specific-
ally: rational quadratic splines). Not only are these transformations versatile, they
can also be configured to not alter the bounds of the incoming distribution. By
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then choosing the base distribution of the flow such that its bounds correspond
to the bounds of the target distribution, the flow is guaranteed to never sample
outside of those bounds.
Of course this does not forbid the flow from sampling data in unphysical regions
within the bounds defined by the base distribution. To solve this problem, the
data is preprocessed such that there are no such regions within the domain of the
modelled distribution. A full mathematical description of these transformations
can be found in Appendix B.
The actual training on weights is done by altering the loss function of the flow
model. Instead of
Loss(X , θ) = −
N∑
i=1
n log pflow(xi; θ), (7.3)
where xi is a data point from the training or validation dataset X of length n and
pflow is the distribution modelled by the flow (with free parameters θ), we use a
weighted variant of this loss. As the likelihood of weighted data is not given by∏
i pflow(xi; θ), but by
L(X , θ) = pflow(x1; θ)
w1pflow(x2; θ)
w2pflow(x3; θ)
w3 . . . , (7.4)
wherewi is theweight corresponding to the data point xi, theweighted log-likelihood
(and there by the weighted loss) is given by
Lossweighted(X , θ) = −
n∑
i=1
wi log pflow(xi; θ). (7.5)
This loss is naturally able to handle negative weights. Note that these weights only
influence the training of the flow model; the samples of a trained model will still be
unweighted samples.
Equation (7.5) also shows that the absolute size of the weights can indirectly
influence how much a flow model learns in each epoch. Although the distribution
of the training data will remain the same if all weights would be multiplied by some
factor k, the loss will effectively be multiplied by this factor as well. As parameter
updates are proportional to the derivative of this loss, extremely small weights can
– in theory – avoid any learning at all. This can be solved by either choosing the
learning rate of the optimisation algorithm such that this impromptu scaling by
the weights is counteracted, or by scaling all weights such that their mean is 1. We
chose to apply this latter solution.
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7.2.2 Implementation
The flow model implemented for this work starts from a uniform base distribution
and applies a number of rational quadratic spline transformations, each with its
own dedicated MADE network, between which the features are permuted to en-
sure full dependence of every feature on all others. The complete architecture is
defined by the following hyperparameters:
- The number of knots in every rational quadratic spline transformation;
- The number of hidden layers in the MADE networks;
- The number of nodes in the hidden layers of the MADE networks;
- The number of rational quadratic spline transformations applied to the base
distribution.
To train the flow models, the Adam optimiser [74] was used. Additionally, a
learning rate scheduling was applied: after a predefined number of epochs the
learning rate was halved if the number of elapsed epochs was a multiple of a pre-
definedperiod. The training of the flowmodels is therefore definedby the following
hyperparameters:
- The number of data points in each training batch;
- The number of epochs for which the flow is trained;
- The initial learning rate of the Adam optimizer;
- The epoch after which learning rate scheduling is started;
- The number of epochs after which the learning rate is halved periodically.
All experiments used amodified version of nflows 0.13 [368], which is built upon
PyTorch 1.6.0 [55]. The code and Jupyter Notebooks used in these experiments




7.3.1 Training on unweighted data
To test the performance of the autoregressive flowwhen trained ondatawith posit-
ive, fluctuating event weights in a particle physics context, the importance sampling
of a matrix element3 is a natural candidate case, as it allows for straightforward
definition of performance metrics. Specifically we looked at sampling the phase
space according to the leading-order matrix element of the process
e+e− → tt̄ → (bud̄) (b̄e−ν̄e). (7.6)
This process has been used as a benchmark in other work [100, 339], represent-
ing a challenging high-dimensional phase space that does not require any infrared
cuts. After imposingmomentum conservation and on-shell conditions, the remain-
ing 14 dimensions were mapped to variables in the unit box [0,1]14 representing
the top andW resonancemasses and solid angles in their respective decay frames.
Further details can be found in Appendix B.
The performance of the flow model was compared to that of VEGAS by re-
trieving the matrix element from the simulated samples using the C++ interface
of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [34]. The VEGAS algorithm was initialized from a prior
distribution that mirrors the approximate Breit-Wigner shapes of the resonance
masses using a mass-dependent width [369], and a uniform distribution for all
other dimensions. The VEGAS results shown below represent performance after
the integration grid was stable and the algorithm no longer improved.
To obtain events from the squared matrix element distribution, events x from





where M(x) is the matrix element of event x. In order to make sure that the
samples followed the desired distribution correctly rejection sampling was applied,
which resulted in a loss of a fraction of the events. To quantify the performance of









3See Section 2.3.2 for an explanation on matrix elements.
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Table 7.1Hyperparameters used for the importance sampling experiments in Section 7.3.1.
Model Training
Number of RQS knots 10 Batch size 1024
Number of MADE layers 1 Number of epochs 800
Nodes per hidden MADE layer 100 Adam learning rate 10−3
Number of layers in the flow 6 Start of learning rate scheduling 350
Learning rate scheduling period 75
which indicates the average fraction of events left after rejection sampling. As was
pointed out in [365, 367, 370], this straightforward definition is sensitive to outliers
in the weight distribution. We follow [367] and clipped the maximum weight to the
largest Q-quantile of wi, denoted by wQ. Here Q represents the central faction of
events that is left unclipped, such that Q=1 indicates that no clipping is applied.













wi if wi ≤ wQwQ if wi > wQ. (7.10)
One other oft-used efficiency measure is the effective sample size [371, 372],
which represents the approximate number of unweighted events that a weighted
set would be equivalent to. We found that this measure is similarly sensitive to out-
liers, and thus wed restricted ourselves to the above-defined clipped unweighting
efficiencies.
We first evaluated the inference capacity of the autoregressive model by train-
ing it on a set of 106 event samples generated by VEGAS and unweighted through
rejection sampling. Table 7.1 lists the values of the hyperparameters used in the
creation of the autoregressive flow.
Note that the method of training on pregenerated events differs from the ap-
proaches used in [364–367], where training is performed by sampling from the
flow and evaluating the matrix element directly. While the architecture employed
here is equally capable of this type of training, its parallelizable nature and the re-
latively large dimensionality of the process at hand means that training on a GPU
is very beneficial. However, to our knowledge there currently is no straightforward
way to evaluate matrix elements on a GPU, although progress has been made pre-
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Table 7.2 Unweighting efficiencies computed with 107 flow, VEGAS and flat samples. The
unweighting efficiencies and coverages were computed for three values of Q, which indic-
ates the central fraction of weights that are left unclipped by Equation 7.10.Setting Q = 1
corresponds with setting wQ = wmax.
Q = 1 Q = 0.99999 Q = 0.999
η cov η cov η cov
Flow 0.010 1 0.088 0.99987 0.32 0.9985
VEGAS 0.0082 1 0.077 0.99992 0.25 0.997
Flat 3.2 · 10−7 1 2.6 · 10−4 0.094 1.8 · 10−3 0.0016
viously [373] and neural network-based approaches exist [374, 375].
Table 7.2 shows a comparison of the unweighting efficiencies of Equation (7.8)
and the associated coverages of Equation (7.9) evaluated for the VEGAS algorithm
and the flow model4. For reference, the efficiency of a flat sampling of the phase
space parameterization is also included. The flow model outperformed VEGAS al-
most everywhere, with the notable exception of the coverage forQ = 0.99999. This
indicates that, while the average unweighting efficiency is better, the flow model
produces a few outliers with larger weights than VEGAS.
Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.3 show a number of distributions in the modelled para-
meter space. The VEGAS, flow and flat distributions represent the direct outputs
of the samplers. After weighting and performing rejection sampling, all samples
would follow the true distribution. The plots in Figure 7.1 show theW boson mass
and the t quark azimuthal angle, which were directly included in the data as fea-
tures of the space parameterization. Consequently, correlations between variables
are not required to construct these parameters and VEGAS and the flowmodel per-
formed equally well. While the Breit-Wigner peak is completely absent in the flat
distribution of theW boson mass distribution, VEGAS and the autoregressive flow
model it well, with VEGAS outperforming the flow slightly. It should be noted that
the VEGAS algorithm had to be started from a Breit-Wigner prior distribution to
achieve convergence, while the flow model was able to learn it without assistance.
It is possible to select a different phase space parameterization that smooths out
the Breit-Wigner peaks. In these experiments, the masses were purposely kept as
features such that the capability of the flow model to learn such rapidly-changing
distributions could be evaluated. The azimuthal distribution is included because
the modelling of a flat distribution in the flow model is not necessarily any easier
than any other shape.
4While the Masked Autoregressive Flow architecture is slower in the sampling direction than in the
inference direction, the sampling of events on a GPU is still very fast. In our tests the sampling of 106
events took approximately 24 seconds on the machine specified in Appendix C.
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Figure 7.1 Samples from different sampling methods on the process in Equation (7.6). The
figures show the distributions of theW boson mass (top) and t quark azimuthal angle (top
right). The different histograms show the Monte Carlo truth (gray), which here serves as the
training data, the VEGAS prediction (blue dashed) and the flowmodel prediction (dark solid).
Also included is a light blue dotted histogram, showing the result from a uniform sampling














































Figure 7.2 Samples from different sampling methods on the process in Equation (7.6).
These plots show the distributions of the electron energy (top) and the b quark energy (bot-
tom). The different histograms show the Monte Carlo truth (gray), which here serves as the
training data, the VEGAS prediction (blue dashed) and the flowmodel prediction (dark solid).
Also included is a light blue dotted histogram, showing the result from a uniform sampling
after undoing the data transformation described in Appendix B.
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Figure 7.3 Samples from different sampling methods on the process in Equation (7.6). The
plots show the distributions of the W boson p⊥ (top) and the angle between the b and b̄
quarks (bottom). The different histograms show the Monte Carlo truth (gray), which here
serves as the training data, the VEGAS prediction (blue dashed) and the flow model predic-
tion (dark solid). Also included is a light blue dotted histogram, showing the result from a
uniform sampling after undoing the data transformation described in Appendix B.
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The four other distributions shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 are the energy
of the electron and b quark, the transverse momentum of the W boson, and the
angle between the b and b̄ quarks. These distributions are related to the phase
space parameterization through a series of Lorentz transformations, meaning that
correlations between dimensions need to be modelled correctly in order to obtain
the most accurate predictions. Consequently, VEGAS performed worse than the
flow model across all these distributions. The flow model predominantly mismod-
elled the distributions in regions of low statistics. These types of discrepancies may
in principle be remedied by biasing the training data towards the tails of distribu-
tions, and correcting in the event weights.
7.3.2 Training on weighted data
In many cases, the bottleneck of importance sampling is not necessarily the likeli-
hood evaluation, but rather the small unweighting efficiency achieved by commonly-
used techniques [376]. It is thus interesting to explore the capability of the norm-
alising flow to be trained on events generated by VEGAS before unweighting.
We generated a sample of 106 events with the same VEGAS setup as sed in
Section 7.3.1, and compute their importance sampling weights. We then consider
the performance of the flow model when trained on the following three datasets:
Weighted The original 106 data points with their importance weights;
Unweighted The remaining events after rejection sampling of the weighted
data;
Mean-weighted Events were partially unweighted using the mean weight as
a reference. That is, events that had weight wi < wmean were rejected with
probability wi/wmean and assigned unit weight when kept, while events that
had wi > wmean received the adjusted weight wi/wmean.
Figure 7.4 shows the distribution of weights of these datasets. The unweighted
and mean-weighted sets retain respectively 0.83% and 70.78% of the original size.
The flow model was trained on the datasets above with the same hyperpara-
meters as listed in Table 7.1. Figure 7.5 shows the loss development during train-
ing. The unweighting efficiencies of Equation (7.8) and the associated coverages
of Equation (7.9) are shown in Table 7.3. Figure 7.6 shows the W boson mass
and electron energy distributions compared with the Monte Carlo truth. We ob-
serve very similar performance of the models trained on the weighted and mean-
weighted datasets. However, Figure 7.5 shows that the latter converges faster.
The slower convergence of the weighted dataset was a result of the large spread
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Figure 7.4 Distribution of weights of the datasets used in Section 7.3.2. It can be seen in
this figure that as more data gets unweighted through rejection sampling, the amount of
data points drastically decreases.





















Figure 7.5 Development of the training and test loss for the flow models trained on the
weighted datasets datasets in Section 7.3.2. The test loss was evaluated on the independent
sample of unweighted events.
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Table 7.3Unweighting efficiencies computedwith 107 samples drawn from the autoregress-
ive flow models trained on the weighted, unweighted and mean-weighted datasets of Sec-
tion 7.3.2. The unweighting efficiencies and coverages for three values of Q are shown,
where the first one corresponds with setting wQ = wmax.
Q = 1 Q = 0.99999 Q = 0.999
η cov η cov η cov
Weighted 0.00097 1 0.042 0.99954 0.27 0.9976
Unweighted 0.00040 1 0.010 0.9988 0.074 0.9911
Mean-weighted 0.0044 1 0.046 0.99977 0.26 0.9980
of weights (as sseen in Figure 7.4), which caused large variance in the gradients
during training, which can lead to instability [377]. The model trained on the un-
weighted data failed to capture the Breit-Wigner peak and thus performed much
worse. Toomany events were indeed lost during rejection sampling, and Figure 7.5
shows that the model would no longer improve upon further training.
7.3.3 Training on negatively weighted data
To illustrate the capability of the autoregressive flow to be trained on events with
negative weights, we considered the process
pp → tt̄ (7.11)
at next-to-leading order using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, which interfaces with vari-
ous external codes [378–383]. Events were generated at
√
s = 13 TeV with the
NNPDF2.3 PDF sets [384], decayed to b quarks and leptons by Madspin [385] and
werematched to the Pythia8 parton shower through theMC@NLOprescription [386],
which is a necessity to obtain physically sensible events. The parton-level events
were clustered with the kt algorithmwithR = 0.4 using FastJet [387]. The top quark
momenta were then reconstructed as described in Appendix B. We note that the
flow could also be trained on hadron-level or detector-level events.
By default, MadGraph5_aMC@NLOproduces events of which a fraction of 23.9%
has a negative weight of -1 (the other events have a weight of 1). Consequently,
the dataset consisted of 3.68 × 106 events, which would statistically correspond
with 106 unweighted events. The hyperparameter settings of the autoregressive
flow are shown in Table 7.4.
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 show several distributions comparing theMonte Carlo
truth, the equivalent distribution ignoring the sign of the event weights, and the
flow model prediction. The plots in Figure 7.7 show features directly present in
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Figure 7.6 Distributions of theW boson mass (left) and electron energy (right) of the Monte
Carlo truth (gray) and the flow model trained on the weighted dataset (light blue dashed),
unweighted dataset (blue dotted) and mean-weighted dataset (dark solid) of Section 7.3.2.
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Table 7.4 Table of hyperparameters used for the negative weights experiments of Sec-
tion 7.3.3.
Model Training
Number of RQS knots 16 Batch size 1024
Number of MADE layers 3 Number of epochs 800
Nodes per hidden MADE layer 250 Adam learning rate 10−3
Number of layers in the flow 12 Start of learning rate scheduling 350
Learning rate scheduling period 75
the data, while those in Figure 7.8 require correlations in the data to be calculated.
The distributions without event weights are included here to show that the model
indeed learns to incorporate negatively weighted events correctly during training.
The effects of the negative weights are especially relevant in distributions like the
transverse momentum of the top pair, which are determined by higher-order QCD
corrections. The autoregressive flow matched the true distributions well, again
only mismodelling some regions with low statistics.
7.4 Discussion
The results presented in this chapter show evidence that autoregressive flows
could be a potential alternative for traditional sampling techniques in particle phys-
ics. Although there were differences between the true and modelled distributions,
these were generally at the percent-level, except for regions with low statistics. As
flowmodels are expected to exhibit improved performance when trained onmore
data, the performance in these regions can be improved by training on more data
(as long as adequate hyperparameters are chosen). Furthermore, the ability to
perform inference from weighted data enables the user to cover regions of low
statistics more comprehensively, as long as the density is corrected through the
event weights.
A properly trained flow model can be used to generate new data, as a means
of reweighting data and as a method to assign estimated likelihoods to data for
which no such information is available or difficult to obtain (e.g. measured particle
physics events). It should, however, be said that there is still a long ways to go be-
fore autoregressive flows, and generative models more generally, may function as
a stand-in for a full-fledged event generator. While this would be highly beneficial
in aspects like computational efficiency, better control over the systematic errors
learned by the model is required. In this context, flowmodels may have an advant-
age over other options due to their directly tractable likelihood.
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Figure 7.7 Distributions of the top mass (top pane) and the transverse momentum of the
top pair (bottom pane). Both these features were directly part of the training data of the
normalising flow. The histograms show theMonte Carlo truth (gray dotted), theMonte Carlo
truth ignoring the sign of the event weights (blue dashed) and the flow model prediction
(dark solid). The fact that the flow distribution matches the true distribution better than the
distribution which ignored the sign of the weights shows that the flow has correctly learned

















































Figure 7.8Distributions of the invariantmass of the top pair (bottom left) and the transverse
momentum of the top (bottom right). These features were not directly part of the training
data and could only be obtained through correlations of the provided features. The histo-
grams show the Monte Carlo truth (gray dotted), the Monte Carlo truth ignoring the sign of
the event weights (blue dashed) and the flowmodel prediction (dark solid). The fact that the
flow distribution matches the true distribution better than the distribution which ignored
the sign of the weights shows that the flow has correctly learned from the negative weights.
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While the model presented here may be applied to any well-defined phase
space with a fixed number of momenta, further improvements are required for
the simulation of realistic final states that could even be inferred from data dir-
ectly. For example, the number of final state objects is typically not fixed, which
is not straightforwardly dealt with in the normalising flow paradigm. Furthermore,
discrete features appear both in realistic events in the form of object labels, as
well as at the matrix element level in the form of helicity and colour configurations,
which are not straightforwardly accurately modelled by a continuous flow.
Finally, multiple types of generative model architectures exist, of which norm-
alising flows are one of the youngest and they are still rapidly developing. While all
of these models have been shown to be able to produce particle physics events
efficiently and accurately, a thorough and systematic assessment of their accuracy






CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the introduction I argued that particle physics is currently in an equally un-
comfortable as exciting position. A position caused by the presence of unclarities
in the best theoretical models we have, but at the same time an absence of hints
on how to solve these problems. The experimental branch of our field can only
cast an as wide a net as possible, in the hopes of finding leads on possible solu-
tions. This is however made difficult by the curse of dimensionality: the wider the
net cast (i.e. the more parameters you investigate), the costlier and complexer the
analysis will become. High-dimensional parameter spaces are just difficult to work
in.
Of course, particle physics has dealt with analyses before, just as it has dealt
with high-dimensional parameter spaces before. In the present situation, however,
we search for unknown signals in high-dimensional models, requiring new tools to
tackle our scientific problems efficiently. This thesis explored methods that can
alleviate this problem. Each of the four research chapters looked at a different
technique, each having its own type of application in the high-dimensional world
of modern particle physics.
When it comes to optimising a high-dimensional function, choosing the optim-
isation procedure carefully canmake a big difference. Chapter 4 therefore presen-
ted a systematic comparison of possible optimisation algorithms. This comparison
was performed on a set of diverse toy functions (of varying dimensionality) and a
particle astrophysics likelihood function. The diverse range of these investigated
problem cases, allowed us to draw some interesting conclusions.
For example: the algorithm that performed over-all best in the experiments was
the Artificial Bee Colony, an algorithm that has not seen application in particle phys-
ics before. Although the Diver algorithm performed vastly better on the particle
astrophysics likelihood, a possible bias in the result made it difficult to compare its
results fairly with the other algorithms. It did however show that we can never be
sure whether the global optimum has been found by any optimisation algorithm,
and that we should therefore be careful in interpreting their results.
That is not to say that large dimensionalities are the only problem in particle
physics. We are more often than not interested in functions defined on these
spaces that are extraordinary costly to evaluate. An example of that is the like-
lihood function in the space of model parameters for models for new physics.
In experimental analyses it is therefore not uncommon to attempt to limit the
amount of computation needed to come to a conclusion in a timely manner. This
is typically not done by reducing the computational cost of the function evalutions,
but by reducing the dimensionality of the investigated model by looking at a low-
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dimensional submodels. However, This makes it impossible to generalise the ana-
lysis’ result in the context of the larger model.
Although expensive, Chapter 5 shows that it is worthwhile to perform an ana-
lysis in the full dimensionality of a model. That chapter shows that with the results
from such an analysis a machine learning model can be trained that is able to
quickly provide a fast approximation of the complex and costly simulation. Here
it has been applied to a 19-dimensional supersymmetric model, but the method
can almost trivially be generalised by using different training data. In the same way
the exploredmachine learningmodel (a Random Forest) can be exchanged for any
other. Regardless of the training data and chosen model, the learned information
can e.g. be used to reinterpret of analysis results, or to design future analyses.
Another application of those quick estimations is to more intelligently use the
costly simulations in the first place. A technique with which this can be done is
called active learning and it was explored in Chapter 6. In active learning you
sample the parameter space iteratively and use the information obtained from
earlier samples to create an approximation (i.e. a machine learning model) of the
function you are interested in (like was done in Chapter 5). As it is computationally
cheap to evaluate this model, it can be used to aid the decision where and when
to apply the costly simulations, such that they are only performed in those regions
of parameter space that are likely to yield new interesting information.
That this works is shown in Chapter 6, obtaining an speed increase up to ap-
proximately a factor of 7 compared to naive random sampling (which, together with
grid sampling, is currently the most used sampling method in model explorations
in particle physics). Of course this speed up is model-dependent, so your mileage
may vary if you do not use the same 19-dimensional model and the same exclu-
sion function as explored in that chapter, but the fact that speed-ups by almost an
order of magnitude can be obtained is at the very least promising.
Another speed-up of analyses can possibly be obtained by replacing (parts of)
costly analyses with faster ones. One such a costly part is the simulation of particle
physics events. The events themselves are not costly per se, but what is costly is to
have them follow the correct distribution (i.e. sampling the phase space correctly).
As constructing a complicated sampleable probability distribution is hard, tech-
niques like VEGAS are commonly applied, but for high-dimensional, multimodal
distributions these techniques run into limitations.
Chapter 7 shows that it is possible to create a machine learning model that
encodes a sampleable probability distribution. The technique to do this, called
normalising flows, is shown to be able to outperform VEGAS on the modelling of
the 14-dimensional distribution of a matrix element. The chapter shows that this
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continues to work when trained on weighted data, even if part of this data is ac-
companied by negative weights. We were able to sample unweighted events from
these trained flow models at a rate of approximately 40.000 samples per second.
Given that the amount of experimental data will only increase (especially with
the upcoming High Luminosity LHC), and that theoreticians will most likely only
come up with more models to explore, it is reasonable to assume that the prob-
lems we currently have with large dimensionalities will only get worse.
This thesis shows that, until then, modern techniques could alleviate these
problems. Whether the goal is to perform a high-dimensional optimisation, to en-
code a high-dimensional function, to explore a high-dimensional parameter space,
or to sample froma complicated high-dimensional distribution: modern techniques
might seriously help us speed up computations and analyse bigger parameter
spaces.
do not let me bemisunderstood: I am not under the impression that this thesis
is the final end-all-be-all work on high-dimensional parameter spaces andmachine
learning in particle physics, and neither should you as reader. Developments in
this field are fast. The normalising flows that formed the basis for Chapter 7, were
introduced in 2015, for example, and Diver, one of the optimisation algorithms
explored in Chapter 4, was developed in 2017. Machine learning as a field is quickly
developing, and it shows many promising results, especially for particle physics.
It is difficult to imagine a more perfect match than those two: machine learning
works well in high-dimensional parameter spaces for which a lot of data is available.
Particle physics has exactly those things.
For now, particle physics might be searching for the unknown, resulting in a
whole range of challenges we have never faced to this extent before. The right
tools can help us in this search, at the very least by alleviating our problems, but






APPENDIX A. EXCLUSION PREDICTIONS IN SEVERAL PMSSM PROJECTIONS
Figure A.1 to Figure A.4 show a series of projections of data living in the pMSSM.
They are in addition to the projections shown in Chapter 5 and show histograms
of the training data used in that chapter. The following projections are included:
- Figure A.1: t̃1 mass – χ̃
+
1 mass;
- Figure A.2: M2 –M3;
- Figure A.3: M2 – µ;
- Figure A.4: Q̃1 mass – ũ1 mass;
The colour coding indicates the number of model configurations, the average AT-
LAS exclusion in each bin, the average predicted exclusion in each bin and the dif-
ference between the average exclusion and the average ATLAS exclusion for each
bin. The predicted exclusion was provided by the Random Forest model trained
and examined in Chapter 5.
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Figure A.1 Exploration of the t̃1 mass – χ̃
+
1 mass projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM.
The plots in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average
classification labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted
classification (out-of-bag) by the Random Forestmodel per bin (column 3) and the difference
between the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row 1),
data for which the predictions have aminimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for which
the prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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Figure A.2 Exploration of theM2 –M3 projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM. The plots
in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average classification
labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted classification
(out-of-bag) by the Random Forest model per bin (column 3) and the difference between
the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row 1), data for
which the predictions have a minimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for which the
prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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Figure A.3 Exploration of the M2 – µ projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM. The plots
in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average classification
labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted classification
(out-of-bag) by the Random Forest model per bin (column 3) and the difference between
the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row 1), data for
which the predictions have a minimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for which the
prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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Figure A.4 Exploration of the m_Q̃1 – m_ũ1 projection of the 19-dimensional pMSSM. The
plots in this figure show the number of data points per bin (column 1), the average clas-
sification labeling as provided by ATLAS [254] per bin (column 2), the average predicted
classification (out-of-bag) by the Random Forest model per bin (column 3) and the differ-
ence between the plots in second and third column (column 4). The rows show all data (row
1), data for which the predictions have a minimum confidence of 0.95 (row 2) and data for
which the prediction have a minimum confidence of 0.99 (row 3).
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APPENDIX B. DATA PREPROCESSING FOR CHAPTER 7
This appendix presents the phase space parameterizations used as preprocessing
of the training data for the flow models in Chapter 7.
Leading Order e+e− → tt̄
The investigated process is
e+e− → tt̄ → (bud̄) (b̄e−ν̄e). (B.1)
















where P is the center-of-mass four-momentum of which the square is equal to
the center-of-mass energy s. Due to the appearance of multiple Breit-Wigner-like
peaks in the process, it is sensible to decompose the phase space into two-body
elements connected by integrals over the invariant masses that appear in the amp-
litude propagators. In particular, we may write [388]








× dΦ2(pW+ , pb|pt) dΦ2(pW− , pb̄|pt̄)
× dΦ2(pu, pd|pW+) dΦ2(pe, pν |pW−), (B.3)
where
pt̄ = pb̄ + pW− pt = pb + pW+
p
W
− = pe + pν̄ pW+ = pu + pd̄ (B.4)
are the momenta of the intermediate resonances. The two-body phase space ele-














where λ is the Källén function and dΩ ≡ d cos(θ) dφ is the solid angle integration
element defined in the rest frame of q. Equation (B.3) is then easily converted to
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Transforming back and forth between the phase space and the unit box paramet-
erization thus involves a number of Lorentz boosts between the rest frames of the
intermediate resonances.
Next-to-Leading Order pp → tt̄with Parton Shower
The top quark decays are fixed to
t → bW+ → b µ+ νµ
t̄ → b̄W− → b̄ e− ν̄e. (B.7)
After parton showering and jet clustering, themomenta of the resonances are con-
structed as
pt = pjb + pµ + pνµ
pt̄ = pjb̄ + pe + pν̄e , (B.8)
where pjb and pjb̄ are the momenta of the b-tagged jets. The top quark momenta














where m is the resonance mass, pT is the transverse momentum with respect to
the beam direction and θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles.
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APPENDIX C. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The research for Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 has been performed on a single ma-
chine. The results presented in these chapters partially regard speed comparisons
(for the active learning chapter) and sample speeds (for the chapter on normalising
flows). As these speeds are significantly dependent on the hardware of the used
machine, its hardware specifications can be found below.
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7800X CPU @ 3.50GHz
CPU cooler Noctua NH-D15
Graphics card 2x Asus11GB D5X GTX 1080 Ti STRIX GAMING
RAM 2x D4 16GB 2400-16 BX Sport LT K2 CRU
Motherboard GiBy X299 AORUS Gaming 3 X299
Power supply be quiet! Dark P. Pro P11 850W ATX24
Storage SSD 1TB 2.1/3.5G 960 PRO PCIe M.2 SAM NVMe
Seagate Barracuda 4TB 5980RPM 3.5”





APPENDIX D. RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT
This thesis research has been carried out under the institute research data man-
agement policy of the Institute for Mathematics, Astrophysics and Particle Physics,
as documented in https://www.ru.nl/publish/pages/868512/imapp_rdm_policy.pdf.
Chapter 4: Finding optima in high-dimensional spaces The code for the
framework in which all experiments were run, as well as interface codes to all ex-
plored optimisation algorithms, can be found at https://github.com/darkmachines/
high-dimensional-sampling.
Chapter 5: Generalising high-dimensional exclusion limits The trained
Random Forest classifier can be found at https://zenodo.org/record/4456099, to-
gether with an interface code and documentation.
Chapter 6: Constraininghigh-dimensionalmodels The active learning code
and the code to compare active learning to random sampling (as used in this
chapter), can be found at https://github.com/bstienen/active-learning.
Chapter 7: Modelling high-dimensional probability distributions The
code used to create the training data for the flow models, as well as the code to
create and test the flow models themselves, can be found at https://github.com/
rbvh/PhaseSpaceAutoregressiveFlow.
Figures and diagrams The source code for the various figures and diagrams
in this thesis (i.e. those depicting workflows and the workings of machine learning
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Each scientific field searches for knowledge andunderstanding. Sociology searches
for a description of human behaviour. Educational Science searches for a descrip-
tion of how people learn. Biology searches for a description of living organisms.
Particle physics searches in the same vein for a description of particles: the smal-
lest building blocks of everything around us. This type of description is called a
theory or a model. Whichever branch of science you look at, the aim is always to
get the models in that scientific branch as good as possible, for a good model can
be used to make predictions about the future. How do people behave in a specific,
new situation? Which learning methods are most effective? How can we maintain
the scarce patches of nature we have left? With the right models you can attempt
to answer these questions.
For particle physics the best model we have built so far is called the Standard
Model. It describes which particles exist and how they interact with each another.
These are particles such as electrons, which can be found in multitude in atoms,
and photons, which form light.
I described the Standard Model as “the best model we have built so far”, but
this could be considered an understatement. No matter how many predictions on
particle behaviour we make with it, we cannot find a mistake in it. This might make
it sound as identify the model is perfect, like particle physics is finished, but it is
unfortunately not that easy.
The aim of particle physics is to describe all fundamental building blocks of the
universe. With a perfect particle physics model you might therefore expect to be
able to describe essentially everything. After all: you could also describe the most
complicated of LEGO buildings by just its individual bricks. For the Standard Model
this does not seem to work, however. For example, it cannot explain why the uni-
verse is as predominantly made up out of matter as we observe (i.e. where is all the
antimatter?). It also does not explain why the particles we know have the masses
that they have, nor does is give an explanation for dark matter, a substance that
seems to form more than 80% of the mass in the universe.
Because of reasons like these it is generally assumed that the Standard Model
is not a perfect description of nature. Even though we currently cannot find any
mistakes in it, we expect that we will eventually. With the aim of particle physics in
mind – describing the fundamental pieces of the universe – a lot of research is still
undergoing on particles and their interactions.
Two types of research can be distinguished in this effort. The first type is the ex-
perimental approach, in which experiments are used to investigate how particles
actually work in nature. The results of these experiments can be used to test the
predictions of theoretical models. The other type of research, the theoretical ap-
proach, attempts to create these predictions andmodels. The possible extensions
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to the Standard Model and possible alternative models are numerous and vary
between “let’s just introduce a single new particle” and “nah, let’s introduce a whole
new mechanism that implies the existence of at least twice as many new particles
as we currently know”.
Testing the Standard Model and its theoretical alternatives requires the tight
collaboration between experimentalists and theoreticians. Experiments givemeas-
urements, which can be interpreted in theoretical frameworks. Based on these
interpretations, conclusions can be drawn on the used theories.
Into the unknown
This all might sound quite straightforward, but testing models is, unfortunately,
complex. In particle physics both experiments and theories are complicated, but
an even bigger problem is that we do not know what kind of mistakes we are look-
ing for. Maybe the Standard Model is wrong its prediction on the number of pro-
duced electrons in a specific process. Maybe there exists a particle that has simply
escaped detection so far. Maybe the interactions between the known particles are
not exactly as we expect. We just do not know and as a result we are essentially
searching for the unknown.
If you do not know what you are looking for, where do you start looking in the
first place? This is especially challenging in alternativemodels, as these are typically
not ‘complete’, i.e. they need additional input to make predictions, like the masses
of particles or the strengths of particle interactions. We call these numbers needed
as additional input free parameters and every set of values for these free parameters
yields different predictions by the model. The difficulty with these free parameters
lies in their quantity. Yes, there are models with just a few free parameters, but
there are also models with 20, even models with 100 of them. For these it is just
computationally impossible to systematically investigate every possible prediction
by such a model for every possible set of free parameters. Let me give an example
to illustrate this:
In a certain lottery you can win the top prize if you perfectly guess a
series of numbers. Depending on your tendency to participate in lot-
teries, you might be inclined to give it a go if you would need to guess
5 numbers, but it is unlikely you’ll just buy a ticket for every possible set
of 5 numbers. The probability that you guess correctly is not large, but
it might be large enough to give it a shot.
However, imagine that you do not need to guess 5 numbers correctly,
but rather 6. Or 7. Or 10. Or 20. You might intuitively already feel that
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the more numbers you would need to guess correctly, the smaller the
probability for you to guess the whole series of numbers correctly gets,
simply due to the increased number of possible series.
This increase of possible combinations of numbers is called the curse of dimen-
sionality. This dimensionality refers to the number of free parameters: the more
free parameters there are (i.e. the more numbers you have to “guess” in order to
get a model to work), the longer it takes to investigate all possible configurations
of the model and to compare them with the results from experiments. It turns out
that, in practice, it is already costly to investigate a model with just a few free para-
meters, let alone a model with 20! And this does not even consider the possibility
that the model you are investigating could in fact not be the right one. It could just
as well be the case that your model cannot describe particle behaviour in the first
place…
Optimisation when there are many possibilities
The tools currently used in particle physics are not developed to deal with these
problems arising from large dimensionalities. A good example of this is optimisa-
tion, for which the lottery problem I just gave is an example. You would (probably)
love to guess the optimal set of numbers (i.e. the one that wins you the top prize),
but you would (probably) also love not to have to buy too many tickets. A good
step-by-step guide (or algorithm) for optimisation would yield you the optimal set
of numbers in the smallest number of guesses as possible.
This analogy is not a perfect representation for optimisation in particle physics
(“good” configurations are typically surrounded by “decent” ones, which is not the
case for lotteries), but what is correct is that finding the correct combination of
numbers becomes increasingly harder as the series you have to guess becomes
longer; there are simply more possible combinations that could be the right one.
Optimisation is used in several situations in particle physics, but the most strik-
ing (and the one explored in Chapter 4) is the following one: “given a possible
alternative model for particle physics, which values for its free parameters would
yield predictions that best describe themeasurements performedby experiments?”.
Having an answer to this question does not mean that that specific combination is
also the one that nature uses (remember: the exploredmodel could still be wrong),
but the answer does provide insight in the current status of the model: does it still




Finding the “best configuration” is difficult, because even for a specific configur-
ation it can take a long time to find the likelihood that it explains themeasurements.
So, just like with the lottery, you would like to limit the number of bets you make as
much as possible. A well-chosen optimisation algorithm could help with this; but
what is the best algorithm? Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvant-
ages and can work poorly in one situation, while it performs very well in another. As
stupid as it may be, finding the right optimisation algorithm for a specific situation
is also an optimisation problem in itself. An optimisation problem that is typically
not worth the time to solve, and for which we would prefer some rules of thumb.
Rules along the lines of: “in situations like ... you preferably use the ... algorithm”.
In Chapter 4 we investigated exactly this. We programmed several functions for
which optimisation algorithms had to find the best value. Each of these functions
had different characteristics and an adjustable dimensionality, which allowed us
to test the different algorithms on how well they are able to find the optimum (or
optima). An example of such a function can be seen in Figure S.1.
As could have been expected, it was not possible to identify one algorithm (from
the set of 11 studied algorithms) that always performed best. Not only because dif-
ferent algorithms perform well in different cases, but also because all algorithms
(except for one) have free parameters themselves that influence their behaviour1.
The relative performance of all algorithms was dependent on their configuration,
but there were algorithms that seemed to perform overall better than others. Es-
pecially noteworthy was that despite the relatively strong performance of these
algorithms, they have rarely been used in particle physics.
What if we let a computer do the work for us?
After this section on optimisation, you might wonder if the only thing we can do to
address the dimensionality problems is to compare algorithms. Fortunately, this
is not the case. There is a whole class of algorithms that is specifically designed to
deal with (1) high-dimensional problems and (2) large amounts of data. Both are
present in particle physics, so research into the use of these algorithms is currently
quite en vogue.
These algorithms are so-calledmachine learning algorithms. They can recognise
patterns in data and then use those patterns to make predictions for new data.
As a result, the representations of the learned information that these algorithms
1Also finding the best values for these parameters is an optimisation problem, but we tried to over-




Figure S.1 One of the functions we used to test optimisation algorithms on. The curved
surface shows the behaviour of this 2-dimensional function, the contours of which can be
seen in the plane at the bottom of the figure. The task for the optimisation algorithms was
to find the minimum of this function, which (in this case) was approximately at (420, 420)
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make, resemble something akin to scientific models, as both can be used to make
predictions. We therefore also call these representationsmachine learning models.
There are many situations in which machine learning models can be used. A
few examples:
- By giving a machine learning algorithm enough photos of “cats” and “non-
cats”, it can learn the recognise if there is a cat in a picture, even if it has
never seen that specific picture before. An example of a result of this can be
found at the website https://isthisacat.com/.
- It is possible to create a machine learning model that can create new data
that resembles the examples it was shown earlier. For example: if such an al-
gorithm has seen many portrait photos, it can create new “photos” of people
that do not actually exist, as shownon thewebsite https://thispersondoesnotexist.
com/.
- With specific algorithms you can create a machine learning model that can
recognise the style (i.e. colours and shapes) in an image and apply this style
to another image. Using such a model it is, for example, possible to apply the
style from one painting to another one. See https://deepdreamgenerator.com/
for an example.
Although these examples are diverse, the core idea is the same for all of them:
machine learning algorithms can construct machine learning models based on
sample data that can make predictions for new data. Because of this versatil-
ity, these algorithms are pretty much everywhere these days. They predict which
movies you probably want to watch on Netflix. They guess which products you
might find interesting in web stores. They help doctors detect tumours in pictures
of tissues.
It is therefore not surprising that a lot of research is being done into these
algorithms and how they can be used in different contexts. Chapters 5 to 7 in this
thesis are an example of this. They investigate how machine learning algorithms
can be used in new ways within particle physics to make dimensionality problems
less problematic.
Learning, using, and communicating patterns
Consider, for example, the problem where we introduced optimisation in particle
physics: “given an alternative model for particle physics, what are the values for
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the free parameters of this model that best explain the measurements of an ex-
periment”. To answer this question, you have to quantify for each configuration
how well that configuration predicts the measurements. The better that value, the
better that configuration is.
In principle, every configuration has such a value, but as mentioned in the sec-
tion on optimisation: determining this value takes a long time. For that reason,
most analyses do not look at high-dimensional models, but only parts of those
models. Effectively these analyses say: “the model may have nineteen free para-
meters, we only look at two of them”. This reduces the number of calculations
required and allows the researchers to display their results in a 2-dimensional
graph2. Based on the calculated likelihood, a boundary can then be drawn such
that all configurations below the boundary cannot explain the measurements and
are therefore excluded. All configurations above this boundary can still explain the
measurements and are therefore still permitted. An example of such a graph can
be seen in Figure S.2.
This approach sounds reasonable but comes with an important caveat. By ex-
ploring only a part of amodel, the conclusion of the analysis says nothing about the
entire model. This is visualised in Figure S.3: by just looking at one specific value of
free parameter θ1, we know basically nothing about the exclusion of configurations
with a different value of θ1. Not only that, but analyses are typically also optimised
to have the best possible sensitivity precisely in the slice being examined. This
process typically comes at the expense of sensitivity outside of that slice.
So the question is: what is the alternative? How can we on the one hand ex-
plore high-dimensional models as well as possible, but on the other hand keep the
number of necessary calculations within bounds? And when we have this, how can
we communicate the results as well as possible?
Answers to these questions are given in Chapter 5 andChapter 6. Those chapters
view the problem as a classification problem. If a binary value is attached to each
configuration, namely “excluded” or “not excluded”, it should be possible to use
machine learning to learn about the pattern formed of these values (such as the
boundary in Figure S.2) and to use that knowledge to predict the exclusion of new
model configurations.
Chapter 5 explores this idea by creating a machine learning model based on
300,000 configurations in a 19-dimensional alternative model for particle physics.
The exclusion informationwas known for each of these configurations. The pattern
that this exclusion information forms comes down to a complex boundary as in
Figure S.2, but in nineteen dimensions. A machine learning model built on this
2This 2-dimensional visualisation is not possible for higher-dimensional models, because how
would you visualise (let alone print) something with more than 3 or 4 dimensions?
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Figure S.2 A typical graph as produced by particle physics experiments when there are no
signals that new particles have been discovered. All model configurations below the red
line in this figure are excluded, all configurations outside it are not (yet). The yellow band
here indicates the expected location of the red line prior to performing the experiment. The





Figure S.3 If experiments do not find errors in the standard model, the typical graphs they
produce (such as the one in Figure S.2) provide only a limited picture of the models they
investigate. They almost always only look at only a few of the free parameters of the model.
In this figure these are θ2 and θ3. The value of θ1 is not varied in the analysis, but fixed.
The results therefore say nothing about other values of θ1. For models with more than 3




Figure S.4 Machine learning makes it possible to learn patterns in data and make predic-
tions. The graph on the left shows a 2-dimensional projection of a 19-dimensional exclusion
pattern (fully visualising nineteen dimensions is unfortunately impossible on paper). With
this full 19-dimensional pattern, a machine learning model was created that produced the
prediction of this pattern, which can be seen on the right. Although the prediction does not
completely match the actual pattern, the main features have been learned correctly, and
are found to be correct in 93.2% of the cases.
information can learn where the boundary lies, and based on that predict for any
possible configuration whether it is excluded or not.
Themodel we created in that chapter is quite good atmaking these predictions,
having an overall accuracy of 93.2%. It is not perfect, but that was not to be expec-
ted: 300,000 data points is simply not that many data points if you have to spread
them across nineteen dimensions. Nevertheless, this accuracy is encouraging, es-
pecially when you consider that such a machine learning model can be evaluated
very fast. Where the ’real’ exclusion calculation for a model configuration can eas-
ily take an hour, our machine learning model can predict the outcome (with 93,2%
accuracy) in a fraction of a second. An example of what 93,2% accuracy means in
practice can be seen in Figure S.4, where the actual pattern and prediction by the
machine learning model are given in a 2-dimensional version of the full model 3.
Even though the prediction is not perfect, the fact that this information obtained
quickly can nevertheless be put to good use. For example, you could look at the
certainty with which that prediction wasmade. If that certainty is low, then it is likely
that the chosen configuration is close to the complex exclusion boundary. How-
ever, if the certainty is high, it is likely that the associated configuration is located
3Unfortunately it is impossible to display all nineteen dimensions at the same time, so a projection
onto 2 dimensions is shown here. The created machine learning model does however encode the
pattern in its full dimensionality.
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far away from the boundary. Compare it with the question “are there gingerbread
cookies in the supermarket”: around November and February you know the an-
swer for sure, but you cannot say the same about August.
Not all machine learning models provide their certainty on their predictions,
but if you use a model that does, we can use that information to determine where
we want to apply the expensive ’real’ calculation. After all, it is a shame to perform
a lengthy calculation on a configuration for which we already know the outcome,
namely far from the exclusion boundary. We prefer to spend our precious time
on configurations close to that exclusion limit. This idea is known in the machine
learning world as active learning and is the subject of research in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 6 chapter we looked at how much faster active learning is in getting
a high resolution on the exclusion boundary than the usual approach of calculating
configurations in a grid-like pattern (or just at random locations). The result turns
out to depend on both the dimensionality of the problem and on how long the
actual calculation takes. If the calculation is very fast, the time to build a machine
learning model is comparatively long, which could create too much of an overhead
in the whole data generation procedure. However, if the actual calculation takes a
long time (or you simply need a lot of points, like in the case for high-dimensional
problems), the time it takes to build a machine learning model becomes less of
a bottleneck. In our experiments4, active learning turned out to be up to seven
times as efficient in gaining resolution on the exclusion boundary as evaluating
model configurations at random. This result can be seen in Figure S.5.
Is a factor of 7 high enough to deal with high-dimensional spaces and to focus
on them from now on, instead of just parts of them (as shown in Figure S.3)? No,
but in combination with machine learning models like the one in Chapter 5, the
results can still be useful. The exploration of high-dimensional spaces remains a
difficult problem and active learning seems to be a promising method to tackle this
problem more efficiently than the standard approach. In addition, machine learn-
ing models, such as those in Chapter 5, can be used to communicate the results of
the costly evaluations (and their patterns) with peers and interested parties, even
if the models explored are not 2-dimensional.
Generating new data
All this, of course, still does not eliminate another fundamental problem of the
standard approach, namely that the actual calculations we have to perform in an
analysis take a long time. If we could speed up those calculations, we would also
4That is: for our particle physics model and for our exclusion function.
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Figure S.5 Result of the research into the use of active learning in particle physics. The
relative time gain in creating new data when using active learning compared to calculating
arbitrary model configurations in our experiments went up to a factor of 7. This time gain
increases asmore data has to be generated (such as in the case of high-dimensionalmodels)
or when creating data takes a longer.
relieve a great deal of the problems we have with high-dimensional spaces.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to speed up those calculations. It is not just one
calculation, but a whole series of approximations and simulations that must all be
performed in a sequence. This includes the simulation of the particle processes
themselves, but also the simulation of the data that an experiment would provide
for such processes and the statistical analysis that is ultimately necessary to be
able to draw a conclusion from the simulated measurements. Because of this se-
quential approach, the whole series of necessary simulations and approximations
is also called an analysis chain, of which a simplified version5 Is given in Figure 2.3.
Of course, that does not mean that we should not even try to speed up this
analysis chain at all. In Chapter 7 we look at whether it is possible to speed up one
piece of this chain: the simulation of particle processes.
Not that that’s easy. To understand why, consider the following scenario:
Imagine you want to create a program that simulates dice rolls. You
make that program and most of the time you look at its output it turns
out to give “ 6 ” as answer (see Figure S.6). You will probably say that
the program is wrong; a normal die has no preference for one of the
numbers. Of course, it is possible that 90% of my throws are a 6, just by
coincidence, it is just not very likely.
5A simplified version, not a simple version.
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Figure S.6 Example of the results of dice rolls. The histogram on the left shows the results
of a fair die, in which the numbers 1 to 6 all have an equal chance of being rolled. The same
cannot be said about the histogram on the right, which shows the results of an unfair die.
Both dice can roll any number (1 to 6), but only the distributions of their results show that
the die of the histogram on the right is not fair.
Based on a single data point from my simulation (one of the 6’s), you
cannot conclude whether the simulation is correct or not. However,
by looking at the distribution of the data points, instead of individual
data points, you can conclude that. A simulation must therefore not
only provide correct results, but these results must also be correctly
distributed.
The same also applies to simulations in particle physics, although the problems
are typically a bit more difficult than dice rolls. Instead of a simple flat distribu-
tion, as in the left histogram of Figure S.6, the distributions are often erratic and
have several sharp peaks. An example of such a more difficult situation is seen in
Chapter 7. There we look at the simulation of particle processes. The output of
these simulations says which particles were created in the simulated process, in
which directions they moved and at what speed. In contrast to the dice example
we just looked at, in which the output of the simulation was just a single number,
the particle physics simulation gives multiple values as output, the distributions of
which are correlated through complicated equations.
Again, there are standard techniques to simulate processes like these, but they
become less effective as the dimensionality increases. In addition, they are typic-
ally unable to (properly) recognise correlations between dimensions. It therefore

































Figure S.7 The distribution for the electron energy in a specific particle process. The created
flow model (purple line) reproduces the actual distribution (red line) much better than the
traditionally used method (green line). The top graph shows the distributions themselves,
the bottom graph shows the relative difference between the distributions and the actual
distribution. The reason that the flow model does so much better here than the traditional
method is that (during the creation of this specific flow model) the electron energy was not
directly accessible; it depends strongly on the correlations between the different dimensions
of the parameter space. The traditional method (VEGAS) simply cannot recognize these
correlations.
Because learning distributions is a fundamentally different problem than pre-
dicting values for new data points, a different kind of algorithm is needed here than
we have seen so far. These algorithms are called generative algorithms, of which
there are different kinds6. Chapter 7 looks at one such a generative algorithm, the
so-called normalizing flows.
Like other machine learning algorithms, normalizing flows have to be instruc-
ted with data on what pattern they should learn7. Chapter 7 shows, however, that
oncewe have such a normalizing flowmodel, it ismuch better than traditional tech-
niques to generate data according to the actual distribution, even if that distribu-
tion is high-dimensional and contains complex correlations between the different
dimensions. An example of the modelled distribution is shown in Figure S.7.
6One of these algorithms is, for example, the GAN, which created the face photos we saw earlier.
7Note that the data pattern is not formed in a function value (such as “excluded” and “not excluded”)
in this case, but is rather formed by the density of the data points.
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A specifically important and new result in that chapter is that it is possible to
make working and efficient flow models based on weighted datasets. In weighted
datasets, each data point comes with a number that says how many data points
the corresponding data point actually represents. In fact, in some cases these
weights can even be negative. Thismight feel unnecessarily complicated, but creat-
ing weighted datasets is usually easier than making normal (i.e. unweighted) data-
sets. The fact that flow models also work well when created with such weighted
datasets is extremely useful, especially since the data points it generates itself are
unweighted. Not that the modelling is perfect - no machine learning model is ever
perfect - but it does outperform the techniques which we usually use now.
In summary, this thesis looked at a broad set of methods and techniques to ad-
dress the dimensionality problems we have in particle physics. Given the amount
of data that experiments produce and the models that theoreticians construct,
those dimensionality problems are unlikely to come to an end soon. The best we
can do is investigate how to deal with large dimensionalities. The results in this
thesis do not solve these problems, but they do show that we can adapt to the
situation. In particle physics we may be looking for the unknown, but with the right






Elke vorm van wetenschap zoekt naar kennis en begrip. Sociologie zoekt naar een
beschrijving van menselijk gedrag. Onderwijskunde zoekt naar een beschrijving
van hoe mensen leren. Biologie zoekt naar een beschrijving van levende orga-
nismen. Op dezelfde manier zoekt de deeltjesfysica naar een beschrijving van
deeltjes: de allerkleinste bouwsteentjes die alles om ons heen opbouwen. Zo’n
beschrijving noemen we een theorie ofmodel en welke tak van wetenschap je ook
bekijkt: het doel is altijd om demodellen van dat vakgebied zo goedmogelijk te krij-
gen. Een goed model kan namelijk gebruikt worden om voorspellingen te maken
voor de toekomst. Hoe gedragen mensen zich in een specifieke, nieuwe situatie?
Welke leermethoden zijn het effectiefst? Hoe kunnen we onze natuur zo goedmo-
gelijk beheren? Met de juiste modellen kun je antwoord geven op deze vragen.
Voor de deeltjesfysica heet het bestemodel dat we hebbenhet standaardmodel.
Dit model beschrijft welke deeltjes er zijn en hoe ze interactie met elkaar hebben.
Dit zijn bijvoorbeeld deeltjes als elektronen, die in veelvoud in atomen zitten, en
fotonen, die licht vormen.
Ik beschreef het standaardmodel als “het beste model dat we hebben”, maar
dat is eigenlijk een understatement: hoe veel we haar voorspellingen ook contro-
leren met experimenten, we kunnen er geen fouten in vinden. Een perfect model
dus, zou je misschien zeggen, niets meer aan doen. Maar zo makkelijk ligt het
jammer genoeg niet.
Het doel van de deeltjesfysica is om alle fundamentele bouwstenen van het
universum te beschrijven. Je zou dan dus ook verwachten dat je met een perfect
deeltjesfysicamodel alles in het universum zou kunnen verklaren. Immers: je zou
ook een LEGO-bouwwerk compleet kunnen beschrijven aan de hand van de indi-
viduele blokjes. Voor het standaardmodel lijkt dit echter niet zo te zijn. Zo kan
het bijvoorbeeld niet verklaren waarom het universum vooral normale materie be-
vat en maar bizar weinig antimaterie. Het legt niet uit waarom deeltjes de massa’s
hebben die ze hebben. Het geeft ook geen verklaring voor het vermeende bestaan
van donkere materie, een spul dat meer dan 80% van de massa in het universum
lijkt te vormen.
Om al deze redenen wordt aangenomen dat het standaardmodel niet de per-
fecte beschrijving van de natuur kan zijn. Ook al kunnen we er experimenteel voor-
alsnog geen fouten in vinden, we verwachten dat met genoeg experimenten het
model op den duur nat gaat. Met het doel in het achterhoofd – de fundamenten
van het universum beschrijven – wordt er dus nog volop onderzoek gedaan naar
deeltjes en hun interacties.
Er zijn in dit onderzoek twee benaderingen te onderscheiden. De eerste be-
nadering is de experimentele benadering, waarin met experimenten wordt geke-
ken naar hoe deeltjes ‘in het echt’ interacties met elkaar hebben. De resultaten
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daarvan kunnen dan naast voorspellingen van het model worden gelegd om er zo
mogelijk fouten in te ontdekken. De tweede benadering is de theoretische benade-
ring, waarin het standaardmodel wordt gebruikt om voorspellingen te maken van
wat experimenten zouden kunnenmeten en waarin alternatievemodellen worden
gemaakt. Deze alternatieve modellen zijn bijzonder divers en variëren van de in-
troductie van een enkel nieuw deeltje tot het postuleren van een compleet nieuw
mechanisme dat een veelvoud aan nieuwe fundamentele krachten en deeltjes zou
betekenen.
Het toetsen van het standaardmodel (en elk van die nieuwe, alternatievemodel-
len) is een samenwerking tussen zowel experimentatoren en theoretici. Het expe-
riment geeft metingen, waar de theorie vervolgens een interpretatie aan geeft. Op
basis van die interpretatie kunnen dan conclusies over de bekeken theorie worden
getrokken.
Zoeken naar het onbekende
Dit klinkt vrij recht-toe-recht-aan, maar het testen van modellen is, helaas, ingewik-
keld. In de deeltjesfysica zijn zowel experimenten als berekeningen gecompliceerd,
maar een groter probleem is dat we niet weten naar wat voor foute voorspelling
we eigenlijk zoeken. Misschienmaakt het standaardmodel een fout in de voorspel-
ling van het aantal elektronen dat in een specifieke situatie wordt geproduceerd.
Misschien bestaat er een nieuw deeltje dat aan onze detectietechnieken ontsnapt.
Misschien werken de interacties tussen de bekende deeltjes niet precies zoals we
verwachten. Het punt is: we weten het niet en zoeken daarmee eigenlijk naar het
onbekende.
En dat is een probleem, want waar begin je met zoeken? Zeker in de nieuwe
modellen is dit lastig, omdat die modellen typisch niet af zijn. Daarmee bedoel
ik: ze hebben extra invoer nodig om voorspellingen te kunnen maken, zoals de
massa’s van deeltjes of de sterktes van hun interacties. Deze extra getallen die je
als invoermoet geven noemenwe vrije parameters, en elke set vanwaardes voor die
vrije parameters laat het model andere voorspellingen maken. Het is onmogelijk
om systematisch alle mogelijke voorspellingen van een model voor alle mogelijke
vrije parameters te controleren. Ja, er zijn modellen met maar een paar van die
vrije parameters, maar we hebben ook modellen met 20, zelfs modellen met meer
dan 100 parameters. En vooral dit hoge aantal vrije parameters is een probleem.
Laat ik een voorbeeld geven om dit inzichtelijk te maken:
In een zekere loterij kun je de hoofdprijs winnen als je een reeks getallen
perfect raadt. Als de reeks die je correctmoet raden uit 5 cijfers bestaat,
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zou je het radenmisschien nog een poging (of een paar pogingen) willen
wagen, maar je zult waarschijnlijk nooit alle mogelijke reeksen van 5
getallen willen proberen (met bijkomende kosten voor elke poging). De
kans dat je correct raadt is niet groot, maar misschien dat je jouw geluk
toch op de proef wil stellen.
Maar stel nu dat je niet 5 getallen zou moet raden, maar 6. Of 7. Of 10.
Of 20. Naar mate het aantal getallen dat je moet raden toeneemt, voel
je haast dat de kans dat je correct raadt steeds kleiner wordt, omdat
het aantal mogelijke reeksen steeds groter wordt.
Dit patroon, van het steeds groter worden van het aantal mogelijke combinaties
van getallen, noemen we de dimensionaliteitsvloek. De dimensionaliteit is hier het
aantal vrije parameters: hoe meer vrije parameters je hebt (dat is: hoe meer getal-
len je moet “raden” en invullen om een model werkend te krijgen), hoe langer het
duurt om alle voorspellingen van een model helemaal te verkennen en te vergelij-
ken met experimenten. In praktijk blijkt het vaak al lastig om modellen met maar
een paar parameters te verkennen, laat staan een model met 20 parameters. En
dan gaan we er nog vanuit dat het nieuwe model dat je verkent het juiste model
is! Het zou zomaar kunnen dat het model dat je aan het verkennen bent gewoon
compleet fout is.
Optimalisatie als er veel opties zijn
Het komt er op neer dat onze huidige werkmethodes niet zijn ontwikkeld om met
dit soort dimensionaliteitsproblemen om te gaan. Een goed voorbeeld hiervan is
optimalisatie, waarvan het loterijprobleem een voorbeeld is. Je zou graag de opti-
male combinatie van getallen raden (die combinatie die je de hoofdprijs oplevert),
maar je wilt ook niet heel veel loten hoeven kopen. Een goed stappenplan (of
algoritme) voor optimalisatie zou die optimale reeks in zo min mogelijk pogingen
vinden.
Deze analogie werkt niet perfect, in werkelijkheid worden “goede” uitkomsten
namelijk typisch omringd door andere “redelijke” uitkomsten, en dat is voor lote-
rijen niet per se het geval, maar wat er wel klopt is dat het vinden van die juiste
combinatie steeds lastiger wordt naarmate het aantal getallen dat je moet raden
groter wordt. In die gevallen zijn er simpelweg meer combinaties die de juiste zou-
den kunnen zijn.
Optimalisatie in deeltjesfysica komt op meerdere plekken voor, maar de meest
in het oog springende (en degene die in Hoofdstuk 4 wordt onderzocht) is de vol-
gende: “gegeven eenmogelijk nieuwmodel voor deeltjesfysica, wat zijn de waardes
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voor de vrije parameters van dit model waarmee de metingen van een experiment
het beste kunnen worden verklaard?”. Een antwoord op deze vraag betekent niet
dat die configuratie dan ook echt de configuratie is die de natuur aanhoudt (het
zou nog steeds zo kunnen zijn dat het gekozen model helemaal niet de natuur
beschrijft), maar het antwoord geeft wel inzicht in de huidige status van het mo-
del: geeft het nog verklaringen voor de problemen van het standaardmodel, nu we
allerlei metingen hebben gedaan?
Het vinden van die “beste configuratie” is lastig, omdat het vinden van de waar-
schijnlijkheid dat een specifieke configuratie de metingen verklaart lang kan duren.
Je zou dus, net zoals bij de loterij, graag je aantal gokken zoveel mogelijk willen be-
perken. Een goed gekozen optimalisatiealgoritme zou hierbij kunnen helpen; maar
wat is dan het beste algoritme? Elk algoritme heeft zijn eigen voor- en nadelen en
kan in de ene situatie slecht werken, terwijl het in een andere juist heel goed pres-
teert. Hoe stom het ook is: het vinden van het juiste optimalisatiealgoritme voor
een specifieke situatie is op zichzelf ook een optimalisatieprobleem. Een optimali-
satieprobleem dat typisch de tijd van het oplossen niet waard is, en waarvoor we
het liefst een soort vuistregels voor willen. Regels van de vorm: “gebruik in situaties
lijkend op ... het liefst het ... algoritme”.
In Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we precies dit gedaan. We hebben een aantal func-
ties geprogrammeerd waarvan optimalisatiealgoritmes de beste waarde moesten
zoeken. Elk van deze functies had andere karakteristieken en had een instelbare
dimensionaliteit, waardoor we de verschillende algoritmes konden testen op hoe
goed ze in staat zijn om het optimum (of de optima) te vinden. Een voorbeeld van
zo’n functie is te zien in Figuur S.1.
Zoals verwacht was het niet mogelijk om uit de set van elf onderzochte algorit-
mes één algoritme aan te wijzen dat altijd het beste was. Niet alleen omdat ver-
schillende algoritmes in verschillende gevallen goed presteren, maar ook omdat
alle algoritmes (op één na) zelf ook nog vrije parameters hebben die hun werking
beïnvloeden8. Er was geen enkel algoritme dat onafhankelijk van zijn configuratie
altijd als beste uit de bus kwam maar er waren wel algoritmes die het over de al-
gehele lijn beter leken te doen dan andere. Opvallend hierin was vooral dat deze
algoritmes nog weinig (of helemaal niet) worden gebruikt binnen de deeltjesfysica.
8Ook het vinden van de beste waarden voor deze parameters is een optimalisatieprobleem, maar
dit hebben we proberen af te vangen door voor die parameters simpelweg meerdere waardes te pro-
beren en van alle pogingen de resultaten mee te nemen in onze analyseren.
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Figuur S.1 Eén van de functies die we gebruikt hebben omoptimalisatiealgoritmes op te tes-
ten. Het gekromde oppervlak laat het gedrag van deze 2-dimensionale functie zien, waarvan
de contouren te zien zijn in het vlak onderin het figuur. De taak voor de optimalisatiealgo-
ritmes was om van deze functie het minimum te vinden, welke (in dit geval) ongeveer lag op
het coördinaat (420, 420).
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Wat als we de computer het werk laten doen
Na deze sectie over optimalisatie kun je je afvragen of het enige wat we kunnen
doen om de dimensionaliteitsproblemen aan te pakken het vergelijken van algorit-
mes is. Gelukkig is dat niet het geval. Er is namelijk een hele klasse aan algoritmes
die specifiek is gemaakt om te kunnen omgaan met (1) dimensionaliteitsproble-
men en (2) grote hoeveelheden data. Beide zijn aanwezig in de deeltjesfysica, dus
is onderzoek naar het gebruik van deze algoritmes momenteel best wel en vogue.
Deze algoritmes zijn zogenaamde machinelearning algoritmes. Zij zijn in staat
om patronen te herkennen in data en om die patronen vervolgens te kunnen ge-
bruiken om voorspellingen te maken voor nieuwe data. Daardoor lijken de repre-
sentaties die deze algoritmes van de geleerde informatie maken dan ook op een
soort wetenschappelijkemodellen, waarmee je net zozeer voorspellingen kuntma-
ken. We noemen ze daarom ook wel machinelearningmodellen.
Er zijn veel situaties waarin zulke modellen gebruikt kunnen worden. Een paar
voorbeelden:
- Door een machinelearningalgoritme genoeg foto’s te geven van “katten” en
“niet-katten”, kan het een model maken dat kan herkennen of er een kat op
een foto staat die het algoritme (en daarmee het model) niet eerder heeft
gezien. Een voorbeeld van zo’n model is te vinden op de website https://
isthisacat.com/.
- Het is mogelijk een machine learning model te maken dat data kan produ-
ceren dat lijkt op de voorbeelden die het eerder gezien heeft. Door bijvoor-
beeld een model te maken met portretfoto’s te zien heeft gekregen, kan dit
model nieuwe ‘foto’s’ genereren van mensen die helemaal niet bestaan (zie
bijvoorbeeld https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/).
- Met specifieke algoritmes kun je een model maken dat de patronen in de stijl
(kleuren en vormen) van een afbeelding kan herkennen om deze vervolgens
toe te passen op een andere afbeelding. Hiermee is het mogelijk om bijvoor-
beeld de stijl van een schilderij te veranderen in dat van een ander schilderij.
Zie https://deepdreamgenerator.com/ voor een voorbeeld.
Alhoewel deze voorbeelden divers zijn, is de kern constant hetzelfde: machi-
nelearningalgoritmes zijn in staat om op basis van voorbeelddata een machine-
learningmodel te construeren dat voorspellingen kan maken voor nieuwe data.
Deze algoritmes zijn vanwege deze veelzijdigheid tegenwoordig zo’n beetje overal
aanwezig. Ze voorspellen welke films je waarschijnlijk wil kijken op Netflix. Ze raden
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welke producten je verder nog interessant zou vinden in webwinkels. Ze helpen
artsen met het opsporen van tumoren in foto’s van weefsels.
Het is dan ook niet verbazingwekkend dat er volop onderzoek wordt gedaan
naar deze algoritmes en naar hoe ze gebruikt kunnen worden in verschillende con-
texten. De Hoofdstukken 5 tot en met 7 in dit proefschrift zijn exact daar een voor-
beeld van. Daarin wordt onderzocht hoe machinelearningalgoritmes op nieuwe
manieren gebruikt kunnen worden binnen de deeltjesfysica om op die manier di-
mensionaliteitsproblemen minder problematisch te maken.
Patronen leren, gebruiken en communiceren
Laten we bijvoorbeeld kijken naar het probleem waarmee ik optimalisatie in deel-
tjesfysica introduceerde: “gegeven een alternatief model voor deeltjesfysica, wat
zijn de waardes voor de vrije parameters van dit model waarmee de metingen van
een experiment het beste kunnen worden verklaard”. Om antwoord op deze vraag
te kunnen geven moet je aan elke configuratie een getal hangen dat zegt hoe goed
die configuratie de metingen voorspelt. Hoe beter dat getal, hoe beter die confi-
guratie is.
Elke configuratie heeft in principe zo’n waarde (een waarschijnlijkheid), maar
zoals al gezegd in de sectie over optimalisatie: het bepalen van deze waarde duurt
lang. Omdie redenwordt in demeeste analyses niet gekeken naar hoog-dimensionale
modellen, maar slechts naar delen van die modellen. Effectief wordt er gezegd:
“het model kan dan wel negentien vrije parameters hebben, wij kijken alleen naar
deze twee”. Dit vermindert de hoeveelheid benodigd rekenwerk en stelt de onder-
zoekers in staat om hun resultaten in een 2-dimensionale grafiek weer te geven9.
Meestal wordt er dan gekozen om simpelweg ergens een grens te trekken en te
zeggen: alle configuraties met een waarschijnlijkheid lager dan deze grens kunnen
de metingen niet verklaren en zijn daarom uitgesloten. Alle configuraties met een
waarde boven deze grens kunnen de metingen nog wél verklaren en zijn dus nog
toegestaan. Een voorbeeld van zo’n grafiek is te zien in Figuur S.2.
Deze aanpak klinkt redelijk, maar komt met een belangrijke kanttekening. Door
slechts een deel van een model te verkennen, zegt de conclusie van de analyse
niets over het hele model. Dit is gevisualiseerd in Figuur S.3: door slechts te kijken
naar één specifieke waarde van vrije parameter θ1, weten we in principe helemaal
niets over de uitsluiting van configuraties met een andere waarde van θ1. Niet
alleen dat, maar analyses worden typisch ook geoptimaliseerd op precies in de
9Iets wat voor 19-dimensionale problemen bijvoorbeeld niet mogelijk is, want hoe visualiseer (laat
staan print) je iets met meer dan 3 of 4 dimensies?
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snede die wordt onderzocht een zo goed mogelijke sensitiviteit te hebben. Dit
proces gaat typisch ten koste gaat van sensitiviteit buiten die snede.
De vraag is dus: wat is het alternatief? Hoe kunnen we aan de ene kant hoog-
dimensionale modellen zo goed mogelijk verkennen, maar aan de andere kant het
benodigd rekenwerk binnen de perken houden? En als we dit dan hebben, hoe
kunnen we de resultaten dan zo goed mogelijk communiceren?
Antwoorden op deze vragen worden gegeven in Hoofdstuk 5 en 6. Die hoofd-
stukken bekijken het probleem als een classificatieprobleem. Als aan elke confi-
guratie een binaire waarde hangt, namelijk “wel uitgesloten” of “niet uitgesloten”,
dan zou het toch mogelijk moeten zijn om doormiddel van machine learning het
patroon van deze waardes (zoals bijvoorbeeld de grens in Figuur S.2) te herkennen
en die kennis te gebruiken om de uitsluiting van nog niet bekeken configuraties in
dat deeltjesfysicamodel te voorspellen?
Hoofdstuk 5 verkent dit idee door een machinelearningmodel te maken op ba-
sis van 300.000 configuraties in een 19-dimensionaal model voor nieuwe deeltjes-
fysica. Voor elk van deze configuraties was de uitsluitingsinformatie bekend. Het
patroon dat deze uitsluitingsinformatie vormt komt neer op een complexe grens
zoals in Figuur S.2, maar dan in negentien dimensies. Een machinelearningmodel
gebouwd op deze informatie kan leren waar die grens ligt, en op basis daarvan
voor elke mogelijke configuratie voorspellen of het uitgesloten is of niet.
Het model dat we in dat hoofdstuk hebben gemaakt is vrij goed in het ma-
ken van deze voorspellingen; het doet dit moet een algehele nauwkeurigheid van
93,2%. Dit is niet perfect, maar dat was ook niet te verwachten: 300.000 datapun-
ten zijn gewoon niet zo veel datapunten als je ze moet verspreiden over negentien
dimensies. Desalniettemin is deze nauwkeurigheid wel bemoedigend, vooral als
je bedenkt dat zo’n machinelearningmodel meestal heel snel is. Waar de ‘echte’
bepaling van de uitsluiting van een configuratie makkelijk een uur kan duren, kan
een machinelearningmodel de uitkomst voorspellen (met 93,2% nauwkeurigheid)
in een fractie van een seconde. Een voorbeeld van wat 93,2% nauwkeurigheid in
de praktijk inhoudt is te zien in Figuur S.4, waar het werkelijke patroon en de voor-
spelling door het machinelearningmodel gegeven zijn in een 2-dimensionale versie
van het volledige model10.
Ondanks dat de voorspelling dus niet perfect is, kan die snel verkregen infor-
matie desondanks wel nuttig worden gebruikt. Je zou bijvoorbeeld kunnen kijken
naar de zekerheid van die voorspelling. Als die zekerheid klein is, dan is het aan-
nemelijk dat de gekozen configuratie dichtbij die complexe uitsluitingsgrens ligt.
10Het is helaas onmogelijk om alle negentien dimensies tegelijkertijd weer te geven, dus wordt hier
een projectie op slechts twee van die dimensies gegeven. Het machinelearningmodel dat gebruikt is
om de voorspellingen te maken bevat de geleerde informatie wel in de volle dimensionaliteit.
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Figuur S.2 Een typische grafiek zoals die door deeltjesfysica experimenten wordt gemaakt
als er geen signalen zijn dat er nieuwe deeltjes zijn ontdekt. Alle modelconfiguraties onder
de rode lijn in dit figuur zijn uitgesloten, alle configuraties daar buiten zijn dat nog niet. De
gele band geeft hier aan wat de verwachtte locatie was van de rode lijn voorafgaand aan het





Figuur S.3 Als experimenten geen fouten vinden in het standaardmodel, geven de typische
grafieken die ze produceren (zoals die in Figuur S.2) maar een beperkt beeld van de mo-
dellen die ze onderzoeken. Bijna altijd bekijken ze maar een paar van de vrije parameters
van het model. In dit figuur zijn dat θ2 en θ3. De waarde van θ1 wordt niet gevarieerd, maar
vastgezet. De resultaten zeggen daarom niets over andere waardes van θ1. Voor modellen




Figuur S.4 Met machine learning is het mogelijk om patronen in data te leren en daarmee
voorspellingen temaken. De grafiek links laat een 2-dimensionale projectie zien van een 19-
dimensionaal uitsluitingspatroon (negentien dimensies volledig visualiseren is helaas onmo-
gelijk op papier). Met dit volledige 19-dimensionale patroon is een machinelearningmodel
gemaakt dat de voorspelling van dit patroon produceerde, welke rechts te zien is. Ondanks
dat de voorspelling niet compleet overeenkomt met het werkelijke patroon, zijn de belang-
rijkste kenmerken correct geleerd, en blijkt in 93,2% van de gevallen correct te zijn.
Aan de andere kant: als die zekerheid groot is, dan is het aannemelijk dat de bij-
behorende configuratie juist ver van die grens af ligt. Vergelijk het met de vraag
“liggen er pepernoten in de supermarkt”: rond november en februari weet je het
antwoord vrij zeker, maar datzelfde kun je niet zeggen van augustus.
Niet alle machinelearningmodellen geven je een zekerheid op de voorspelling,
maar als je eenmodel gebruikt dat dit wel kan, kunnen we die informatie gebruiken
om te bepalen waar we de kostbare ‘echte’ berekening willen toepassen. Het is
immers zonde om een langdure berekening te doen op een configuratie waarvan
we de uitkomst toch al wel weten, namelijk ver van die grens af. Liever besteden
we de kostbare tijd aan configuraties dicht bij die uitsluitingsgrens. Dit idee staat
in de machinelearningwereld bekend als active learning en is het onderwerp van
onderzoek in Hoofdstuk 6.
In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we gekeken hoeveel sneller active learning is in het ver-
krijgen van een hoge resolutie op de uitsluitingsgrens dan de standaardaanpak van
configuraties doorrekenen in een roosterachtig patroon (of gewoon willekeurig ge-
selecteerd). Het resultaat blijkt afhankelijk te zijn van zowel de dimensionaliteit van
het probleem, als van hoe lang de werkelijke berekening duurt. Als die berekening
heel snel is, duurt het maken van een machinelearningmodel relatief lang, waar-
door dat op zichzelf weer inefficiënt zou kunnen zijn. Als de werkelijke berekening
echter lang duurt (of je hebt simpelweg een heleboel punten nodig, zoals het geval
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Figuur S.5 Resultaat van het onderzoek naar het gebruik van active learning in de deeltjesfy-
sica. De relatieve tijdswinst in het creëren van nieuwe data bij het gebruik van active learning
ten opzichte van willekeurige configuraties doorrekenen liep in onze experimenten op tot
een factor 7. Deze tijdswinst wordt groter naar mate er meer data gegenereerd moet wor-
den (zoals in het geval van hoog-dimensionele modellen) of wanneer het maken van data
lang duurt.
is voor dimensionaliteitsproblemen), dan lijkt het maken van machinelearningmo-
dellen rendabel te worden. Active learning is in onze experimenten11 meer dan
zeven keer zo efficiënt gebleken dan willekeurige configuraties doorrekenen. Deze
hele redenering en dit resultaat is te zien in Figuur S.5.
Is een factor 7 genoeg om met hoog-dimensionele ruimtes om te gaan en
ons daar voortaan op te richten in plaats van slechts delen daarvan (zoals in Fi-
guur S.3 weergegeven)? Nee, maar in combinatie met het maken van machine-
learningmodellen zoals in Hoofdstuk 5 kunnen de resultaten desondanks zinnig
zijn. De verkenning van hoog-dimensionele ruimtes blijft namelijk een lastig pro-
bleemen active learning lijkt een veelbelovendemethode omdit probleemefficiën-
ter aan te pakken dan de standaard aanpak. Bovendien kunnen machinelearning-
modellen, zoals die van Hoofdstuk 5, worden gebruikt om resultaten te commu-
niceren met vakgenoten en geïnteresseerden, zelfs als de verkende modellen niet
2-dimensionaal zijn.




Dit alles neemt natuurlijk nog steeds niet een ander fundamenteel probleem van
de standaardaanpak weg, namelijk dat de werkelijke berekeningen die we moeten
uitvoeren in een analyse lang duren. Als we die berekeningen zouden kunnen ver-
snellen, zouden we de problemen die we hebben met hoog-dimensionele ruimtes
ook voor een flink deel verlichten.
Helaas is het niet makkelijk om die berekeningen te versnellen. Het is namelijk
niet één berekening, maar een hele reeks van benaderingen en simulaties die alle-
maal in een reeks moeten worden uitgevoerd. Denk hierbij aan het simuleren van
de deeltjesprocessen zelf, maar ook aan de simulatie van de data die een experi-
ment zou geven voor zulke processen en aan de statistische analyse die uiteindelijk
nodig is om een conclusie uit de gesimuleerde metingen te kunnen trekken. De
hele reeks van benodigde simulaties en benaderingen wordt vanwege deze se-
quentiële aanpak ook wel een analyseketting genoemd, waarvan een versimpelde
versie12 is gegeven in Figuur 2.3.
Dat wil niet zeggen dat we het überhaupt niet eens zouden moeten proberen
om deze analyseketting te versnellen. In Hoofdstuk 7 kijken we daarom of het
mogelijk is omeen specifieke stap in deze analyseketting te versnellen: de simulatie
van deeltjesprocessen.
Niet dat dat eenvoudig is. Om dit te zien, neem bijvoorbeeld het volgende sce-
nario:
ik wil een programma maken dat dobbelsteenworpen voor me simu-
leert. Ik maak dat programma en elke keer als ik haar uitvoer bekijk,
blijkt het voornamelijk “6” als antwoord te geven (zie Figuur S.6). Je zult
waarschijnlijk zeggen dat het programma niet klopt; een normale dob-
belsteen heeft geen voorkeur voor één van de getallen. Natuurlijk, het
kan dat bij toeval 90% vanm’n worpen een 6 is, maar die kans is gewoon
niet bijster groot.
Op basis van een enkel datapunt uitmijn simulatie (één van de 6-en) kan
ik niet zeggen of de simulatie klopt of niet. Door echter te kijken naar de
verdeling van de datapunten, in plaats van naar individuele datapunten,
kan ik dat wel zeggen. Een simulatie moet dus niet alleen kloppende
uitkomsten geven, maar deze uitkomstenmoeten ook nog eens correct
verdeeld zijn.
12Een versimpelde versie, niet een simpele versie.
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Figuur S.6 Voorbeeld van verdelingen aan de hand van dobbelstenen. Het histogram links
laat de resultaten van een eerlijke dobbelsteen zien, waarin de getallen 1 tot en met 6 alle-
maal een even grote kans hebben om gerold te worden. Datzelfde kan niet worden gezegd
over het histogram rechts, welke de resultaten van een oneerlijke dobbelsteen laat zien.
Beide dobbelstenen kunnen alle getallen (1 tot en met 6) rollen, maar enkel uit de verde-
lingen van deze twee dobbelstenen is te zien dat de dobbelsteen van het histogram rechts
niet eerlijk is.
Exact ditzelfde geldt ook voor simulaties in de deeltjesfysica, maar daar zijn de
problemen typisch wat lastiger dan dobbelsteenworpen. In plaats van een eenvou-
dige vlakke verdeling, zoals in Figuur S.6, zijn de verdelingen vaak grillig en hebben
ze meerdere scherpe pieken. Een voorbeeld van zo’n lastigere situatie wordt be-
keken in Hoofdstuk 7. Daar kijken we naar de simulatie van deeltjesprocessen. De
uitvoer daarvan zegt welke deeltjes er zijn gemaakt in het proces, in welke richtin-
gen ze zich bewegen en met welke snelheid. In tegenstelling tot het dobbelsteen-
voorbeeld, waar één getal uit kwam, komen uit deze simulatie meerdere waarden
waarvan de verdelingen op complexe manieren met elkaar samenhangen.
Wederom zijn er standaardtechnieken om een simulatie als deze aan te pak-
ken, maar die worden minder effectief in hogere dimensionaliteiten. Daarnaast
zijn ze typisch niet in staat om correlaties (dat is: die afhankelijkheden tussen de
verdelingen van de uitvoerwaarden) tussen dimensies goed te herkennen. Het
klinkt daarom logisch om te kijken naar hoe machinelearningalgoritmes hier zou-
den kunnen helpen.
Omdat het leren van dataverdelingen (en daar vervolgens nieuwe data uit gene-
reren) een fundamenteel ander probleem is dan het voorspellen van waardes voor
nieuwe datapunten, is hier een ander soort algoritme nodig danwe tot dusver heb-







































Figuur S.7 De verdeling voor de elektronenergie in een specifiek deeltjesproces. Het ge-
maakte flow model (paarse lijn) reproduceert de werkelijke verdeling (rode lijn) veel beter
dan de traditioneel gebruikte methode (groene lijn). De bovenste grafiek laat de verdelin-
gen zelf zien, de onderstaande laat het relatieve verschil zien tussen de verdelingen en de
werkelijke verdeling. De reden dat het flow model het hier zoveel beter doet dan de traditi-
onele methode is dat (tijdens het maken van dit specifieke model) de elektronenergie niet
direct toegankelijk was voor beide methodes, maar dat het via een formule uit hun uitvoer
berekend moest worden. De correlaties tussen de dimensies zijn hierbij erg belangrijk en
de traditionele methode (VEGAS) kan deze correlaties simpelweg niet herkennen.
Alhoewel er hier meerdere soorten van zijn13, wordt in Hoofdstuk 7 specifiek ge-
keken naar zogenaamde normalising flows.
Net zoals andere machinelearningalgoritmes moeten normalising flows op ba-
sis van data worden geïnstrueerd wat het patroon is dat zemoeten leren14. Hoofd-
stuk 7 laat echter zien dat zodra we zo’n normalising flow model hebben, het veel
beter dan traditionele technieken in staat is om data te genereren volgens de wer-
kelijke verdeling, ook als die verdeling hoog-dimensioneel is en complexe correla-
ties bevat. Een voorbeeld van de verdeling van zo’n variabele (die sterk afhankelijk
is van zulke correlaties) is te zien in Figuur S.7.
Een specifiek belangrijk en nieuw resultaat in dat hoofdstuk is dat het moge-
13Één van deze algoritmes is bijvoorbeeld de GAN, welke de gezichtsfoto’s maakte die we eerder al
zagen.
14Merk op dat het datapatroon nu niet wordt gevormd een functiewaarde (zoals “wel uitgesloten”
en “niet uitgesloten”), maar door de dichtheid van de datapunten.
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lijk is om werkende en efficiënte flow modellen te maken op basis van gewogen
datasets. In gewogen datasets hangt aan elk datapunt een getal dat zegt hoeveel
datapunten het punt werkelijk voorstelt. Sterker nog: in sommige gevallen kunnen
deze gewichten zelfs negatief zijn. Dit voelt misschien wat onnodig gecompliceerd,
maar meestal is het maken van gewogen datasets makkelijker dan het maken van
normale (dus ongewogen) datasets. Het feit dat de flowmodellen ook goedwerken
als ze gemaakt worden met zulke gewogen datasets is bijzonder bruikbaar, vooral
omdat de datapunten die het zelf genereert vervolgens ongewogen zijn. Niet dat
demodellering perfect is – geen enkelmachinelearningmodel is ooit perfect –maar
het overtreft wel de technieken die we nu meestal gebruiken.
Samenvattend: in dit proefschrift is gekeken naar een brede setmethodes en tech-
nieken om de dimensionaliteitsproblemen aan te pakken die we in de deeltjesfy-
sica hebben. Gegeven de hoeveelheid data die experimenten produceren en de
modellen die theoretici construeren, zal er aan die dimensionaliteitsproblemen de
komende tijd waarschijnlijk geen eind komen. Het beste wat we dus kunnen doen
is onderzoeken hoe we met die dimensionaliteit kunnen omgaan. De resultaten in
dit proefschrift lossen deze problemen niet op, maar laten wel zien dat we ons aan
deze situatie kunnen aanpassen. In de deeltjesfysica zijn we dan wel op zoek naar
het onbekende, maar met de juiste methodes zou het zomaar kunnen zijn dat dat




Some people say that learning is a collaborative effort and that a degree of re-
latedness to other people is necessary for motivation. I am not a social scientist
(as I believe this thesis more than clearly shows), so I can’t fully judge the validity of
those statements on learning in general. I can however endorse it as a statement
on my research: this thesis would not have been what it is now if it were not for
some unmeasurably awesome people.
I don’t want to start this sentence with “of course”, as it would imply a trivialisation
of my gratitude, but of course I want to thank my supervisors Sascha Caron and
Tom Heskes. Sascha, I don’t think I say anything new or surprising when I say that
you and I are very different people. More than once I therefore wondered why
you specifically asked me, of all people, to be your graduate student. And to be
honest, I am still a bit baffled by this. You apparently saw something in me that I
did not. That single insight has given me so many experiences and opportunities
that I neverwould have gotten otherwise. Thank you for that, and for all the support
along the way.
Tom, our weekly, then not-weekly, then weekly-again meetings were always en-
lightening and helpful. As a physicist by training, the world of machine learning was
entirely new to me when I started my path towards becoming a researcher. I can
only imagine that more or less the same holds for you when it comes to particle
physics, but I never felt like that ever held you back, quite the opposite actually!
That truly inspired me, so thank you, for without your knowledge and insights this
thesis would not be what it is now.
It would be remiss if I did not also mention the support of both Olga Igonkina
and Gerhard Raven, who have always held a finger on the pulse as much (and as
long) as you could. Whether I had questions about the direction my research took
me in, concerns about the whole process of obtaining a PhD or struggled with the
scientific world in general, you were there and I very much felt and appreciated
that.
It would however be incredibly disingenuous ofme (and scientifically, if notmor-
ally wrong) if I would claim all research presented in this thesis is fully and onlymine.
Chapters 4 to 7 would not have existed without all the wonderful people I had the
opportunity to collaborate with. Martin, Rob, Roberto and all the many others:
thank you for all your insights and energy. I might not be able to judge whether
learning (in general) is a collaborative effort, but our research certainly was!
All this scientific support resulted in this thesis, which counts over 50,000 words
(excluding the references, index, and these acknowledgements). Although I might
tell myself that I “did not have the time” to write a shorter thesis, the manuscript
committee certainly did not have the choice to read a shorter one. Thank you very
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much for reading my manuscript! The same holds of course to all those people
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Although you are with too many to mention you all by name, I would like to thank
the entire High Energy Physics department for the awesome time I have had there
(and I am super lucky to still be having). I loved our lunches and our drinks, but
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der (i.e. playing police officer) in a group is not something that comes naturally
to me. You might therefore be able to imagine how excited I was when I learned
about the opportunity to obtain a university teaching qualification during my time
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Although possible, actually getting this teaching qualification in those four years
is still challenging. I didmanage to do this, if not for the incredible help and support
I had. Sven and Maarten, seeing your enthusiasm about teaching and education
created this weird yet awesome feedback loop that led to so much energy that it
was impossible to ignore. Thank you for all your advice, reading and feedback. Your
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wished, which has helped me in many ways in writing this thesis and performing
my research.
Although I claimed that research is collaborative, I am sure also is frustrating and
lonely from time to time. Getting stuck, hitting awall (sometimes literally) or desper-
ately needing help with a specific programming library and finding out that nobody
that you know has experience with it; research can be pretty demoralising. This is
especially true when the figurative loneliness gets literal by a global pandemic. I can
wholeheartedly repeat the cliche that I would not have finished my thesis if it were
not for my friends and family. You neverending efforts in telling me that I am in
fact good enough, that my worth does not depend on my research or the number
of pages in my thesis honestly helped me. True, the size of this dissertation shows
that your efforts did not always have the desired result, but that was absolutely not
for a lack of trying from your part! You kept me grounded and inspired me in more
ways than you can ever imagine.
Whether it wasmy family always being there for me, Corine and our we-did-not-
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